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COURT OF
APPEAL'ROVINCE

OF Q(03BEC
MONTREAL REGISTRY

NO. 500-09-007384-985
(5004)S-03970 I-9SO)

December lS, 2999

PRESEN1". THE HONOURABLE ROUSSEAU-HOULE
CHAMBBRLAND
FORGET JJ.A.

COMMUNICATIONS, ENERGY AND PAPERWORKERS UNION OF CANADA,

LOCAL 245

hPPELLANT - (impleaded party)

and

RITA BLONDIN,
ERIBERTO DI PAULO,
UMED GOHILr
HORACE SOLLOWAY,
PIERRE REBETEZ,
MICHAEL THOMSON,
JOSEPH BRAZEAU,
ROBERT DAVIES,
JEAN. PIERRE MARTIN,
LESLIE STOCKWELL,
NARC TREMBLAYl

APPELLANTS - (Impleaded parties)

a

THE GAZETTE, A DIVISION OF SOUTHAM INC.,

RESPONDENT - (p'etltianer)

Slit(

MTRE. ANDRE SYLVESTREr

IMPLEADED PARTY - (rerpandent)
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THE COURT: - Ruling on the appeal by appellants from a judgment of the

Superior Court, District of Montrdat, handed down on October 30, 1998 by thc

Honourable Justice Danielle Grenier, who allowed the respondent's motion for judicial

review, declared that the arbitrator had exceeded his jurisdiction in allowing thc

grievance of June 1, 1996 snd quashed the arbitral award that had allowed the grievance;

Having examined the file, heard the evidence and deliberated;

For the reasons expressed in the written opinion of Rousseau-Boule J,A., viith

which Chamberland and Forget JJ.A, concur„

ALLOWS the appeal in part',

ORDERS the respondent to submit to the process of exchanging best final offers

within 30 days following this decision;

QUASHES the two orders by the arbitrator on the payment and reimbursement of

thc salaries and benefits last because of the tock-out;

RETURNS the Gle to the arbitrator, who will determine, if necessary, the

damages that could be granted the 11 appellants following the employer's failure to

respect article XI of the 1987 agreement;
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December 15, 1999

PRESENT; 77IE HONOURABLE ROUSSEAU-HOVLB
CHAMIBItLAND
PORGBT H,A.

RITA BLONIHN,
ERIBERTO DI PAOLO,
UMEU GQHILr
HORACE SOLLOWAY,
PIERRE REBETEZg
MICRAEL THOMSON,
JOSEPII BRAZEAU,
ROBERT DAVIES,
JEAN-PIERRE MARTIN,
LESLIE STOCKtrYELlc
MARC TREMBLAVr

APPELLANTS - (impleaded parties)

and

COMMUNICATIONSi ENERGY AND PAPERWORKERS UNION OF CANADA,
LOCAL145

APPELLANT - impleaded party)
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THE GAZETTE, A DIVISION OF SOUTHAM INC,r

RESPONDENT - (petitioner)
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THE WHOLE with costs in both courts,

(s) Thdrbse Rousseau-Houle LA.

(s) lacquer Chamberland J.A,

(s) Andrd Forget J.A,

Mtre. Robert Cot 8 (Trudeau, Provencsl et associds)
Attorney for tbe appellants

Mtre. Pierre Grenier (Melanpon, Marcesu et associds)
Attorney for the appellant

Mtre. Ronald McRobie (Martineau, Walker)
Attorney for the respondent

Date of hearing: November 9. 3999
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THE WHOLE with costs in both coutts,

(s) Thdrhse Rousseau-Houle J,A.

(s) Jacques Chamberland J,A,

(s) AndrdporBet J.A.

Jvltre, Pierre Grenier (Melanron, Marceau et associate)

Attorney for the appellant

Mtre, Robert CBtd (Trudeau, Provenpal et assoclds)
Attorney for the sppeUsnts

Mtre, Ronald McRobie (Msrdneau, Walker)
Attorney For the respondent

Date of hearing: November 9. l 999
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THE COURT: - Ruling on the appeal by appellants from a judgment of the

Superior Court, District ofMontrdal, handed down on October 30, 1998 by the

kionourable Justice Danielle Grcnier, who allowed the respondent's motion for judicial

review, declared that the arbitrator had exceeded hts jurisdiction in agowing the

grievance ofJune 4, 1996 and quashed the arbitral award that had allowed the grievance;

Having examined the file, heard the evidence and deliberated;

For the reasons expressed in the written opinion of Rousseau-Hcu! e J.A., with

which Chamberland and Forget JJ.A. concur;

ALLOWS the appeal in part;

ORDERS the respondent to submit to the process of exchanging best final offers

within 30 days following this decision;

QUASHES the two orders by the arbitrator on the payment and reimbursement
ol'he

salaries and benefits lost because of the tock-out;

RETVRNS the file to the arbitrator, who will determine, if necessary, the

damages that could be granted the 11 appellants following the employer's failure to

respect article XI of the 19S7 agreement;
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THE WHOLE with costs in both courts,

(s) Thdrbse Rousseau-Houle J,A,

(s) Jacques Chamberland J,A,

(s) Andrb Forget J.A,

Mire. Pierre Granter (Metancon, Marceau et associds)
Attorney for the appellant

lvltre. Robert Cotd (Trudeau, Provencal et associds)
Attorney for the appellants

Mtre. Ronald McRobie (Martineau, Walker)
At torney for the respondent
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COURT OF APPEAL
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MONTREAL REGISTRY

NO, 500-09-II07384-r985
(50045439701-980)

PRESENT: THE HONOURABLE ROUSSEAU-HOULE
CHAMBBRLAND
FORGET II.A.

COMMUNICATIONS, ENERGY AND PAPER%GREBES UNION OF CANADA,

LOCAL 145

APPELLANT - (tmpleaded party)

and

RITA BLUND INr
ERIBERTO DI PAULO,
UMED GOBIL,
HORACE SOLLOWAY,
PIERRE REBETEZr
MICHAEL THOMSON,
JOSEPH BRAZEAU,
ROBERT DAVIES,
JEAN-PIERRE MARTIN,
LESLIE STO CKWELLr
MARC TREMBLAY,

APPELLANTS ~ (impleaded parder)

THE GAZETTE, A DIVISION OF SOUTHAM INC„

RESPONDENT - (petitioner)

and

Nt'IRF ANDRti SYLVESfttE,

IMPLEADED PARTY - (respondent)
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RITA BLON 0 IN,
ERIBERTO DI PAD LO,
VMED GOHIL,
HORACE HOLLOWAY,
PIERRE REBETEPc
MICHAEL THOMSON,
JOSEPH BRAZEAU,
ROBERT DAVIES,
JEAN-PIERRE MARTIN,
LESLIE STOCKWELL
NARC TREMSLAYc

APPEI,LANTS -(impicadcd Parties)

and

COMMUNICATIONS, ENERGY AND PAPERWORKERS UNION OF'ANADA,
LOCAL 145, CEP

APPELLANT - (Impleaded party)

THE GAZETTEr A DIVISION OF S0UTHAM 'INC
v

RESPONDENT - (petitiencr)

and

MTRIL ANDRE SYLVESTRE&

IMPLEADED PARTY

OPTNION OF R~OSSEAU-HOULE J.A,

The Crazette declared a )ock-out on Tune 3, )996, It is still on-going today,
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Do the Com(nunications, Energy and Paperworkers Union of Canada, Local 1 45,

(the union) and the 11 typographers still employed by The Gazette on June 3, 1996 have

the right to demand that the employer accept the compulsory adjudication procedure for

the renewal of the collective agreement provided for ln the 1987 tripartite agreement7

Are the 11 emp! oyee appellants entitled to the salaries and other benefits they have lost

since the lock-out?

The union and the 11 typographers won their case before the adjudicator. The

decision was quashed by the judge of the Superior Court,

e ac

Until 1982, the union and the employer were bound by collective agreements that

gave the union exclusive jurisdiction over the work done by the employees. In 1982, in

return for the right to introduce major technological changes that were necessary in order

to remain competitive, the employer negotiated a tripartite agreement with the un~in and

the 20~0t ographers in the composing room guaranteeing job security and a salary for

the typographers until the age of 65.

The (nein points of this agreement are as follows;

The agreement shall only come Into effect once the sgrecmeat an job security
provided for In the collective agrecmcnt ar in subsequent collcetlve sgrecmcnts
terminates, Is cancel(a(h lapses or hecamcs Inspp((cable (art. I),

Thc agreement shan remain in effect until all the cmployecs who signed lt have

ceased their cmploymcnt, ultimately un(112UI7, snd no party shall misc thc
subjects of thc present agreement during future ncgotiatiens for the renewal of a
concctlve agreement (art, Ifj.

In return for thc right to go ahead with technological changes, the emp(oyer
agrees to guarantee aud guarantees to protect the empluyees named In Appendix I

against the lost of regular full time employ ment ln the composing room. The full.

VALIDATING CODE ~ BBZQZBRBRO
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time employment guaranteed shall bc em ployment with full salary, at least at thc
rate provldcd for iu any coliectlve sgreemc»t negotiated by lbc parties from time
to time (art. IIII.

Thc sgrccmcnt shall only,ccasc ta apply lo an employeo by reason of death,
voluntary mslgnstlon, end cf employment at tbe age of65 er dlxmhssl (arh IVl,

Thc agre cment s hail bind any buyer, successor or sssigb co of the employer (srt.
Vl,

An employee transferred to snatber department shall rcmsla subicct to tbe
agreement (srt, Vfl.

ln case of a dhpute over the interpretation, application or violatlou of this
agreemcut, the grievance procedure provided for in the collective sgrcemcnt In
effect st tbe time the grievance Is filed xb all apply {areVff),

Should the union cease to exist or cease to act sv the certiTied bargslnidg agent, su
amp toyee named Iu Appendix I shall have recourse to the grievance procedure
provided for In tbe Labour Code,

When this agreement was signed, the parties provided as follows for its

incorporation into the collective agreement as Appendix C:

ffmnslstionl,
The partlet agree io reproduce below ihc evidence of an agrccmcnt concluded
between them o» November 52, 19S2.This agrcemcnt forms pari of the prcsr nt
collective sgrcdmcnt witheut that fact aÃcctlng Its civil cffccts ouNlde thc collective
agrccmcnt, Therefore, the paruci dcclnre that ll ls their intention that tbe said
agreement rcmaln In su!I force subiect to the tenne nnd conditions contained in it,
notwithstanding the expiration of Ihe collective sgrecmcnt,

in l 987, the employer, the union and the 132 employees still working for The

Gazette in the composing room reiterated the main points of the 1982 agreement, adding

a salary indexing formula to compensate for the union' giving up the union protection

clauses. Articles X and XI were also added'.

VALIOATB40 COBB BBZQ2BRBRO
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)Translation)

)C AMENDMENTS

The partlcs «cknowledgc that all the provisions ol'hc present agrcemcnt constitute

terms and conditions that are mscntlsI to the validity ot'the agrcemcnt.

Consequently, if a provision of this «grecmcnt! Iu wholo or iu part, were tn be
declared void, inoperative or inapplicable by any competent tribunal or by lair, thc
Company aud the Union agree to meet Immediately in order to conclude an amended
agreement that would be binding on sll parties. It Is agreed in 0Nnclple that thc
essential elements of the agreemcnt will bc maintained by means of amending
farmulas, equivalent p revisions or any other sgrcentent concluded by the parties In
their negotiations,

lf, within ninety (90) days following mch a dccbiou by s tribunal or by law ss
referred to above the parties are unable to reach such sn amended agreement, the
parties agree that the provisions of the present sgrceme»t aud the collective
agreement shatl remain ln effem uatll onc or the other of the partlcs exercises its right
to strike or to a lock-out as provided for I» section 107 of the Qcdbcc Labour Coda or
until an mvard ls rendered by an arbitrator as provided for In the folloiving section ot
this agreement,

XL RENEWAL OF COLLECTIVE AGREEMENTS AND DISPUTE
SETTLEMENT

Wkhln ninety (90) days preceding the expiration of the collective agrcemcnt, thc
Emptoycr and thc Union cun begin ncgotlatlons for a new collective agrecmcut! The
terms and conditions cf thc agreement shag remain in effect until an agreeroent ls
reached, au au ard B ran dered by an arbitrator or aue of the parget exercises its tight
to strike or to a lockmut.

ln the hvo west&a preceding the acqulsitlan of thc right to strike sr ta * Iockwut,
Including the acquisition cf such a right by the appBcstlon of ar)Iclc X of thc prcscnt
agreement, onc or thc ether of the ptirtlcs can mquirc iltst "best final off«rs" be
exchanged, tn ivhlch case both parties must present their offers shnultsneously, in

'riting,within the nerf fartymlght(48) hours or within another period of tfme the
parties agree to. The "best final offers" shall cautaln only those clauses or parts of
clauses on tvhich the parties have nat yct agreed. If they stgi fail to agree, before thc
rig!ht to strike or to a Iockmut Is acquired, onc or both partlet csn submit ihc
dlsagrccmeni to an arbltratot'hosen In thc manner provided for by the grievance
promdurc In Iho co!Icclivc sgrcr ment. If sitch s rrqcest ln tnbndtted, tho arbitrator,
after giving both partlet the opportunity to make their representations an the merits
of their resp ectk e proposals, shall select one set of best Sinai offers ln lit entirety acd
re)cct the other iu its entirety, The arbitrator's decision shag be linet and blndlug on
both parties snd shall become an integral part of thc collective agreement,

I YALIDATINO CODE BBZ~IBRBRO )
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'rticle

X provided for a compulsory amendment formula should the agreement be

declared void, inoperative or inapplicable by a tribunal or by law. At the time, the Laborrr

Code had not been amended to allow a collective agreement to last longer than three

years, The text of this article snd the new article XI on the renewal of the cog ective

agreements snd dispute settlement is also found in article 2(b) of the collective

agreement:

(Translation]
Arttde Z(b) Vlttbln thc ninety (90) days prcccdlng the expiration of the present
Collective hgrcemcntr tbo EmPloycr snd thc Union can begin ncgoliatlOns for a nerv
collective agrecmcnt Ihat wnl come Into effect an bIay I, 1996.

In the hvo f4) wacke preceding tbe acquisition of the right to strlkc or to a lock-out,
including thc acquishqon of such a right by the applfeation cfuritcte X uf Ihe
agreement found ln Appendix C of the present eoncctlve ngrccmeut, Ihe parties can
»grec ID cxcbangc "best ilnat otTers" and shag do so, if appgcsble, slmuganeously, In
writing, within Ibc next fortywtghf (48) hours or within another period of thno thc
parties agrcc to. Tbc chest llual offcrrn shaQ contain only those eisuscs ar part's of
clauses on Which the Parlia» bove not yct agrccrk lf they stgl fall to agrecr beforo the
right tO Strg»C Or tc a tOCk-Out laaCqulred, tbe purde» Can Submit tbe diangrCement tO

an arbitrator chasen ln tbe murmur pravldcd fur by iho grievance pmccdnre ln tbc
conective agreement, V such u request ln'submitted, tbc arbitrator, after glvlag boih

parties the ep portunlty to mnke their representations on thc merits of'their respective
proposals, shell sclcct one sct of best tlnal offer» In Its entirety nod re)act the other in

It» c»tlrety Tire»rbltrstor's dcchlcn strati bc tlmrl und bin ding on both purtlcx und
slmll heconre an integral part of ilrc ccltcctlve agrccment,

The terms and conditions of Ihe present Concctlvo hsrucmcnt shall rcmaln in ctfcct
until one of the parties excrches its right to strike or to a lockmut as described ln the
paragraph above.

These articles were designed to ensure the continuity of the commitments made by the

employer snd to provide a compulsory arbitration meehan(sm for renewing the collective

agreement,

As they had done in )982, each of the employees signed this agreement, which

wss incorporated into the collective agreement as Appendix C, in the same terms as in

!
l 982, the l 982 agreement becoming Appendix B.The 1982 and 1987 agreements

l VAIJDATING CODE = BBZQIBRBRO I
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reproduced in the collective agreements provide essentially for: (I) an employment and a

salary guarantee, (2) an agreement not to renegotiate the guaranteed protection and (3) a

compulsory pracess for renewing the collective agreement.

Prom 19g7 to 1992, the composing roam staff decreased constantly through

attrition and the transfer of employees into other services. In 1992 and 1993, employer

representatives informed each employee individually of the need to reorganize the

camposing room and told the union that the employer p!armed to renegotiate article 2(b)

of the collective agreement, which made arbitration obligatory,

Since the employer and the union were unable to agree on the terms of a new

collective agreement when the old one expired, on April 30, 1993, they resorted to the

best final offers mechanism provided for in article 2(b) of the collective agreement and

article XI of the 1987 agreement appended to it,

Arbitrator Lebaeuf, to whom the best final offers were submitted for arbitration,

had to examine them and accept one set in its entirety and reject the other, also in its

entirety.

Meanwhile, the employer decreed a lack-out on May 17, 1993. The arbitrator first

had to deal with a grievance between the same parties, in which the union claimed that

the employer could not exercise its right to a lock-out as long as the callective agreement

had not been renegotiated or decided by arbitral award, On November 1S, 1993, arbitrator

Lebaeuf dismissed this grievance, He concluded that [translation] "the fact that the

parties had agreed that either one could impose on the other the exceptional arbitration

pracess provided for in article 2(b) meant no more than that and certainly did not include

a renunciation, explicit or otherwise, of the right to strike or a lock-out. This right

continues to exist, even within the process in question".

t VAI IDATING CODE ~ BBZQIBRBRO t
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On August 18, 1994, arbitrator Lebaeuf rendered his sward and retained the

amp!eyer's best final otTers because he believed that they were in the best interests of

The Gazette, which was experiencing financial difficulties snd was paralyzed by the

attitude of'the union, which regtsed ta authorize employee transfers to other departments,

These best final offers included an importanf change to article 2(b) of the collective

agreement and artie! e Xf of'the 1987 tripartite agreement, The process of exchanging best

final offers, which had been compulsory, became optional. A change was also made to

the 1982 agreement, reproduced in Appendix B.The employer could now transfer its

employees into other departments or positions as the firm required, without abtaining

autharization from the union beforehand,

These two changes gave risc to appendices B-1 and C-l, which were inserted, in

keeping with the arbitral award, into the 1993-1996collective agreement. Appendix C-1

is the ane that makes the pracess oF exchanging best offers optionaL The introductory

text states that;

[Translniionl

The parties agree to amend ax specified below the terms and coudltlonx or Appendix
C, irhlch lc an cgrccmcnt orlglncny concluded bcnrccn thc parties on March 5, 1987,

Tbc present agrccmcnt, as well as tbe present amendment, shag bc doomed to be thc
only legal text, replacing any agreement(c) previously concluded on these points.

Appendix C-1 is thus at the heart of the dispute, since, when the collective agreement

expired, on April 30, 1996, the employer refused ta exchange best fmal offers.

The new appendices B-l and C-! were not signed by the employees who were

parties to the agreements of 1982 and 1987, but only by the union and the employer. The

particular circumstances of the signing are worth describing. Vfhen the employer ended

the lock-out, on August 24, 1994, there were only 62 employees left in the composing

~VALlDATFNG CODE "BBZQ2BRERO
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room, At that date, the employer sent each one of them s letter informing them that their

presence at work would not be required until tbrther notice. On September 14, the

employer made an end-ol'-employment ofFer including severance psy, This offer was

conditional on acceptance by at least 45 typographers snd on the union's agreeing to

refrain from sny recourse or claim against The Gazette. Around October 1, 51

typographers had accepted the offer and on October 3, the union and the employer signed

the following agreement:

frrsnststion]

By these presents, the Union xslves all elslms of any kind xhatsoever against the
Company origlnattng ln or resulting from the look-out of Its members by the
cempany an May 17, 1998, including future elatms or existing etstms that have not
yet been presents*

On October 14, the union and the employer signed the collective agreement

including the former 1982 and 1987 agreements reproduced in appendices B and C snd

the new appendices B-1 and C-l.

The 11 typographers who refused the employer's otFer were not called back to

work. The employer did not ofyer them a position but began paying them s salary again

on August 24, 1994. On February 8, 1995, the urdon filed a grievance demanding that

they be called back to work, On Apri! 25, 1996, arbitrator Foisy ordered the employer to

re-open the composing room and recall the 11 typographers no later than April 30,

On April 30, 1996, the union and each of the 11 employees invited the employer

to submit its bast offers with a view to renewing the cogective agreement that expired

that day. On May 3, 1996, the employer refused the invitation, stating that the process t

was now optional.

I VAUDATINt3 CODE SBZQ2~BRERO
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Qn May 9, the union snd the employer agreed to postpone until May 29, 1996 the

impfementation of arbitrator palsy's award and to postpone until June 3 the date on

which they acqufred the right ta strike or to a lock-out. A few propasals concerning

working conditions were exchanged but declared unacceptable by the two patties, On

June 3, 1996, the employer declared a lock-aut. The I!typogrsphers who had not been

given their jobs back since May 17, 1993 lost them all over again.

On October 4, 1996, the employer suggested that talks be resumed in the prcscncc

af a conciliator but there was no follow-up. The lack-out was therefore still in effect in

the fall of 1999.

Two grievances were filed on behalf of the union and each of the 11 employees,

the first on May 8, 1996, when the 1993-1996collective agreement was still in effect. It

contested the employer's refusal to submit Its best final offers in response to those the

union made on April 30, 1996, The arbitrator was asked to declare that artie! e 2(b) and

appendices B-I snd C-! of the colleotive agreement reached aller Mtre. Leboeuf's

arbitral award were void and without effect against the union and the complainants, snd

that only appendices B and C were appgcable. Arbitrator Sylvestre dismissed this

grievance because h'e could not, ss srbitraior, review or invalidate the award made on

August 18, 1994 by arbitrator Leboeuf, which stood In lieu of a collective agreement.

Arbitrator Leboeuf hsd accepted the employer's best final offers, which took f'rom the

typographers the rights conferred on them in the agreements signed in 1982 and 1987, No

motion for a review of the sward had been filed with the Superior Court, which alone had

the jurisdiction to cancei it,

The second grievance was filed on June 4, 1996, the day after the lock-out, It read

as follows:

VALIDATING CODE BBZQ2BRERO
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[Translation)

Local 145 of the Communications, Energy and Papemvorkcrs Union of Canada (CEP
Local 145) and cash of thc 11 signatories mcntloncd below arc contest tng the decision
of Thc t2axctte (a division ofSeuthsIn Inc.) to;

refuse or omit to consent to the process of ezchsnging "best linet olfcrs", as
required by a notice from the union snd the ll complalnauts on April 30, 1996;

decree a lock-out as of tune 3, 1996 with, ss a result, an Interruption of earnings
for the 11 complalnants and the suspension ef other benclks prevlded tor under
the collective labour agreement and the tripartite agreemcnts of November 12,
1982 snd March 5, 19S71

refuse to melntelu fhc conditions In force bcforc the lock&et was declared, that.
Is, the paid presence at work of the eomplsinantt, dmpke thc provisions of article
27 of the coltectivc agrccmcnt and despite the guarantee to maintain thc standard
of living provided for in the tripartite agrcemcnt concluded on ar around Mnrch
5, 1987.

The prmcnt grievance Is flied under the collecttve labour agrcerncnt end each of the
tripsrlite agmemcnts signed ou or about November 12, 1982 and March 5, 19s7,

Vfc ask the arbitrator to declare and order thc fellowingt

I- To order thc employer lo submit lo the preccss of eschnnglng bcst Anal olfcrs
and to send its "Intcst final offcrsn to thc union and the 11eomplaln ants
without delay;

2. To declare the tripartite sgrccments reached an or about Novcmbcr 12, 1982
and March 5, 1987 in full force, snd to oblige thc employer to respect them;

3. To order the employer to continue to pay cash ecmplainnnt the salary and
other benefits rmultlng fram thc catlccdva labour agrcczncnt and thc
tripartite agreements o!'November 1982 and March 19S7;

4- To order thc rclmbursctncnt of sny salary et other benefit lost following er
as a result of thc lock-out, with Intctest;

5- To make any other order necessary to preserve the psrttcs2 rights;

snd, In the interlmt
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To order thc cmploycr lo main(sin, until the final dcchlon Is rendered, thc
cond((lon( (hat cxlstcd prior to (he lock-out(

7- To make any other order ncccsssry (o safeguard thc patties'ights,

Arbitrator Sylvestre allowed this grievance on February 5, 1998,

The arbitral award

The arbitrator accepted the proposals made by the union and the 11 employees

according to which the two agreements signed in 1982 and 1987 had survived the

expiration of the oollective agreement in 199(5 and the declaration of a lock-out, The

essential elements of his decis('on are found at pages 110 and 113 of the award;

I( (s c(car that ivhen they signed the 1982 and (987 sgrcemcc(sand sppcndcd them to
thc coueethe agreements concluded at (hc time, the parties lntcndcd them to continue
until 2017. The employer and the union could not have expressed more clearly (heir
(»ten(ion to open the d oor to the lypogrs phers ss signatories snd Interested parties
ivhen they declared, tn November 1982, In thc intrcducuon, that thc agre»ment ivss
bc(ween 4Tbc Gazette", thc ogynd(cst qu(bdcois de I'lmprlmerla ct dcs
communis»lions, local 348" aud 4(hc employers'mploye»i, totalling 200, ivhosc
numcs ure listed ln an sppcndh to this document", They sllpulstcd, In ar(lclc ll, I(nit
(hc agrccmcnt «ould remain In force un(ll sit Ihe employees tneiitloncd bud lcf( their
Jobs, and that none uf tbc portlcs could raise tbc subiems ol'hc agrccmcnt durtng
future negotiations to renew a collective sgrccruonh Onc of thc subtects of the
agrccmen(, (he guarantee glvon by the em ploy sr ths( th» employees Ideutitled ivould
bc pro(ected nuidns( Ihc loss cf uiB(r rcsuhn full-t(nic iclm ls uic ccnisuslrir nnini
despite the lntroduc(ion of nciv technology, sppcored In ar((cle Ill. Iu add((ion, It ives
agrccd st thc time that thc agrccntcnt would corno Into force only once the agrccmcn(
appcndcd to the collective agrccmcn(i und concluded bet(veen (hc snip(oyer snd thc
un(os bad terminated, been removed, scen cancelled, orbed lap»cd. Lastly, each or
the 200 typographcrs signed (hc sgreemcnt, at(cating to the fuel that they lied rein(
and under((ood tbc text 4and especially that my Job will terminate ut thc date rtvcn
beloiv (."sud (bs( ...) 1agree to bc bound by thc terms snd condglons of this
agreement as a party to thc presents, thc ivhole in witness whereof 1 have signed
below", At the snmc date, the union and (he cmploycr agreed to repro duse the
agrccmcnt as on In(cgrsl pari of tbc eollcctlve agrcemcat they (vere signing 4ivlthout
that fact afi'ecting its civil effects cut((de the collective agreement". They dcclsrcd that
It was 4(heir lntcn(ion that thc sshl sfrccmcut remain In full force, sub Jcct (o thc
terms and cond((ion» tbereio, notwithstanding lhe expiration of the collective
agreemcnt". Given such clem texts, i( would bc to deny tbc cvldcncc to conclude that
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the sgrccmcnt involved only thc two patties mentioned in the lnhnar Coifc, thc

employer and the union.

give years later, in 1987,the same three parties signed sue(lier sgrccmcnt of
thc same sort They reaffirmed the guarantee of Job socurityuntil the age of 6$ for thc
132 typographcrs s(lll on the Job and added sn esealntor clause as well as s clause

crea(ing a mechankm for rencivlng the coilcctlve agreemcnts and iet(ling disputes.

Oa this last point, they would exchange best (lnal offers and, should they fail tc agree,
submit thc matter'o an arbftistorof their choice who, after examine(lon, would

select onc of the tive best final offers and mJect the other. Thc du(i(ion ivould be fina(
siul binding snd would become an integral psst e('(he collective agreement. Thc
part(ca also appended this sgrcemcnt to the coticctlvc agrcemcnt with thc same
introductory remark that thc fact (hat the sgrccmcnt » ss appended to the collccdvc
agreement would not affect nits civil effects outside thc collective agrccmcnt".

Thc situation In this case is very unusual, but thc psr((cs wanted it Ihst way
to ensure thc cont(need cxlstcncc until 2017 of the commltraents made by thc
employer in 19s2 and 19S7.They have to guard against all tbe dtustions that can
three(en Job sccurlty, includiag the tcrmlnst(on of a collective agrccmcnt. In tbc case
bcfare us, (he collcctlvc agrecmeut expired on Apt'il 30, 1996 and Its cffccts ended the
following June 6 when n lock-out was declared. In the Judgment of the undersigned,
the tripartite agreements then same Into effect. According to article I, eacH of the
1982 and 1987 agrecinents ivss to come 4(nto farce only ance thc Job security
sgrccmcnt protdded For ln the collective agreemen( bcbvcen the employer snd the
above-mcntioncd union, or subsequent col(eath'c agreements, ended ...",Thc
arbitrator agnfn points out (ha(, unlike (bc casein La Compuf ufo Puqurr Lfdc,
hfcGovfn Tousouasrcr Ltd., ffdu(oud sr CA i%A 8', tv here the employer had reached
spcciilc agrcemcnts tvlth Individuals, these twa agroemcnts (vere signed by three
part(ca, lncludlag the 11 sample(nants, Mtrc, Besullcu referred to the incongruous
nature of the results If the position of the union and the 11 compiainants was to win
the day, Between ivhoin, he sit(ed, would the best f(ntd offers be exchanged, and to
what andy To have a co(tee(lve agrecmcnt slguedby each ef the 11 complalnsnts as
ivcll as thc union snd the emplayerf ife qualiged the situatian as nonsensical The
»nderslgnml must admi( that thc effect of tbcsc proceedings ls unusual but points out
(hsl lt Is whnt thc parties wanted, Thc union and thc cinploycr created ncqulrcd
righk for thc (ypagrsphers, including Job security untg the age of 65 nnd s regular
salary adJusted to (he cost of living, Nothing ln law prohlbl(s such a solution. In the
final analysis( the part(es ac(ed as they did In (his case to protect acquired rights.
Lastly, the arbltratoi accepts this conclusloa and, as Mr. McKay polntcd out In his
letter of April 17, 1992, quoting a financial columnltt ln yhic Guxcr(c, JEngtlsh lu the
origina(J "Trust ir rhs hcdrnnkon which good fnbnur rcfs(inns or any nihnr kind nf
human rein(ious are bull(... Once a drat fs mnifc, you s(fck tn if, O(hentfsc, your imrd is
worth nothin(f".
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For ail these reasons, the arbitrator allowed the grievance and ordered the

employer to submit to the process of exchanging best final offers, He declared that the

employer had to respect the tripartite agreements signed in 1 982 and 1987, which were

still in force, and ordered the employer to pay each of the complainants the salary and

other benefits deriving from the agreements, including any salary or benefit lost as a

result of the lock-out.

The appellants acknowledged that the last conclusion ordering that the conditions

prevailing prior to the award be maintained until the final award was handed down was

rendered inadvertently since it had been proposed In case the arbitrator was asked to

make an interim order before his fina! award, which did not.happen, This conclusion

must therefore be ignored.

The Sunericr Court decision

The judge of the Superior Court concluded that the arbitrator had made an error ir

qualifying the tripartite agreements as "civil contracts" that existed independently of the

collective agreemcnt, She pointed out that the Supreme Court had aAirmed on several

occasions that the collective nature of labour relations overrides, for all practical

purposes, the individual rights of the employees governed by a collective agreement, The

collective agreement deals with the same working conditions as the agreement. The latter

cannot, then, be interpreted as a suppletive legal writing.

The arbitrator exceeded his jurisdiction in concluding that independent civil

agreements existed that would produce effects afier the 1993-1996collective agreement

expired and would reinstate the optional final offers mechanism abolished by that

collective agreement. Article XI of the 1987 agreement stated in addition that the

agreement would no longer be in force once one of the parties had exercised its right to
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strike or to a lock-out. It could not, then, come into force or produce cit'ects sitar the

lock-out,

According to the judge, the individual agreements were signed by the

typographers in case the union was decertified, As long as the union remained the

employees'epresentative, the agreements appended to the co)!ective agreement were

'ubjectto the cogective bargaining process, She was of the opinion that, even if one of

the provisions of the agreements stated the opposite, the union and the employer could

raise the subjects contemplated by the agreements. Moreover, the l 982 agreement was

the subject oF negotiations in 1987 end neither the union nor the employees objected.

The introductory plause in the collective agreements stating that the agreement

was part of the collective agreement "without that fact affecting its civil effects outside

the coiiective agreement and that it remained in force despite the expiration of the

collective agreement" served only to protect the employees against any future

decertification of the union and to avoid having to renegotiate the agreements every time

the collective agreement was renewed, These agreements remained in force but only

produced civil effects if the union ceased to exist or ceased to be the certified bargaining

agent.

The judge added that the parties had expressly provided for the possibility of a

strike or a lock-out in articles X and XI ofthe 1987 agreement, and in article 2(b) ot'the

collective agreement as of 1987, They therefore wanted to setup the same system for

renewing the agre'ament as was used in renewing the collective agreement. Moreover, the

lock-out was an essential mechanism of the system governing labour relations, Oniy an

express provision could have limited the employer's right to declare a lock-out
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The arbitrator therefore committed an error ofjurisdiction when he concluded that

autonomous agreements existed that would survive the collective agreement and the lock.

cut. On June 4, when the grievance was filed, there was no longer any collective

agreement to give an arbitrator jurisdiction. Moreover, the judge was of the opinion that

the arbitrator's conclusions were patently unreasonable,

Grounds for anne+a

Essentially, it is a matter of determining the nature and scope of the tripartite

agreements of 1982 and 1987 in order to decide whether they could still produce effects

after the lock-out of June 3, 1996, Underlying this question is the issue of whether the

arbitrator had the original jurisdicgon to dispose of the grievance of June 4, 1996,

Analvsfs

l. Arbitrator's orisinai iurisdietion

The arbitrator had to decide whether, despite the lock-out, the 1982 and 1987

tripartite agreements could produce their effects independently of article 2(b) and

Appendix C-I of the last collective agreement, to which, moreover, the tripartite

agreements had been appended.

Before both the adjudicator and the Superior Court, the union and the 11

employees consistently argued, as their main ground, that the declaration of a lock-out by

the employer on June 3, 1996 did not suspend the application of appendices B and C,

which reproduced the texts of the 1982 and 1987 tripartite agreements. The latter

remained in full force when the collective labour agreement expired, and the grievance

filed by the union and the 11 employees could be sf lowed on that basis,
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Subsidisrily, the union and Ihe I I employees argued before the arbitrator that,

even if he cauld not rely on texts that resembled a labour agreement to allow the

grievance, he could interpret and apply the tripartite agreements as civil agreements

independent of any collective labour agreement. Whatever the source of the right

invoked, the conclusions the arbitrator reached should be the same.

The employer never recognized the arbitrator's jurisdiction other than as an

adjudicator withm the meaning of the Lobo//r Code, named in accordance with the 1993

1996 collective agreement. It ibrmally restated thc bases of the arbitrator's jurisdiction ai

the hearing before him and opposed the presence of the 11 employees as parties that

could intervene persona! ly in arbitration proceedings before an arbitrator.

The grievance, as stated, was submitted under the cogective labour agreement sm I

the tripartite agreements made in 1982 and 1987. These agreements contained the

following grievance procedure:

lTrsnsiationl

IX - GRIEVANCE FROCEDURE

In esse of a dlsagrccmcnt over tha Interpretation, appgcation snd/or alleged viol atioo
of this agrccment, thc matter will be scorned a gricvancc and settled in the manner
provided for In the grievance and arbitration procedures of the collective asrccmcnt
oct&veen the Company'aud thc Union in force at thc time the aricvsucc ls fits/L The
parties acknctvtcdgc that the arbitrator's asvard util be final and blndlns,

Should the Union cease to exist or no longer hc thc certified bargaining agent, an
employee named In hppcodix ll may have rccoursc to the grievance procedure
provided for iu thc Qusbcc Labour Cor!s.
(emphasis added)

Access to the grievance procedure to settle any disagreement resulting from the

provisions of the agreements seems, from the text, to require that a collective agreement
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be in force. Consequently, the employer argues that the arbitrator had necessarily to base

his decision on a collective agreement that was stig in force and producing its eifects,

However, on June 4, the collective labour relations of the parties were in what is

described as a legislative vacuum and the union could no longer'contest the situation

through a grievance because there was no longer any grievance procedure.

Thc ar'bltrotor therefore overstepped his powers when he sat as an adjudicator, snd

the intervention of thc Superior Court was justified.

In her decision, the judge of the Superior Court mentions that the arbitrator "cauld

only hear oi'nd dispose of grievances" and that he had never been named a consensual

arbitrator and that "sin'ce the agreements did not include any arbitration clause, it must be

concluded that the arbitrator took on a dispute that he described as.civil, for which he did

not have jurisdiction".

However, she failed to consider the following facts;

(I) The grievance ofJune 4, 1996 stated that;

ITreneiei! cnl

The prctcnt grievnncc ie nied under the coiieciive iebour agreement end each of the
o tportlte egrecmentt conciuded on or about November 12, 1082 end March 5,1987.

(2) The 1982 and 1987 tripartite agreements stipulated in the olause on grievance

procedures that:

[Treneiaticni
In cere oi'a disagreement over thc Interpretation, sppgcatiou aud/or niicgcd violation
or this agreement, the matter vvlii he deemed n srlcvence end settled in ihe mnnner
nrovided for In the srievence nnd nrbitretlon nrocedures of the eolieetive nareem~et,
(emphasis added)
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(3) Arbitrator Sylvcstre was named by mutual consent to settle the parties'rievances.

The specific grievance procedure contained in each of the tripartite agreemen s
oi'982

and l987 constitutes, in my opinion, a perfect arbitration clause obliging the parties

to carry aut t e agreementh gre ments under the system of general law. The grievance procedure

provided far in the collective agreement snd to which the arbitration clause reiers only

serves as a procedural framework far applying the arbitration clause.

An examination of all the provisions of the agreements clearly shows that the

parties wants e pro e ut d the procedure provided far in the collective labour agreement to be used to

force the execution of the commitments mutually contracted by the three parties under

the agreements. Althaugh the clause on this procedure refers to "the collective agreement

in force at the time of the grievance", the clause as a whole implies that the last collective

agreement in force is being referred to since it is only once the collective agreement hss

expired that the agreemcnts come into force in keeping with the parties'ishes. In fact,

clause 11 of the 1987 agreement expressly stipulates that:

ITron sic tl oni
II - APPLICATION- This cgrccmcnt applies to sll the employees of thc Composing
Ro m (snd those transferred to the shtpptng

Departmental

as at March 5, ls67 vvho
signed the sgrccmcnt snd who hsd signed thc prcvlons sgrccmcnt Isob sccur ty-

ccm $
u I

Technological changes) snd rvhosc names op pear le Appendix ll attache'd to these
presents, These employees ore covered by thc prcscnt agreement only lf they remain
members In good standing cf thc Union. The cgrccmcnt rvtlt apply to transferred
employees only rvhcn such employees rvcrk in the Composing 1toom.

The present agreement will come Into force only once tbe collective labour sgrcemcnt
bctrvecu the above-mentioned Employer snd Union or a subsequent collective
agreement terminates, ls removed, ts cancelled, or lapses or becomes inapplicable for
sny other reason.

The employer was wrong, relying on the second paragraph of clause IX on

grievance procedures, to conclude that a consensual srbitratar could only be named once

the union hsd ceased lo exist or was no longer the certified bargaining agent.
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Arbitrator Sylvestre seems to have taken on this very role of cansensual arbitrator

since, in essence, the award notes that the 1982 and 1987 agreements went into effect as

autonomous civil agreements with the lock-out of June 3, 1996,

sAre must ask ourselves, however, whether the arbitrator exceeded his jurisdiction

in concluding (1) that uutanomaus civil agreements could exist alongside the collective

system provided for in the Labour Code, (2) that these agreements survived the award by

arbitrator Leboeuf and (3) that they continued to produce effects despite the lock-out.

The employer invoked these grounds in a motion far judicial review and the

appellants did not oppose this method ofprocedure, However, the Superior Court's

power of review, provided for in article 846 C.C.P., is not avai1able against the award of

a purely consensual arbitrator, as our Court decided in Trrycsur y( rlas. rrrre division de

Alias Turner lsrc. v. Seward'nd as now expressed in srt)c(e 947 C,C,P,

This article states that an application for cancellation is the only recaurse possible

against an sward made under an arbitration clause, Cancellation is obtained by motion to

the court or by opposition ta a motion for homologatlon. The caurt to which the

application is made cannot enquire into the merits of the dispute (articles 946.2 and 94'l,2

[1985) CA. 5501 See Rdgle

intern&�«nlclpnle

de l'eeu Tracy v'. Cane(r««don V6 ldlen inc, (19961
R.J,Q. 1236 (S,C.);eee Dents Fortsud, "Chron!ques, Le recours en dvocatlou eet-il recovsblo pour
contr6tcr la tsgattts d'une sentence d'un arbitre couseusuel7" (1968)46 R, du B. 278 281; L.
Marquis, "Lo corupdtouce arbitrate: une ploce su soleil ou 6 1'otnbro du pouvoir ludicleire", (1990)
21 R.D.U.S, 305, 327,
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C,C,Is,). It can only cancel or set aside the award if it is established under article 946 4

C.C.P.that:

(I) orc of thc par(Ice ives not qualified to cntcr into thc arbitration agrccmcnt;

(2) the arb! tratlon agreement ls invalid under thc bw classed by the parties or, falling
any Indication in that regard, under the lairs of Qudbccl

(3) the party against wham thc awnrd Is invoked was not given proper not(conf thc
appointment of an arbitrator or cf lhc arbitration procerdlngs or ives olhcrwtsc
unable lo present his casci

(4) thc aivard deals with a dispute not contemplated by or not faltlng within the terms
or the arbitration agreement, or It contains decisions on matters beyond the scope of
the agrcemcntl or

(8) lhc mode of appointment of arbltrators sr thc appllcsblc arbltralioo procedure
ives not observed.

Bc'lrcvcl i in the case of subparagraph 4 cf the tirst paragraph, tbe only provision not
homologstcd is the irrcgular provision described ln that paragraph, if it can be
dissociated from the rest.

This point was not argued by the parties. However, since the grounds raised in the

motion for judicial review do not differ essentially from those that could have been

invoked under article 946.4 to apply for canceilation of the arbitration award, they should

be studied.

In ¹vfgarion Sonainar lnc, v. BreantshfpsL(d., Gonthier J., then of the superior

Court, mentioned that the restrictive provisions of the Code ofCivil Procedure in the

chapter on arbitration awards are similar to the criteria set by the Supreme Court in

Blanchard v, Conlral Data Canada Lid. for substantiating a decision by an

administrative tribunal protected by a privative clause on judicial review. Referring to the

2 I!987) R.LQ, 134/ (S.C.),
3 [l 984] 2 S.C.R.476,
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decision he handed down in J, H, L)uprcls Lra! v, Rdsldence Jean de lo Lande 2}rc.,'e
reaffirmed tiurt it should be possible to invoke only those errors involving nugity, thai is,

errors on points of fact or Iaw s(feet(ng jurisdiction, or errors on points of public order,

including rules of natural justice. 5

The employer's allegations with respect to the errors made by the arbitrator must

be examined within these parameters.

2, Did the arbitrator err In Internretine the nature. the scone er the effects ol'he
trlnartite asreements of 1982 and 2987s

The grievance was tiled in order to determine whether the clauses on full-time

employment with full salary, as well as the compulsory collect(ve agreement renewal

process used to ensure that the guarantees ofjob security given in prior agreements snd

collective agreements were maintained, acquired sll their effect when the collective

agreement expired on June 3, 1996, without there being any need to take Into account the

arbitral award Mtre. Leboeuf made in 1994, which ended the compulsory collertive

agreement renewal process.

This renewal process was part of the 1987 tripartite agreement that was added to

the 1982 agreement guaranteeing job security. The employer promised to guarantee each

typographer a full-time position with full salary until the last typographer had reached the

age of 65, in return for the right to introduce technological changes, In 1987, the parties

and the employees concerned added two important chapters to the first agreeinent; salary

indexatlon snd the procedure for renewing the collective agreement, The parties and the

employees signed clause XI, which stated that if they could not agree on the renewal of

4
5

J,Cr 81 S00(S.G.),
Sas slio Zxplolrallon nrlnldrerf Prl Or lrra. v Jtszsaarass P(aag d'r I1988) R D J. 102 (S C);
Bsaadr5r v, 15lddd Canada inc, J.B,90-1257 (S,C.);leliars Pradaars Ltd v, Fanwsar Fashlans
lns.,JE.88 1394 (S C};DCSr%aav, Csnsasa/lssslrrs. (1994) R 5 Q, 1618(SC).
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the collective agreement, they must request an exchange ofbest fmal offers and, if no

agreement could be reached, submit the matter to an arbitrator whose decision would be

iinal and binding. In this way, they wanted to coniirm the right to strike snd to a lock-out

while imposing a limit on the duration oi'those measures in the form of obligatory

recourse to arbitration.

To ensure the permanence of the guarantees given the employees, the parties

agreed not to raise the objects of the agreements during future negotiations'but to keep

them in force until the last employees concerned had reached the age oi'65. These

agreements, in keeping with the wishes of the parties, were integrated inta the cogcctive

agreements, including that of 1993-1996,along with the introductory clause stating that

the civil effects of the agreements would be preserved but would only come into effect

outside thc colJective agreements,

The state of the law on the duration of collective agreements and the working

conditions that they could cover is clearly established. Our Court, in Parent v. The

Gazelle and Journal de Monlrdaf, division dtr grcape Lyadbdcor inc, v, Hant egn,

recognized the validity of'ripartite agreements incorporated into collective agreements,

whose duration extends beyond the duration of the collective agreement itself, The

Laborm Cade was actually amended in 1994 to allow collective agreements tc run f'r

more than three years.

The survival of certain obligations and working conditions established by

coiiective agreement was also recognized. The Supreme Court, in Cairnaw v. Paccar nf
Canada LrdD recalled that the obligation to bargain collectively in good faith could not

6 (1991JR.L. 625 (C,A,),
7 (1996JR D.l. 519 (Cdu).
8 S,(I, 1994, c, 6,
9 [t989J 2 S.C.R, 9S3.
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be limited to cases where the collective agreement was still in force. The expiry of the

collective agreement does not affect this obligation and, ss long as this obligation

remained, then the tripartite relationship of union, employer and employee brought about

by the Labonr Code displaced common law concepts."

In Bradbsrn v. Wentworth Arms Hotel," the Supreme Court upheld the validity of

a clause that stated that the working conditions would continue to apply until a new

collective agreement was signed. The contested clause in that case was not sufficient,

however, to overrule the right to strike and to a lock-out recognized by Ontario's labour

!aws.

Qudbec's Labour Code also makes it possible to maintain certain working

conditions atter a collective agreement has expired and even during a stoke or lock-out,

In Cansallrlared Barlnrrsr v. Syndlcar rrarianal des pales el paplers de ParrA!find," the

union asked that certain employees who belonged to the bargaining unit on strike be

returned to work and paid accordingly, Lebet I, recognized the validity of a clause in the

collective agreement that maintained the working conditions and salary of security guards

during a legal strike. Not only did the arbitrators have the jurisdiction to decide this point

during the post-collective agreement period, but, in addition, the agreement was lawful.

The 1987 agreement, whirh, essentially, reiterates that of 1982, contains a number

of clauses that provide for the survival of the working conditions when a collective

agreement expires. To clause II, quoted above, was added:

10 laid, La Forest 1, at 1007-1008
11 119791 1 S.C.R, 846,
12 [19871RS.Q. 920 (C.A.).
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irranslalionl

IIL - DURATION OF AGREEMENT Th IS sgrccment will remain ln force until sll

tltc cmtttoyccv contemplated by lt haec stepped working, as provldcd for In Article Yl
below. Suh)cct to articles Y and X bclorv, no party tvin rota« thc chic«is of thh present
agre«creat during future ncgotlaiions to renew a collective agrccmcnt.

lv. -50B sgcIIRITF Ail the terms and condltloris of «Job security and manpower
surplus" (article 25 snd Icttcrs cf understanding rei Notice or surplus manpower and
Surplus manpower) of th«19ST-1990 eonectlve agrccrncnt are maintained unless a
mutual agrecmcnt ls reached between the Company snd thc represcntadves of lis
cmployces.

Vf. - LOSS OF PROTECTION This Agrecment shall cease to apply to an employee
only in one of ihc following cases:

1. death of the employeei
2, voluntary resignation or s regular full-hme employee;
5, date stipulated in Appcndlx H for each employee, regardless of the status of such
employcc in thc Company after that dotal
4, final dismissal by the company, Dlsmlsisl shall only be the result of a serious
offencc and, lf a grievance ls fikd, thc dismimol must bc upheld In arbitration, This
intorprctntlon of thc term final dismhsal shalt bc changed only by mutual agrecmcnt
to amend thc cogccth'e agreement.

VIL - RIGHT TO FOLLOW This Agre«ment will rcmaln in farce despite any change
in ou'ner of The Gsxcttc (even ll'hc corporate name tvere to change). Thcrcfo'c, thh
Agrcemcnt shaH bind any purchaser, successor ar assigncc of the Company,

Moreover, the reproduction of these clauses in the collective agreements was

preceded by an introductory text stating that the agreements were part of the collective

agreement without'hat fact affecting their civil effects outside the agreement and that it

was the intention of the parties that they remain in full force, subject to the terms and

conditions therein, notwithstanding the expiry of the collective agreement,

j VALIDATING CGDB BBZQ2BRBRQ g
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These various provisions create vested rights collectively that must survive the

expirstian of the collective agreement, The arbitrator rightly pointed aut, in my view, that

the present situation is different from those examined in La Compagt n'» Pnqu»( l(d» v,

Syndica( ca(hagque d»S employds de magashts de Qnd bee inc.,"McGavin lbas(mas(er

L(d v, Ainscaugh t Hdmond v, Ccapdra(ice fs'd»rde dn Qndbec," Cai mme v, Paccar of

Canada L(d„"and Maribro inc, v. L 'union des enrp Joyds(des) de service, local 298,
'herethe employer reached agreements with Individuals. These decisions dealt with the

rejection of common law or private civil law only insofar as it related ta individual

employment
contracts.'n

the case at bar, the two agreements were signed by three parties, the employer,

the union and the !I comp lainants. As the arbitrator pointed out, the effect of these

p chg i Iuti hl h hlh fth prti .TALI i dth

employer created vested rights for the typographers, including the right to job security

until the age of 65, a salary adjusted ta the cost of living and a compulsory arbitration

mechanism, Nathing in the law precludes such a solution.

It does not seem to me that the principle of the union's monopoly of

representation is at issue in this case, since the three parties-employees, union and

emplayer-all signed the two agreements. Moreover, these same agreements state that the

employees are covered only insofar as they remain unian members. In JJradbnrn, cited

above, Estey I, recognized the primacy ofcollective agreements over individual working

conditions. He added, however, that where not barred by statute the parties of course can,

by unambiguous language, bring about results which others might consider to be

11
14

15
16
17

18

(1959l S.C,R, 206,
[1976i I S.C.R.718.
l1989] 2 S,C.R. 962,
Supra nate 9,
[1992]IU.Q. 572 IC.A.),
Sce Ls Forest J. In Ca(maw v, Pcccar ofCanada L(d„supra note 9, st 1006,
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improvident.'n Drryco, the Supreme Court confirmed the decision of'the arbitrator who

declared he had jurisdiction since the advantages granted under the former collective

agreement constituted vested rights the exercise ofwhich could be requested aller the end

of the collective agreement, La Forest J, wrote:

In the cud, I agrcc tvith thc arbiiratar'a Iiudiug ta ibc extant that rctircmcut bcuciita
can (dcpc»diag on the wording at'bc cciicctivc agrccmcut) vest iu a cciicctivc ac»ac
I'ar ihc benefit ay rctircd tvurkcra, aud auy rcductiau In tbaac bc»»fits wc»id be
gdcvabic at tbc i»stance cr thc u»ica. whether tbia vesting aiau crcatca a pcraanai

right aciiauabic by i»dividuai rc!Ircca ia a a»catt»» that need uct bc decided iu this
appcai."

Therefore, it is incorrect to affirm categorically, as does the employer, that only

the collective agreement can govern the working conditions of unionized employees,

especially if the parties expressly saw to it that these working conditions would come into

effect as independent civil agreements, should the collective agreement be cancelled,

ae 8 *I paqi u.

The question that arises now is whether the arbitrator erred in deciding that the

working conditions contained in the 1982 and 1987 agreements would continue in force

despite arbitrator Leboeuf s award and the lock-out

The arbitrator decided that, despite the express provisions of arbitrator Leboeuf s

award, which gave rise to the 1993-1996collective agreement, the compulsory collective

agreement renewal process and the right to a salary adjusted to the cost of living

remained in force after the lock-out of June 3, 1996.Arbitrator Leboeuf, as we have seen,

suppressed the obligatory mechanism provided for renewing collective agreements and

reformulated as a result article 2(b) of the collective agreement and clause Xf of the 1987

agreement to replace the compulsory mechanism with sn optional one end the usual

19 Supra cote 7, at 85ii,
20 11993)2 S,C.R. 230.
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procedure for renewing any coHcctive agreement. The employees did not sign appendices

B- I and C-I, which reproduced the amendments arbitrator Leboeuf brought to the 1982

and 1987 agreements.

The Judge of the Superior Court concluded that the arbitrator had committed a

patently unreasonable error by ignoring appendices B-I and C-l, which substantially

changed the 1982 end 1987 agreements. The award by arbitrator Leboeuf did not leave

any room for interpretation with respect to the remova! or repeal of clauses that were

incompatible with appendices B and C, The introductory texts of appendices B-I and C-I

clearly stated that:

ITrensletloiil
This agreement, es well ss the present amendment, n gl hc considered thc only! cgel
test replacing any prccedlng egreemcnt{s) concluded on these points.

She accepted the employer's argument that it was obvious that a renewal

procedure set out in a collective agreement must necessarily survive the collective

agreement's expiration and constitute a source of vested rights, It was not up to the

arbitrator to change the award by arbitrator Leboeuf and reinstate the former renewal

mechanism ofbest final offers he had removed. In doing so, the arbitrator exceeded his

jurisdiction and rendered a patently unreasonable sward.

The appellants claim that arbitrator Sylvestre's award did not contain any errors.

The texts submitted to him show that the 1982 and 1987 agreements contained in

appendices B and C reproduced ln the 1993-1996coHective agreement had a clearly

stated duration: they were to apply until 2017, whereas appendices B-I and C-I resulting

from Leboeuf's arbitral award were valid only for the duration of the collective

agreement, Arbitrator Sylvestre made a distinotion between the 1993-1996collective

agreement, which remained in eifect until the exercise of the right to strike or to a lock-

VA!,2DA22EO CODE EEE~2~~R~ I
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The three parties to the agreements expressly stated that the working conditions

set out in the agreements and reproduced in the cogective agreements were to remain in

force until all the employees contemplated by the agreements had stopped work, as long

as they were still union members in good standing, The parties agreed not to raise any of

the objects of the agreements during future negotiations, The 1982 and 1987 agreements

were reproduced in full in the 1993-1996collective agreement, with their introductory

text specifying that the conditions ln them remained in full force notwithstanding the

expiration of the cogective agreement.

These agreements are not individual work contracts. They are tripartite contracts

that exist only through the will of the signatories even if their incorporation into the

collective agreement msy have extended their effects to an employee who had not signed

them," These agreements deal with vested rights, col!ectively speaking, and cannot be

changed by the union and the employer without the consent of the employees, Otherwise,

the duration of the agreements desired by all the parties would be repudiated and the

employees would then have signed s fool's agreement.

In my view, the arbitrator did not commit an error in concluding that, as

arbitrator, he had to respect the award by Leboeuf for the duration of the collective

agreement, which is why he dismissed the grievance of May 8, 199J6but that when thc

L t g lit *Pi&,h ld k Idg lh Bll Q'Q fth klg

[ dill tl dltliripdlt g t. I thyigdth 8

2 I SQQ The Gagef(e v, Parent, sffprn note 2.
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which they appended to the collective agre'ements, the parties intended to make job

security, the guaranteed salary, the agreement not to renegotiate and the renewal process

for the collective agreement last until 2017. It was to ensure these guarantees and

prbtective measures that they created the specific mechanism foundin the agreements

which were to survive ail the collective agreements negotiated every three years, and that

they provided for a consensual arbitration process to settle any disagreement on the

interpretation„application or violation of these agreements.

1

In interpreting the texts submitted to him, the arbitrator was justified in

concluding that the obligatory process for renewing the collective agreement provided for

in article XI of the 1987 agreement had not been terminated by arbitrator Leboeuf s

award, and that the employer failed to meet its obligations when it did not respond to the

union's request, on April 30, l 996, that it submit its best final offers.

However, article XI of the l 987 agreement recognizes the employer's right to declare a

lock-out. The appellants did not contest this fact before the arbitrator, They requested that

this right be accompanied by the obligatory procedure for renewing the collective

agreement provided for in article XI and that during the lock-out, the employer continue

to pay the salaries and other fringe benefits, arguing that the COLA clause guaranteed

them a certain standard of living, even during a lock-out.

In granting this last pert of the appellant's request and ordering the employer (l)
to continue paying each of the complslnants the salary and other benefits resulting from

the 1982 and l987 tripartite agreements and (2) to reimburse any salary or other benefit

lost because of'he lock-out, with interest, the arbitrator made an error that justified

judicial intervention.

VALIDATII40 CODE BBZQZBRBR~O
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By taking it f'r granted that anicfe Xl does not present an obstacle to continued

access to employment and a regular salary adjusted to the cost of living during a lock-out,

the arbitrator gave the provisions of the agreement a meaning they could not reasonably I

have.

Whatever the scope of the clauses on job security, a guaranteed salary adjusted to

the cost of hving, the duration of the agreements and their non-renegotiation, they do not

change the content of article XI of'the 1987 agreement, which permits the exercise of the

right to strike and to a lock-out. The usual effect of a lock-out is to suspend the

employer's obligation to pay the employees'alaries and to permit their access to work.

Article XI in no way deprives the employer of this right, which is enshrined in labour

relations.

However, this last article does set a limit on the exercise of the right to a lock-out,

as it provides for a compulsory process for renewing the cogective agreement through the

lit tl f th b t f ) IF* . It « I ly th t y I b fi I t

ily 3 ith th I p iti by thi d p fly f II ti g , lt y

b thg th I I- t d ly ~l d by th pl y
' It I g b

f I II'h I b d h I d '
I th* ii p I d p id d I Ap it 3P,

lgbd, dth t h ~ldh ply dtlet d g .Thg;lib,f th,

arbitrator to decide.

THEREFORE, I would ALLOW the appeal in part, ORDER the employer to

submit to the process of exchanging best final offers within the 30 days fbllowing this

decision, QUASH the two orders on payment and reimbursement of the salaries snd

brncftts!ost bcc usc of thc lock-out flnd RETrbRbl the file to the arbitrator, who hvitl

determine whether any damages should be awarded the 11 employees as a result of the

employer's failure to respect article XI of the 1987 agreement.
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The whote%ITH COSTS in both courts,

(s) Th8rsse Rousseau-Boule J,A.
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Gazette (The), a division of Sontham Inc. v. Blondin
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The Honourable Louise Mailhot J.A., Fran9ois Pelletier J.A.
and Yves-Marie Morissette J.A.

Heard: December 10, 2002.
Judgment: August 6, 2003.

(52 paras.)

Civil procedure —Alternative dispute resolution —Consensual arbitration —Arbitration award—
Annulment —The Gazette appealed from aj udgment of the Superior Court that annulled m part an

arbitral award —The arbitrator decided on an interim award in the interests ofprocedural
convenience, and this award had no bearing on his competence or the arbitrabt7tty of the dispute

before him, but concerned the merits of this dispute —Article 943.l of the Code of Civil Procedure
was inapplicable here —The Superior Court was therefore not authomzed to use this provision to
review, as it did, the award —Appeal allowed.

The Gazette appealed from a judgment of the Superior Court that annulled in part an arbitral award
characterized as interim, and referred the case back to the arbitrator so that he could assume full

jurisdiction over the dispute that had been brought before him. The Gazette was the employer of the
11 respondents. The origin of the dispute lay in two sets of tripartite agreements reached in 1982
and 1987 between the Gazette, each respondent individually, and the mis en cause, a union

authorized to represent the respondents against the Gazette. The 1982 and 1987 agreements

provided for an arbitration procedure for resolving any disagreements that might arise over the

meaning of the agreements for as long as they remain in force between the parties. April 30, 1993
saw the expiry of a collective agreement pertaining to the respondents'argaining unit of which the

agreements of 1982 and 1987 form an integral part. Several disagreements between the parties
ensued, which led to arbitration proceedings. Arbitrator Sylvestre made an interim award
concerning damages to compensate lost wages and other benefits specified in the collective
agreement. The respondents attacked this award. The Superior Court reviewed the arbitral award

rendered by arbitrator Sylvestre, inasmuch as he declared himself without jurisdiction to award any
damages other than the salary and other benefits specified in the collective agreement or the

agreements of 1982 and 1987, and referred the file back to the him so that he could assume full

jurisdiction with regard to the damages that the respondents might claim in the matter before him.

The Gazette argued that the respondents had not applied for the annulment of the award and that the
decision of the Supenor Court constituted an annulment. The Gazette added that the arbitrator did
not err in law by ruling that the respondents'laims for damages were to be limited to the wages and

benefits lost dunng the lockout and that the respondents had in any case acquiesced to the
arbitrator's conclusions regarding acceptable damages.

HELD: Appeal allowed. The arbitrator decided on an interim award in the interests of procedural
convenience, and this award had no bearing on his competence or the arbitrabihty of the dispute
before him, but concerned the merits of this dispute. Article 943.1 of the Code of Civil Procedure
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was inappltcable here The Superior Court was therefore not authorized to use this provision to
review, as it dtd, the award.

Statutes, Regulations and Rules Cited:

Code of Ctvil Procedure, art. 33, art. 846, art. 940, art. 940.3, art. 941.3, art, 942.7, art 943.1,art.
943.2, art. 944.10, art. 944, art, 945.8, art. 946.1,art. 946.2, art. 946.4, art. 946.4(4), art. 947, art.
947.1, art. 947,2

Labour Code, R.S.Q c. C-27, s. 1(e), s. 1(f)

Counsel:

Mtre Ronald McRobie and Mtre Dominique Monet (FASKEN, MARTINEAU, DUMOULIN),
counsel for the Appellant.

Mtre Martin Brunet (MONTY, COULOMBE), counsel for the Respondent.

Mtre Pierre Grenier (MELANCON, MARCEAU), counsel for the Mis en cause.

JUDGMENT

1 THE COURT; - On the appeal from a judgment rendered on September 4, 2001 by the Supertor
Court, District of Montreal (the Honourable Ntcole Duval Hesler), which granted tn part and with
costs the respondents'pplication for an annulment of the arbitration award;

2 Having examined the file, heard the parties, and on the whole deliberated;

3 For the reasons of Morissette J.A., with which Louise Mailhot and Fran9ois Pelletier JJ.A.
agree;

4 Allows the appeal with costs;

5 Reverses the Judgment, quashing in part the arbttral award of arbitrator Andre Sylvestre of
October 11, 2000, dismisses with costs the respondents'pplication for annulment dated November
10, 2000 and remits the case to the arbitrator so that he may continue the heartng of the
dtsagreement and dtspose of it solely on its merits.

LOUISE MAILHOT J.A.
FRANCOIS PELLETIER J.A.
YVES-MARIE MORISSETTE J.A.
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DECISION OF MORISSETTE J,A.

6 The appellant appeals from a judgment of the Superior Court that annulled in part an arbitral

award characterized as intertm, and referred the case back to the arbitrator so that he may "assume

full jurisdiction" over the dispute that had been brought before him.

7 For the following reasons, I would allow the appeal, restore the award annulled by the Superior

Court, and refer the case back to the arbitrator so that, after heartng the parties, he may render a

decision on the merits.

The main facts

8 This case has a long history, The appellant, the daily newspaper The Gazette, is the

respondents'mployer. The respondents, 11 in number, work in the appellant's composing room.

A. Contractual framework

9 The direct, albeit distant, origin of the dispute lies in two sets of tripartit agreements reached in

1982 and 1987 between the appellant, each respondent individually, and the mis en cause, a union

authorized to represent the respondents against the appellant.

10 These agreements are subordinate to collective agreements between the appellant and the

union because, although they have remained in force ever since they were signed, they are fully

applicable only between the expiry of one collective agreement and its replacement by a new one,

In fact, their general purpose is to enable the appellant to bring about certain important

technological changes in the newspaper's composition methods while preserving, to the degree

negotiated by the union and agreed upon by each employee, the acquired rights of the members of
the bargaining unit to which the respondents belong. The respondents are typographers,

practitioners of a trade whose disappearance was already being predicted in the early 1980s and that

has certainly declined appreciably since then. In 1982, the appellant had about 200 typographers in

its employ. Only 11 remain today.

11 This Court has ruled on the nature, scope, and validity of the agreements of 1982 and 1987 on

two occasions: first in Parent v, The Gazette,'hen in Communications, Energy and Paperworkers

Union of Canada Local 745 v. The Gazette. The latter decision, which I will refer to here as

Gazette (No. I), is the one that is most relevant for our purposes, however, since it brings together

the same parties at an earlier stage of the same dispute, and provides a number of valuable

guidelines for the resolution of this appeal,

12 In describing the effect of the 1982 and 1987 agreements, our colleague Rousseau-Houle J.A.
observed on behalf of the court in Gazette No. I: [TRANSLATION] "[these agreements] essentially

ensure: I] a guarantee of employment and wages, 2] an agreement of non-renegotiation of
guaranteed protections, and 3] a mandatory process for renewing the collective agreement" 9
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13 Under the terms of the agreements in question, all signatory employees retain their

employment with the appellant in conditions similar to those negotiated in 1982 but with wage
indexing until their death, resignation, dismissal confirmed by an arbitral award, or departure upon
reaching the age of retirement. At the time of the signing of the agreements in 1982 and 1987, the

last departures due to retirement were foreseen in 2017. Therefore, these agreements originally had

a potential duration of 35 and 30 years, respectively.

14 In addition to the provisions relating to the acquired rights of the signatory employees, the
1982 and 1987 agreements provide for an arbitration procedure for resolving any disagreements that

might arise over the meaning of the agreements for as long as they remain in force between the
parties. Article IX of the 1987 agreement substantially repeats Article VII of the 1982 agreement
and states as follows:

IX. GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE - In the event of a disagreement with respect to the

interpretation, application, and/or alleged violation of this agreement, the matter

shall be deemed to be a gnevance and shall be submitted and disposed of m

accordance with the grievance and arbitration procedures in the collective
agreement between the Company and the Union, which is in effect at the time
that the grievance is initiated. The parties agree that the decision of the arbitrator

shall be final and binding. In the case where the Union is no longer the accredited
bargaining agent, an employee who is named in Appendix "ii" may have recourse
to the procedure for the resolution of grievances provided by the Quebec Labour
Code.

Gaze//e No. / deals with the legal characterization of this arbitration procedure. It establishes that

the procedure is indeed consensual, being based on [TRANSLATIONj "a perfect arbitration clause

obliging the parties to carry out the agreements in accordance with the ordinary rules of law. The
grievance procedure in the collective agreement to which the arbitration clause refers is used only as

a procedural framework for applying the latter."4 It results from this analysis that "disagreements"

subject to arbitration under the teims of Article IX of the 1987 agreement are neither "grievances"
within the meaning of para. I(f) of the Labour Code, R.S.Q.c. C-27, since they do not relate to the
"interpretation or application of a collective agreement", nor "disputes" within the meaning of para.

1(e) of the same Code, since it is not a question of a "disagreement respecting the negotiation or
renewal of a collective agreement or its revision by the parties under a clause expressly permitting
the same". These "disagreements" are actually "disputes" within the meaning of 944 C.C P

15 Also, Article XI of the 1987 agreement sets forth the terms for renewing collective
agreements, as follows:

XI. RENEWAL OF COLLECTIVE AGREEMENTS AND SETTLEMENT OF
DISPUTES - Within ninety (90) days before the teunination of the collective
agreement, the Employer and the Union may initiate negotiations for a new
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contract. The terms and conditions of the agreement shall remain in effect until

an agreement is reached, a decision is rendered by an arbitrator, or until one or

the other of the parties exercises its right to stnke or lock-out.

Within the two weeks preceding acquinng the nght to stnke or lock-out,

including the acquisition of such right through the application of Article X of the

present agreement, either of the parties may request the exchange of "Last final

best offers", and both parties shall do so simultaneously and in writing within the

following forty-eight (48) hours or another time period if mutually agreed by the

parties. The "Last final best offers" shall contain only those clauses or portions of

clauses upon which the parties have not already agreed, Should there still not be

agreement before the right to strike or lock-out is acquired, either of the parties

may submit the disagreement to an arbitrator selected in accordance with the

grievance procedure in the collective agreement, In such an event, the arbitrator,

after having given both parties the opportunity to make presentations on the

merits of their proposals, must retain in its entirety either one or the other of the

"Last final best offers" and reject, in its entirety, the other. The arbitrator's

decision shall be final and binding on both parties and it shall become an integral

part of the collective agreement.

The latter provision, as will be seen, acquires decisive importance in the current dispute between the

appellant and the respondents.

A. History of the disagreement

16 In order to better understand the ongins of the disagreement submitted to arbitration, a short

chronology of the relationship between the parties follows. Several of these facts have already been

presented in Gazette¹.I.

17 April 30, 1993 saw the expiry of a collective agreement pertaining to the
respondents'argaining

unit of which the agreements of 1982 and 1987 form an integral part. The negotiations

that followed gave rise to a disagreement within the meaning of the I.abattr Code as well as a

lockout, which was declared on May 17, 1993.On August 18, 1994, arbitrator Leboeuf resolved

this disagreement by issuing an arbitral award (hereinafter, the Leboeuf award) that took the place

of a collective agreement until April 30, 1996.Although the validity of this award was not contested

in court, Gazette¹.Is established that the award contravenes the agreements of 1982 and 1987,

especially since it makes the mandatory final offer arbitration procedure m Article XI of the 1987

agreement optional, and because it permits the appellant to transfer its personnel in order to close

down its composition room should the need arise.

18 Between August 18 and October I, 1994, fifty-one of the sixty-two typographers still

employed accepted the job security buy-back offers from the appellant.
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19 On April 25, 1996, arbitrator Foisy rendered a decision on a disagreement characterized as a

"grievance" resulting from the appellant closing down the composition room. The arbitrator

concluded that this closure contravened Article HI of the 1982 agreement and ordered the appellant

to reopen the composition room and reinstate the eleven plaintiffs, the same eleven respondents as

in this appeal. (Arbitrator Foisy noted, however, that "the eleven respondents suffered no monetary

losses, as they have been compensated under the terms of the collective agreement [since it came

into force].")

20 Five days later, on April 30, 1996, the collective agreement resulting from the Leboeuf award

terminated. The same day, the Union invited the appellant to proceed to final offer arbitration. The

appellant refused because, in its opinion, the final offer arbitration in Article XI of the 1987

agreement had ceased be mandatory since the Leboeuf award. As we know, this claim was rejected

in Gazetre No. L

21 Faced with this refusal, the union and the eleven employees formulated a first disagreement

dated May 8, 1996, contesting the appellant's refusal to make final offers to them and requesting

that certain parts of the Leboeuf award be declared unenforceable against them. On June 3, the

appellant issued a lockout notice and ceased remuneration to the eleven respondents. Together with

the eleven respondents, the union formulated a second disagreement, dated June 4, in which it

attacked the legality of the lockout decreed by the appellant. This disagreement and the amendments

that were made to it subsequently were the subject of two awards by arbitrator Sylvestre.

22 On February 5, 1998, arbitrator Sylvestre made a determination concerning the disagreements

of May 8 and June 4, 1996 (hereinafter, Sylvestre award no. I). He dismissed the first disagreement

insofar as it was introduced [TRANSLATION] "under the terms of the grievance adjudication

procedure set forth in the [Leboeuf award] and seeks remedies that run contrary to the provisions of

this imposed collective agreement".7 He sustained the second disagreement and, among other

conclusions, declared the 1982 and 1987 agreements to be still in force and unchanged, ordered the

appellant to submit final offers to arbitration, and ordered it to refund to the respondents all salary

and benefits lost as a result of the lockout,

23 On October 30, 1998, the Superior Court, seized with a motion for Judicial review, quashed

the part of Sylvestre award no.l sustaining the disagreement of June 4, 1996.s

24 This judgment was appealed and reversed on December 15, 1999 in Gazette No. J.a As noted

above, this Court, per Rousseau-Boule J.A., in substance ruled that (I) arbitrator Sylvestre was

seized with the disagreements of May 8 and June 3, 1996 in his capacity as consensual arbitrator

(from which it should be understood that his award is given on "disputes" under art. 944 C.C.P.),

(2) art. 946.4 C.C.P. exhaustively lists the reasons for refusal of homologation or annulment of such

an award, (3) the agreements of 1982 and 1987 could not be modified without the consent of the

signatory employees and the appellant was obliged to submit its final offer to arbitration, as the

arbitrator correctly decided, but that (4) the arbitrator erred in justifying a judicial intervention by
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deciding that, pursuant to the 1982 and 1987 agreements, the appellant was obliged to pay salary

and social benefits during the lockout. For these reasons, the Court allowed the appeal, ordered the

appellant to submit to the final offer arbitration procedure, and referred the file back to the arbitrator

to rule on the disagreement in accordance with the law.

25 Two paragraphs of Gazerre No I pertaining to Article XI of the 1987 agreement, above,

proved to be critical in the later progress of the case:

[TRANSLATION]

Whatever the scope of the clauses relating to job security, guaranteed earnings

adjusted to the cost of living, and the duration of agreements and their

non-renegotiation, these clauses do not change the content of Article XI of the

1987 agreement that permits for the exercise of the right to strike and lock-out,

The usual effect of a lockout is to suspend the employer's obligation to pay the

wages of its employees and to allow them access to the workplace. Article XI in

no way has the effect of depriving the employer of this right, which is guaranteed

in area of labour relations.

However, this article sets a limit on the exercise of the right of lockout by

prescribing a mandatory process for renewing the collective agreement through

best, final offer arbitration, It certainly ensures that any labour conflict may end

with a third party imposing a new collective agreement. It is possible that the

lockout was prolonged unduly as a result of the employer's refusal to submit his

last final best offers as requested by the union within the time specified on April

30, 1996, and that, consequently, the employees are entitled to damages. This

will be up to the arbitrator to decide.

26 Between February 25, 2000, the date of a pre-hearing conference convened by arbitrator

Sylvestre in response to Gazette No, I and October 28, 2000, the date on which the arbitrator was to

inform the parties of his interim decision (Sylvestre award no. 2), the appellant, the respondents,

and the union mis en cause continued their contestation of the disagreement of June 4, 1996.At the

end of the pre-hearing conference of February 25, 2000, the parties agreed, in fact, that certain

points of law relating to acceptable heads of damage would be subject to an interim decision by the

arbitrator, after which the arbitration proceedings would attempt to get to the bottom of other issues,

including the quantum of damages. In its initial phase, debate focused primanly on the heads of
damage that the respondents could claim. On February 25, March 15, and June 9, the respondents,

through their respective lawyers, modified their claim by specifying the heads of damage on which

they based their claim. In order to arrive at a clearer understanding of Sylvestre award no. 2, I have

chosen to quote these vanous claims.
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27 The disagreement of June 4, 1996, which marked the starting point of the dispute before
arbitrator Sylvestre, identified the redress sought by the respondents in the following terms;

[TRANSLATION]

1- order the employer to subject itself to the last best offer process and to send its
"last final best offers" to the union and the 11 respondents without delay:

2- declare the tripartite agreements concluded on or about November 12, 1982
and March 5, 1987 to be fully in force and oblige the employer to respect them;

3- order the employer to continue to pay each respondent the salary and other

benefits arising out of the collective labour agreement and the tripartite

agreements of November 1982 and March 1987;

4- order the refund of any lost wages and any benefits lost as a result of the

lockout, the whole with interest;

5- make any other order aimed at safeguarding the rights of the parties..

At the pre-hearing conference on February 25, 2000, counsel for the respondents reconsidered the

damages claimed by his clients and announced that in addition to lost salary and social benefits,

other damages of a pecuniary, moral, and exemplary nature would be claimed. It was agreed that the

respondents would send a wntten report to this effect on March 15, which was done. The list of
damages now read as follows:

5. The employees claim:

a)

b)

the equivalent of the salaries lost between May 3, 1996 and January

21, 2000
other employment-related benefits (such as the pension plan,
collective insurance plan, etc.) from May 3, 1996 to January 21,
2000.

6. The employees also claim compensation for. monetary damage including:
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a)

b)

c)

d)

tax damage, loss of interest, and loss of capitalization resulting from

cashing in RRSPs;
tax damage, loss of interest, and loss of capitalization resultmg from

non-contribution to RRSPs;
interest and other charges resulting from personal loans or mortgage

refinancing;
amounts spent on fees and claims that would have been covered by

the employer's group insurance and were assumed by the employees;

Moreover, the employees request compensation for moral damage such as

inconvenience, stress, anxiety, and impact on family hfe.

Certain employees also seek compensation for damage related to their physical

and psychological health.

Finally, the arbitrator is asked to award exemplary damages based on the

violation of constitutional and quasi-constitutional guarantees of the
employees'ight

to health, safety, dignity, and fair and reasonable working conditions.

On June 9, 2000, new counsel for the respondents filed an undated document dunng the hearing,

which on that day was chaired by arbitrator Sylvestre. This document, labeled S-54 at the time of

the arbitration and R-8 in the trial before the Superior Court, contains a new list of heads of

damages:

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

14.

Loss of wages and benefits for the period commencing June 4th, 1996 to the

effective date of resumption of work.

Lost benefits for the same period.

Restitution of the pension plan contributions and earnings for the same period.

Compensation for loss of RRSP contributions and earnings for the same period.

Compensation for losses incurred for cashing in RRSP's prematurely for the

same period.
Compensation for cost of loans and mortgages.

Compensation for damages due to stress and anxiety and inconvenience as well

as loss of enjoyment of life, impact on family and damages to health for the same

period.
Moral damages and damages for abuse of rights.

Exemplary and punitive damages for the same period.

Compensation for all fiscal prejudice.

Compensation for job search costs and business losses for the same period,

Legal fees and costs.
Interest and the additional indemnity provided for under s. 100.12of the Labour

Code.
Reserve of jurisdiction for arbitrator Me Andre Sylvestre.
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As can be seen, several heads of damage were added to the claim between the initial filing of the

disagreement and the arbitrator's interim decision.

28 In parallel with these arbitration proceedings, the appellant filed proceedings in Superior

Court against the respondents to recover a thing not due for overpayment of salaries and benefits

paid between February 5, 1998 - the date on which Sylvestre award no. I concluded that the

appellant could not order a lockout against the respondents - and October 30, 1998, the date on

which the Superior Court quashed Sylvestre award no l. In response to this action, the respondents

filed a declinatory exception, which was allowed on August 14, 2001,'ince the Court considered

that the matter was the responsibility of arbitrator Sylvestre and that he would, if necessary, be able

to arrange legal compensation for any sums paid in excess by the appellant.

29 Finally, around the time of the February 25, 2000 pre-hearing conference, namely, on March

6, 2000, the parties brought the "dispute"" still opposing them before arbitrator Menard seeking an

award decided on the basis of the final offers exchanged on January 21. A motion brought by the

respondents for an injunction aimed at putting an end to the lockout declared by the appellant as of

January 21, 2000, the date of submission of the final offers, was subsequently rejected by the

Supenor Court.'t Arbitrator Menard rendered his award on June 5, 2001 and defined the content of

the collective agreement between the appellant and the respondents for the next five years. A

motion for homologation of this award, presented by the union mis en cause and disputed by the

appellant and the respondents for reasons that are not relevant here, was allowed by the Superior

Court on May 2, 2002.'i

30 Sylvestre award no. 2, which was quashed by the judgment under appeal before us, was

rendered on September 28, 2000.'4 The detailed reasons on which the arbitrator based his award

were submitted on October 11.

31 On September 4, 2001, the Superior Court annulled this award under arts. 943.1 and 947

C.CP."

The award challenged in Superior Court

32 Sylvestre award no, 2, it should be recalled, is an "interim" award.

33 On September 28, 2000 the arbitrator contacted the parties by mail to inform them of his

decision, summarizing as follows the conclusions that the Superior Court would subsequently annul

in part:

[TRANSLATION]

2 - the damages to which the 11 plaintiffs [the respondents] are entitled shall be

limited to the salanes and other benefits as set forth in the collective agreement,
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if it can be shown, in the words of the Court of Appeal [TRANSLATION] "that

the lockout was unduly prolonged as a result of the employer's refusal to submit

its last final best offers as requested by the union before the specified deadline of
April 30, 1996";

3 - in addition, as stipulated [by counsel for the respondents], the period of the

claim shall end on January 21, 2000, the date on which the employer shall submit

its last final best offers;

4 - each respondent shall, within a reasonable time, produce a document detailing

the sums claimed in terms of wages and benefits lost during the period from June

6, 1996 to January 21, 2000 and of employment earnings received during the

same period in order to offset the losses.

In the reasons for this award, filed a few days later, it can be seen that the arbitrator bases himself

on two essential considerations.

34 First, the arbitrator interprets Gazette No, I, from which he draws the following lesson:

[TRANSLATION] "From the judgment as a whole, it must be understood that the damages referred

to in the disposition cover only the salary and benefits specified in the agreement. The undersigned

would breach the ultra peti to rule if he were to grant the other damages claimed by the 11

respondents that are identified in the documents submitted by [counsel for the respondents]".

35 Second, the arbitrator ruled that the respondents, via their counsel, admitted that the damages

in question - t.e., lost wages and other benefits specified in the collective agreement - could not

extend beyond January 21, 2000. Indeed, this was the date that the appellant, in compliance with

Gazette No. I, submitted its final offers and ceased thereupon to be in contravention of Article XI of

the 1987 agreement. The position of counsel for the respondents, the arbitrator remarked, "was

completely logical" and is tantamount to an admission that is binding upon his mandators.

The iudument of the Suoerior Court

36 The respondents attacked Sylvestre award no. 2 by means of a [TRANSLATION] "motion

under art, 943.1 C.C P in annulment of an award under arts. 947 C.C P, and following." The record

shows that a judgment on this motion was rendered from the bench on September 4, 2001. The

Court granted the motion in part and, without giving fuller reasons, pronounced the following

judgment:

[TRANSLATION]
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Annuls in part the arbitral award rendered by arbitrator Andre Sylvestre on

October 11, 2000 masmuch as he declares himself without jurisdiction to award

any damages other than the salary and other benefits specified in the collective

agreement or the agreements of 1982 and 1987;

Refers the file back to the arbitrator-respondent so that he may assume full

jurisdiction with regard to the damages that the applicants may claim in the

matter before him, until January 21, 2000, except for the interest on any sums

that may be granted which shall accrue, as applicable, both before and after this

date.

Grounds for the anneal

The appellant's main argument is that the recourse exercised by the respondents necessarily takes

the form of an application for annulment in accordance with art. 947 C C P. and that, therefore,

Sylvestre award no. 2 can be annulled only in accordance with art. 946.4(4) C.C.P. However,

according to the appellant, the respondents'pplication does not satisfy the requirements of this

provision.

37 Subsidiartly, the appellant first of all maintains that the arbitrator did not err in law by ruhng

that the respondents'laims for damages were to be limited to the wages and benefits lost during the

lockout. Second, it maintains that due to the behaviour of their former counsel subsequent to the

decision of September 28, 2000, the respondents had in any case acquiesced to the arbitrator's

conclusions regarding acceptable damages.

38 The respondents join issue on each of these points. They claim that in his decision of
September 28, 2000 (the reasons for which, it should be recalled, were submitted only on 11

October), the arbitrator made a ruling on his own competence, thus providing an opening for the

application of art. 943.1 C.C.P. By limiting as he did the respondents'laims, the arbitrator

incorrectly ruled on his own competence, justifying an intervention by the Superior Court.

Moreover, the respondents did not agree to the conclusions of the arbitrator.

39 Let us note finally that the respondents are requesting confirmation of the trial judgment,

against which they have not lodged an appeal. As with Sylvestre award no. 2, this judgment sets the

end of the period for claims for damages due to the respondents at January 21, 2000.

Analvsis

40 Notwithstanding the use of the words "grievance procedure" in Article IX of the 1987
agreement, both sides acknowledge, since Gazette No I, that this is a consensual arbitration

procedure.
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41 The provisions of the Code of Civil Procedure most immediately relevant to this appeal are:

940.3.A judge or the court cannot intervene tn any question governed by this

Tttle except in the cases provided for therem.

943.1.If the arbitrators declare themselves competent dunng the arbitration

proceedings, a party may, within 30 days of being notified thereof, apply to the

court for a decision on that matter.

42 As long as the court has not ruled, the arbitrators may continue the arbttration proceedings and

render their award.

944.10.The arbitrators shall settle the dispute according to the rules of law which

they consider appropriate and, where applicable, determine the amount of the

damages

They cannot act as amiables compositeurs except with the prior concurrence of
the parties.

They shall in all cases demde according to the sttpulattons of the contract and

take account of applicable usage.

946.2. The court examining a motion for homologation cannot enquire into the

merits of the dispute.

946.4. The court cannot refuse homologation except on proof that:
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(I)
(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

one of the parties was not qualified to enter into the arbitration agreement;

the arbitration agreement is invalid under the law elected by the parties or,

failing any indication in that regard, under the laws of Quebec;

the party against whom the award is invoked was not given proper notice

of the appomtment of an arbitrator or of the arbitration proceedings or was

othe+vise unable to present his case;
the award deals with a dispute not contemplated by or not falling within

the terms of the arbitration agreement, or it contains decisions on matters

beyond the scope of the agreement; or

the mode of appointment of arbitrators or the applicable arbitration

procedure was not observed.

In the case of subparagraph (4) of the first paragraph, the only provision not

homologated is the irregular provision described in that paragraph, if it can be

dissociated from the rest.

947. The only possible recourse against an arbitration award is an application for its

annulment.

947.1.Annulment is obtained by motion to the court or by opposition to a motion

for homologation.

947.2. Articles 946.2 to 946.5, adapted as required, apply to an application for

annulment of an arbitration award.

43 Article 940.3 sets the tone of Book VII of the Code of Civil Procedure. In the case of

proceedings under arts, 33 and 846 C, C.P., the review of the legality of decisions by the court of
general jurisdiction is the rule, but the legislator may restrict this power of intervention of the court

of general jurisdiction, a power that it usually exercises by means of a pnvative clause, In the case

of consensual arbitration tribunals, the reverse is now the rule, As set out in art. 940.3 C C P, the

)udge may only intervene when so permitted by law Article 946.2 C.C.P, specifies that a judge

seized with a request for homologation or annulment of an award cannot enquire into the merits of
the dispute, and it is impossible for the parties to an aibitration agreement to contract out of this

rule. Nor may they derogate from para. 4 of art. 946.4 C.CP., except for reasons of annulment (or

refusal of homologation) likely to apply in this instance. Once again pursuant to art. 940, other

provisions of Title I of Book VII are also of public order and relate to the decisions that the Iudge
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may be required to make m appointing an arbitrator (941.3),making a determination about the

recusation or revocation of his mandate (942.7), recognizing his competence (943.2), or

safeguarding the rights of the parties awaiting an arbitration award (945 8). By establishing that

these legal decisions are final and without appeal, the Code reinforces the autonomy of the

arbitration procedure and its conduct. By limiting the grounds for annulling or refusing the

homologation of an award, the Code reinforces the autonomy of the arbitration process and its

outcome. The adoption of these provisions [TRANSLATION] "marked a turning point in the
conventional arbitration system in Quebec", as Thibault J.A. accurately stated for the Court in

Laurentienne-vie (La), compagnie d'assurances inc. v, Empire (L'), compagnie
d'assurance-vie.'owever,

in the context of a review of arbitral competence, a thorough reconsideration of the points
of law an arbitrator may have to rule on - a consideration bordering on a judicial review of the

appeal itself - creates a risk of stepping back from this turning point.

44 Very recently, in the appeal Desputeaux v. Editions Chouette (l987) lnc.,'he Supreme Court
of Canada, per Lebel, J., made the following comments on a related matter, that of public order
mentioned in art 946 5 C C P:

Despite the specificity of these provisions of the Code of Civil Procedure and the

clarity of the legislative intention apparent in them, there have been conflicting
lines of authority in the Quebec case law regarding the limits ofjudicial
intervention in cases involving applications for homologation or annulment of
arbitration awards governed by the Code of Civil Procedure Some judgments
have taken a broad view of that power, or sometimes tended to confuse it with
the power of judicial review provided for in arts. 33 and 846 C C.P. (On this

point, see the commentary by F. Bachand, "Arbitrage commercial;
Assujettissement d'un tribunal arbitral conventionnel au pouvoir de surveillance
et de controle de la Cour superieure et controle judiciaire d'ordonnances de
procedure rendues par les arbitresa (2001), 35 R.J.T.465.) The Judgment in issue
here illustrates this tendency when it adopts a standard of review based on simple
review of any error of law made in considering a matter of public order. That
approach extends judicial intervention at the point of homologation or an

application for annulment of the arbitration award well beyond the cases intended

by the legislature. It ignores the fact that the legislature has voluntarily placed
limits on such review, to preserve the autonomy of the arbitration system. Pubhc
order will of course always be relevant, but solely in terms of the determination
of the overall outcome of the arbitration proceeding, as we have seen.

These points being made, we may now consider the claims of the parties regardmg the impugned
award here.

45 Is Sylvestre award No. 2 a case covered by art. 943.1 C,C.P.? The atttcle in question
contemplates situations in which arbitrators "declare themselves competent during the arbitration
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procedure" and provides that a party may then require the court to decide "on this matter" in turn, as
long as the arbitration procedure is not interrupted. In this instance, as of February 25, 2000, the
arbitrator simply resumed, in light of Gazette No. I, his consideration of the dispute of June 4, 1996.
That judgment had set aside his two orders concerning wages and benefits lost during the lockout
and the file had been referred back to him "so that he might determine, if necessary, the damages to
be awarded to the 11 employees as a result of the employer's non-observance of Article XI of the

Agreement of 19872u It seems to me that this is exactly what the arbitrator wanted to determine,
that he decided on an intenm award in the interests of procedural convenience, and that this award

has no bearing on his competence or the arbitrability of the dispute before him, but concerns the
merits of this dispute. Unless one proposes that any decision by an arbitrator is at least implicitly
related to his competence, which in my view is not justifiable in light of 943.1 C.C.P. and its
context, one must conclude that art. 943.1 C,C P, was inapplicable here. The Superior Court was
therefore not authorized to use this provision to review, as it did, Sylvestre award No. 2

46 But could the Superior Court intervene on the grounds that, under para. 4 of art. 946.4,
Sylvestre award No. 2, "deal[t] with a dispute not contemplated by or not falling within the terms of
the arbitration agreement, or that it contain[ed] decisions on matters beyond the scope of the
agreement"?

47 This argument may only be made within the context of an application for annulment under
arts. 947, 947.1 and 947.2 C C.P., or in defense of a motion for homologation under art. 946,1
C.C P. The respondents proceeded here with an application for annulment.

48 The first difficulty that arises concerns the status of an award characterized as "interim". It is
not certain that Sylvestre award No. 2, as such, could have been subject to a motion for
homologation. Could it, under these conditions, have been subject to an application for annulment?
Or was it merely a procedural order, a preliminary step toward a possible final award on the ments
that could itself have been subject, at the proper time, to a motion for homologation or an
application for annulment? 'a There is no doubt in my mind that by limiting as he did the admissible
heads of damage and by setting aside, for example, the moral, exemplary, or punitive damages to
which the respondents might be entitled, the arbitrator in the present case resolved a substantive
issue between the appellant and the respondents. In so doing, he ruled in part on the dispute that was
before him. His decision therefore constituted a suitable award for annulment under art. 947 C.C.P.
In stating this, I am aware that other legal policy considerations might need to be taken into account
in the event of an "interim" award by an international commercial arbitration tribunal; this is noted
in the recent judgment in National Compagnie Arr France v. Mbaye. But these considerations do
not apply in a case such as this, characterized as it is it by a dynamic of working relationships,

governed entirely by domestic law and already highly judicialized.

49 Paragraph 4 of art 946.4 C C.P, refers to the "arbitration agreement", which here must mean
Article IX of the 1987 agreement reproduced above. This contractual clause stipulates that "[i]n the
event of a disagreement with respect to the interpretation, application, and/or alleged violation of
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this agreement, the matter shall be deemed to be a grievance...." The respondents'laim, insofar as
it relates to the damage suffered as a result of the employer's delay in submitting its final offers to

arbitration, doubtless relates to the "mterpretation", "application" or the "alleged violation" of the

agreements of 1982 and 1987, and in particular of Article XI of the 1987 agreement. One cannot
therefore seriously propose that it concerns a "dispute not contemplated by or not falling within the

terms of the arbitration agreement".

50 We must also ask, however, still pursuant to art. 946.4(4) C.C.P.,whether Sylvestre award

No. 2 contains "decisions on matters beyond the scope of the [arbitration] agreement", Pondering

over the meaning to be given to this phrase, our colleague Thibault J.A. wrote in the appeal
Laurentrenne-vie (La), compagnie d'assurances inc. v. Empire (L'), compagnie d'assurance-vie:

'TRANSLATION]

It seems to me that in order to decide whether an arbitral award goes beyond the

scope of the arbitration agreement, we need to disregard the interpretation that

led to the result and concentrate on the result itself. This interpretation of the

grounds for annulment set forth in art. 946.4(4) C.C.P., in addition to being
consistent with art. 946.2 C,C.P., which prohibits the court seized with an

application for the annulment of an arbitral award to enquire into the merits of
the dispute, is consistent with the approach adopted by author Sabine Thuilleaux

A quotation from author Sabine Thuilleaux follows, which LeBel J. took up in turn in Desputeaux v

Editions Chouette (7987) Inc.:zz [TRANSLATION] "the appreciation of this grievance depends on
a connection with the question to be disposed of by the arbitrators with the dispute submitted to
them."za

51 If we focus on the result, i.e., the precise conclusions of the arbitrator in Sylvestre award No.

2, it is impossible to conclude that the question disposed of here by the arbitrator has no connection
with the dispute that was submitted to him. Quite the contrary; this is exactly what is at the heart of
the dispute between the parties. Perhaps a detailed consideration of the reasons on which the

arbitrator based himself would bring out the fact that another arbitrator might have dealt differently
with one or several of the questions submitted to arbitrator Sylvestre. That is not the question,
however. I recall that the court seized of an application for annulment under art. 947 may not

enquire into the merits of the dispute Perhaps the question would appear in a different light if the
arbitrator had failed to comply with the order contained in Gazette No. I, but nothmg of the sort
occurred here.

52 FOR THESE REASONS, I would therefore ALLOW the appeal with costs, SET ASIDE the

judgment annulling in part the award of arbitrator Andre Sylvestre on October 11,2000, DISMISS
the respondents'otion with costs, and REFER the case back to the arbitrator so that he may
continue the hearing on the disagreement between the appellant and the respondents in order to
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dispose of it solely on its merits.
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JUDGMENT

[1] THE COURT; - Ruling on the appeal from a judgment rendered on March 31,
2006 by the Superior Court, District of Montreal (the Honourable Claude Larouche J.),
dismissing the appellants'otion for annulment of arbitrator Andre Sylvestre's arbitration
award of March 18, 2005 with costs;

[2] After examining the record, hearing the parties and taking the case under
advisement;

[3] For the reasons of Pelletier J.A., with which Beauregard and Forget JJ.A. concur.

[4] GRANTS the appeal with costs against the respondent, The Gazette, A Division
of Southam inc., except for the costs relative to the books of authorities;

[5] QUASHES the Superior Court judgment; and, proceeding to render the judgment
that should have been rendered

GRANTS the petitioners'otion for annulment of arbitrator Andre Sylvestre's
arbitration award of March 18, 2005 with costs against the impleaded party, The
Gazette, A Division of Southam inc;

ORDERS that the case be remanded to arbitrator Sylvestre so that he may
comply with the Court of Appeal judgments of December 15, 1999 and August 6,
2003.

MARC BEAUREGARD J.A.

ANDRE FORGET J A

FRANCOIS PELLETIER J.A

Mtre. Pierre Grenier
Melanin, Marceau, Grenier et Sciortino
For the appellants, except Rita Blondin and Eriberto Di Paolo

Rita Blondin
Eriberto Di Paolo
Self-represented
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REASONS OF PELLETIER J A.

[6] Natural persons Rita Blondin et ai. were typographers employed by the

respondent, The Gazette. They were also members of the appellant union.

[7] By their appeal, they, along with their union, seek to have quashed the Superior

Court judgment dismissing their motion for annulment of an award granted by the

impleaded party, Sylvestre, on March 18, 2005. That award determined that there was

no reason to order The Gazette to compensate the typographers for wages and benefits

lost during all or part of the period from June 3, 1996 to January 21, 2000. In the
arbitrator's opinion, that conclusion was justified because The Gazette did not unduly

prolong the lock-out in effect during that period.

[8] This is the third time the parties have appeared before our Court. I will therefore

refrain from revisiting in detail the facts of the case, as they already account for dozens

of pages of arbitration awards, Iudgments and decisions of courts of original general

jurisdiction." Below is the substance of the case.

[9] In relation to this dispute, which has been ongoing since 1996, the role of the

impleaded party, Sylvestre, is that of an arbitrator of disputes within the meaning of the

Code of Civil Procedure. This situation, which, it must be admitted, is rather unusual,

stems from a tripartite civil agreement involving the typographers, the union and the

employer that was entered into in 1982 and amended in 1987. Beyond existing and

future collective agreements, the agreement sought to provide special coverage to the

typographers, whose Iob security was irremediably threatened by the necessary
introduction of technological changes into the newspaper's newsroom. Essentially, The

Gazette offered each of the typographers wage guarantees and job security until age
65. It is worth pointing out that the 1987 addition incorporated a rather unpalatable

element into this already unusual formula. For a proper understanding of what is to

follow, I have reproduced below one of the two new provisions agreed in 1987:

XI. RENEWAL OF COLLECTIVE AGREEMENTS AND SETTLEMENT OF

DISPUTES

Within ninety (90) days before the termination of the collective agreement, the

Employer and the Union may initiate negotiations for a new contract. The terms

and conditions of the agreement shall remain in effect until an agreement is

1 Syndhcat canadian des commumcations, de f'Snergre el du paprer, sechon locale f45 v Gazette

(The), une division de Southern mc, EYB 1999-15534 (C A), The Gazette v Biondm, EYB 2003-

45981 (C,A )
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reached, a decision is rendered by an arbitrator, or until one or the other of the

parties exercises its nght to strike or lock-out

Within the two weeks precedino acouinno the rioht to strike or lock-out.

includino the acouisition of such riaht throuah the operation of Article X of the
present aareement. either of the oarties mav reauest the exchanae of "Last
final best offers". and both oaities shall do so simultaneouslv and in writino

~wit in the following fortv-eicht (48t hours or another time period if mutually

agreed by the parties. The "Last final best offers" shall contain only those
clauses or portions of clauses upon which the parties have not already agreed.
Should there still not be aareement before the noht to strike or lock-out is

acauired. either of the oarties mav submit the disaareement to an arbitrator
selected in accordance with the grievance procedure in the collective
agreement. In such an event, the arbitrator, after having given both parties the
opportunity to make presentations on the ments of their proposals, must retain

in its entiretv either one or the other of the "Last final best offers" and relect, in

its entirety, the other The arbitrator's decision shall be final and binding on

both parties and it shall become an integral part of the collective agreement.

[Emphasis added.]

[10] Thus, the arbitrator's original jurisdiction stemmed from the 1987 version of the
tripartite agreement and from a notice of dispute sent to The Gazette by the union and

the 11 typographers on June 4, 1996.

[11] The scope and legal consequences of the documents in question were defined by

our Court in 1999, hence it may generally be affirmed that the judgment rendered at that

time circumscribed the arbitrator's jurisdiction —the jurisdiction under which the arbitrator

granted the award of which the annulment is sought by the union and the typographers
today.

[12] In 1999, after annulling in part the first arbitration award granted by arbitrator

Sylvestre, the Court remanded the case to him for a ruling on an outstanding question:

[TRANSLATION]
QUASHES the arbitrator's two orders relative to the payment and
reimbursement of the wages and benefits lost because of the lock-out,

REMANDS the case to the arbitrator for him to determine, if applicable, the
damages that may be awarded to the 11 appellants as a result of the
employer's non-compliance with Article XI of the 1987 agreement,

[13] The Court also ordered The Gazeffe to fulfil the obligation created under Article

XI, reproduced above, by exchanging last final best offers within 30 days after the filing

of the judgment:

[TRANSLATION]
ORDERS the respondent to submit to the exchange of last final best offers
within 30 days of this judgment;
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[14] Thus, the conclusions of our 1999 judgment set the stage for the holding of two

parallel, independent debates.

[15] First, acting on the conclusion ordering it to submit to the process stated in the

tripartite agreement, The Gazette exchanged its last final best offers with the union on

January 21, 2000.

[16] Barely a month later, the parties were again at an impasse, and seized Mtre.

Jean-Guy Menard of the dispute.

[17] On analysis, the dispute was comprised not only of a component governed by the
Labour Code, but also of a civil component insofar as the arbitrator was seized of a

matter relative to the operation of the tripartite agreement as part of a proceeding to

which the 11 typographers were henceforward parties in their own right, independent of

the union.

[18] On June 5, 2001, Mtre, Mhnard granted an arbitration award imposing a collective

agreement effective that very day The collective agreement did not provide for any

retroactive measures, but did set the work conditions for the following five years. This

time, each individual typographer and The Gazette asked the Superior Court to declare

its annulment. They failed when, in May 2002, Jean Frappier J. dismissed each of the

motions. No one appealed from the dismissal judgments.

[19] Second, in application of the order to remand the case to the arbitrator, which

also appears in the conclusions of the 1999 judgment, arbitrator Sylvestre resumed the

hearings on the dispute to determine [TRANSLATION], "if applicable", the amount of

wages and benefits lost by the topographers between June 3, 1996 and January 21,
2000 [TRANSLATION] "as a result of The Gazette's non-compliance with Article XI of

the 1987 agreement".

[20] Mtre. Sylvestre chose to rule first on two preliminary questions: one concerning

the relevant heads of damage in the case; the other, the likely start and the duration of

the damage period.

[21] In his arbitration award granted in October 2000, Mtre. Sylvestre established that

the damage in question related solely to the wages and benefits said to have been lost

during the period between June 3, 1996 and January 21, 2000 exclusively.

[22] Once again, the typographers applied to the Superior Court, attacking the

arbitration award by means of a motion for annulment The judge ruled in their favour,

but his judgment did not survive the appeal The Gazette brought against it Thus, in

2003, our Court concluded, per Morissette J.A., that, while the arbitration award did not

resolve everything, it nevertheless decided substantive issues at the heart of the dispute

of which he was seized. Below are the conclusions of the judgment:
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[TRANSLATION]
[5] Quashes the judgment, annulling in part the arbitration award of

arbitrator Andre Sylvestre of October 11, 2000, dismisses with costs the
respondents'otion for annulment served on November 10, 2000 and
remands the case to the arbitrator so that he may continue the hearing of
the disagreement between the appellant and the respondents in order to
dispose of it entirely on its merits,

[23] That was the backdrop for Mtre. Sylvestre's resumption of the hearings that had

been interrupted by the proceeding instituted against his interlocutory decision
However, it should be borne in mind that, at the time of the resumption, the situation had

evolved. The collective agreement imposed by Mtre. Menard was in effect at the time

and, as mentioned earlier, it did not provide for retroactive measures or for

compensation to eliminate or lessen the damage caused by what was perhaps an undue

prolongation of the lock-out declared by The Gazette in June 1996.

[24] That clarification having been made, it is important to recall that our Court's 1999
judgment very clearly identified the contractual fault committed by The Gazette in

violation of the provisions of Article XI of the 1987 version of the tripartite agreement.
Under a notice sent on April 30, 1996, the very date on which the collective agreement
imposed by arbitrator Leboeuf in 1993 expired, The Gazette was required to exchange
its last final best offers with the union no later than May 2, 1996. The Gazette did not do
so and it is that fault that our Court pointed to as having possibly caused damage, That

being so, what the arbitrator had to do was determine whether the contractual breach
had had that effect in reality and, if so, determine the appropriate amount of

compensation.

[25] Unfortunately, and by his own admission, the arbitrator lost the thread of the

reasoning that, in December 1999, had led the Court to remand the case to him for a
ruling on the matter. In all likelihood, Mtre. Sylvestre was disconcerted by the fact that,

at that time, the Court had set aside his order to pay the wages and benefits under the
1987 version of the tripartite agreement. Below is how he expressed his

incomprehension:

[TRANSLATION]
[97] In his arbitration award of February 5, 1998, the arbitrator ruled that the
employer should be required to compensate the complainants as of the
declaration of the lock-out, because the letters of understanding took effect at
that time, and obliged the employer to pay the complainants their wages and
benefits. However, the Court of Appeal said it disagreed with that ruling, and
found that the arbitrator had erred in deciding that the work conditions stated in

the 1982 and 1987 agreements stood despite the lock-out. The appellate court
wrote the following at pages 40 and 41:

[TRANSLATION]
However, Article XI of the 1957 agreement recognizes the employer's nght to
lock-out In fact, the appellants did not contest it before the arbitrator They

2 SOQUI J AZ-50307135.
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asked thai the nght be combined with the compulsory collective agreement
renewal procedure, provided for in Article XI, and that, dunng the exercise of
the nght to lock-out, the employer continue to pay the wages and other

benefits, alleging that the cost of living adjustment clause guaranteed them a
certain standard of living even dunng a lock-out

In accepting the latter part of the appellants'pplication and, consequently,
ordenng the employer. (1) to continue paying each of the complainants the
wages and other benefits stemming from the 1982 and 1987 tripartite

agreements and (2) to reimburse any wages and other benefits lost due to the
lock-out, the whole with interest, the arbitrator committed an error justifying

judicial intervention.

In taking it for granted that Article XI is not an obstacle to maintaining access to
the workplace and payment of regular wages adjusted to the cost of living

dunng the lock-out, the arbitrator conferred on the provisions of the agreement
a meaning that they cannot rationally support.

Whatever the scope of the clauses relating to Iob security, guaranteed wages
adjusted to the cost of living, and the duration of the agreements and their nbn-

renegotiation, they do not change the content of Article XI of the 1987
agreement, which permits the exercise of the nght to stnke or lock-out The
usual effect of a lock-out is to suspend the employer's obhgations to pay the
employees'ages and allow the employees access to the workplace Article XI

in no way has the effect of depriving the employer of this entrenched labour

relations nght

However, the article limits the exercise of the right to lock-out, by providing for

a compulsory procedure for collective agreement renewal through last final

best offer arbitration, It necessarily ensures that any labour dispute will

eventually end when a third party imposes a new collective agreement The
lock-out may have been unduly prolonged by the employer's refusal to
exchange its last final best offers, as requested by the union, within the time

specified on Apnl 30, 1996, and the employees may be entitled to damages as
a result It will be up to the arbitrator to decide

[98] The Court thus set aside the union proposal that, for the duration of the
lock-out, the employer be required to continue to pay all remuneration to the 11
typographers. The Court called the arbitrator's conclusion granting the motion an

error justifying judicial intervention, stated that the content of Article XI of the
agreement permitted the exercise of the right to lock-out and pointed out its

effects, namely, the suspension of the obligation to pay the employees'ages
and the ban on the employees'ccess to their workplaces

[99] The problem encountered by the arbitrator in this case stems from the
directive he was gwen by the Court of Appeal, which, after writing that it

[TRANSLATION] "is possible that the lock-out was unduly prolonged", remanded
the case to the arbitrator [TRANSLATION] "for him to determine, if applicable,
the damages that may be awarded to the 11 employees as a result of the
employer's non-compliance with Article XI of the 1987 agreement". In the
preceding paragraph, Rousseau-Houle J. had wntten that Article XI limited the
exercise of the nght to lock-out, by providing for the compulsory procedure for
collective agreement renewal through last final best offer arbitration, and that the
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labour dispute would eventually end when a third party imposed a new collective
agreement

[100] What is meant by the reference to the possibility that the employer may
have unduly prolonged the lock-out by refusing to exchange its last final best
offers~ The arbitrator must admit to being totally bewildered ft can be inferred
from the judgment that the undue delay in terminating the lock-out could not
begin on June 3, 1996, the day the lock-out was imposed. Indeed, the Court of
Appeal emphasized that the arbitrator, in reaching such a conclusion,
contradicted the wording of Article XI, which [TRANSLATION] "in no way has the
effect of depnving the employer of this entrenched labour relations right".
However, the lock-out fasted an extremely long time, since it went on for almost
four years But does that mean it must be concluded that it was unduly prolonged
by the employers The use of the adverb indgmenf ("unduly" ) does not shed any
light on this comment by the Court of Appeal. The Grand dictionnaire
encyclopedique Larousse defines the ad)ective indu ("undue") as follows.
[TRANSLATION] "Serge Cote, honorary notary, commissioner, says that which is
against the rule, against usage, against reason...". That definition is not any
more helpful in understanding this Court's directive, as the arbitrator does not
know what a rule, usage or reason would be in a matter such as the duration of a
work stoppage, strike or lock-out.

[26] Faced with what he considered an enigma, the arbitrator began Iookincl for a
separate fault that the employer might have committed during the lock-out period:

[271

[TRANSLATION]
[103] In other words, based on what the arbitrator understands from its
directives, the Court of Appeal conferred on him the power to award damages if
he found that the employer had engaged in the abusive exercise of its right to
lock-out However, apart from the extremely long duration of the lock-out, the
arbitrator was unable to find evidence of a specific time after June 3, 1996 when
the employer should have terminated the lock-out ln standing firm until January
21, 2000, by its refusal to exchange its last final best offers, it did not
demonstrate clemency toward its 11 typographers. But, as confirmed by Messrs
Di Paolo and Thomson, the typographers were so confident of being nght that
they had no intention of making any concessions

Not having found one, he concluded as follows

[104] Given the picture as a whole, the arbitrator cannot find, on the basis of the
ewdence, that the employer unduly prolonged the lock-out. Therefore, he cannot
order it to pay the damages claimed by the 11 complainants for the period from
June 3, 1996 to January 21, 2000.

[28] With respect, I believe that there was a misunderstanding and that the arbitrator's
confusion led him to distort the dispute of which he was seized

3 SOQUI J A2-50307135.
4 /bid
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[29] In finding that a lock-out could not be unduly continued, the arbitrator did not
answer the question asked by the Court in its 1999 judgment In so doing, he did not
exercise the jurisdiction ascribed to him.

[30] It is important to remember that, at the time our Court rendered its judgment, in

mid-December 1999, there were four main unknowns in the matter:

(a) If the exchange of offers had taken place normally, after the sending of the
April 30, 1996 notice, when would the collective agreement have been
finalized or, in other words, when would the lock-out have ended?

(b) Should the evidence to come disclose that the lock-out would have ended
before December 15, 1999 (date of the judgment), to what wages and benefits
would the 11 typographers have been entitled as of the end of the lock-outa

(c) Would the wages and benefits have been lower than the minimum guaranteed
in the 1987 version of the tripartite agreemento

(d) In addition, would the future exchange of last final best offers in execution of
the conclusion [TRANSLATION] "[o]rders the respondent to submit to the
exchange of last final best offers within 30 days of this judgment" lead to the
elimination or reduction of the possible loss to be identified by the answer to
the above three questionso

[31] Those are the questions the arbitrator had to answer in executing the 1999
judgment, which remanded the case to him, Taking into account his own interlocutory
decision of October 2000, which became final as a result of our 2003 judgment, the
arbitrator's task was to consider possible compensation for a period that might extend,
not to December 15, 1999, but on to January 21, 2000, exclusively, by conducting the
analysis I have just described.

[32] Since the rendering of the December 1999 judgment, the outcome of the
exchange of last final best offers in early 2000 showed that the possible damage
suffered by the typographers had not in any way been diminished by the new collective
agreement Thus, further to the dismissal judgments rendered by Frappier J., which
crystallized this situation, we know the answer to the question I identified as "d" above

[33] To date, however, the other three questions are as yet unanswered, since the
arbitrator did not make any ruling in regard to them.

[34] In deciding that The Gazette had done nothing to unduly prolong the lock-out,
arbitrator Sylvestre ruled on something other than what had been intended in the
judgment. I therefore believe that his award falls under the fourth subparagraph of article
946 of the Code of Civil Procedure, which applies in matters of application for
annulment, because of the legislator's reference in article 947.2 C.C.P
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[35] Thus, in the end, I am of the opinion that the Superior Court should have granted
the motion for annulment.

[36] That said, the conclusions sought by the appellants go too far. They ask that

arbitrator Sylvestre be ordered to consider, without nuance, the entire period from

June 3, 1996 to January 21, 2001 as the penod during which the lock-out was unduly

prolonged, and that he award compensation accordingly. However, the 1999 judgment
had already determined that the tripartite agreement recognized the employer's nght to

legally declare a lock-out, which entailed the right to stop paying the typographers their

wages and benefits:

[TRANSLATION]

Whatever the scope of the clauses relating to job security, guaranteed wages
adjusted to the cost of living, and the duration of the agreements and their non-

renegotiation, they do not change the content of Article XI of the 1987
agreement, which permits the exercise of the right to strike or lock-out The
usual effect of a lock-out is to suspend the employer's obligation to pay the
employees'ages and allow the employees access to the workplace. Article XI

in no way has the effect of dspnving the employer of this entrenched labour
relations right

[37] It is far from certain that the process initiated on April 30, 1996, which was to
result in an arbitration award terminating the lock-out, would have played out before
June 3 of that year, the date on which the lock-out was declared, even had The Gazette
not committed the fault identified by our Court. In other words, it is not at all certain that
the whole lock-out period unduly caused the loss of the wages and benefits otherwise

guaranteed to the typographers under the tnpartite agreement. On this aspect, it is the
evidence to be adduced before the arbitrator relative to the three questions I identified

above by the letters "a", "b"', and "c" that will enable the solution to the problem to be
found.

[38] I therefore propose to grant the appeal with the costs of the two courts against
The Gazette, quash the judgment of the Superior Court, grant the respondents'otion
for annulment, and order that the case be remanded to arbitrator Sylvestre so that he

may comply with the judgments rendered by our Court on December 15, 1999 and

August 6, 2003.

FRANQOIS PELLETIER J.A.

5 Syndkcal canadken des commumcalions, de ydnergie et du papier, section locale 145 v Gazette

(The), une division de Southam inc, EYB 1999-15534at para 82 (C.A I

5 However, the end date of the penod is January 2, 2000, as already determined by Mire Sylveslre's
interlocutory decision See paragraph 31 in that regard
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merger clause 1010

nopobes, Resaainfs o& Trade, snd Un&a&i Trade Practices
0 169, at 226 (1996)

de facto merger (d& fak-ioh) A uansacuon that. has
the ecr&nmnic e/feet of a statutoi y mergei bui that
&s cast m the forn& oi an acquis&t&on or sale of assets
o& voung stock 9 Although such a u ansact&on docs
not meet the statuiory iequuements for a merger,
a cou& t will genei ally treat 6 as a siatutoiy mergei
foi pu&poses of the appia&sal iemedy [Cases Cor-
poi at&oils o 445 1 C J S Cll&PC&a(iovs 0 857 ]
downstream merger. A mei ger of a parent coi pora-
tion mto ns subsid&a&y

fvrwaid tr&engular v&erger. See i»angola& mzrgci

freeze-oat iacrger. See coi/I vlelgei

horizonta! vieiger. A merger between two or more
busmesses that aie on the same n&arket level be-
cause they manufacture s&m&la& prochicts m the
san&e geogiaphic &eg&on, a meiger of direct com-
pci&tois —Also termed hornvniai &ntegroi&on

prvdact-extension merger. A me&ger u& wluch the
products of the acquired company arc comple-
mentary Io those of (he acqu&nng company and
n&ay be produced w&th similar famhues, marketed
through tbe same channels, And advmtised by the
same med&a

raver&e triangular merger. A me& gei m Ivhich the
acqu&»ng corpotauon's subs&diary e absorbed Into
(he target corporation, wh&ch becomes a new sub-
sidiary of the acqu&mng corpoi ation —Also
termed & eve&sr &Nbnd&o&y &Aerger

short fvrvi merger. A statutory me&gei that is less
expensive and time-consummg than an ordinary
statutory merger, usu permitted &vhen a subsid-
iary merges u&to a parent that already owns mos(
of the subs&diary's shares a Such 9 meiget is
generally accomplished when the pa& enr Adopts A

merger resolut&on, ma&ls a copy of the plan to the
subs&diai y's re(ord shareholders, and files the exe-
cuted articles of nierger with &he secretai y of state,
I&ho Isa&&es 6 cernfica(e of mei gei

statutory merger. A merge& prov&ded by and con-
ducted Accordmg to statutory requu.amen&a

stock merger. A merger mvolving one company's
purchase of another company's capital s(ock

(r&ungu!Or merger. A n&erger m which the tai get
corpor dion &s absorbed m&o (he acqum&ng Iorpo-
iation's subsidiary, with the taiget's shareholders
ieceiving stock m the parent corporation —Also
termed subs&d&oiy &verger, fvnvord &riringuld& meiger

u/&streo&n merger. A merger of a substcbary corpo-
ra t&on mto iis pai cut

vertical merger. A mergei between busmesscs occu-
pymg differeni. (evels of opeiation fm Ihe same
product, such as between A manufacturer and a
rctailei, a me&ger of buyer and seller

9. The meigei oi »ghts and duues m thc same
person, iesuk&ng &n the extmct&on of obl&gations,
esp, the blending of the»ghts of a cred&tor and
debtor, resulting in the ex&mguishment oFthe credi-
tor's iiglu. to collect the debt e As ongmally devel-
oped m Roman law, a merger resulted fiom the

man iage ol A debto& and & &edno&, o& when a del&&(»
became the wed&tor's bei& —Also te&med cvnfiuioa,
confuoon o/ dsb(i, (vn/its&vn c/ iigh(I Cf (oxi «stoi I)i
i rn ss 10. The,ibsorption of 9 (onu act. mto a coui t
ordei, so thai an «green&eni be(ween d&e

(often a ma»tal agreement mcideni to A clivoice 6„
separation) loses its separate identity as an
able coutia&.t when it n m&.oipoiatcd mto a
ordei

merger clause. See INT& caAI &ot'l A&is&

merger doctrine. 1. Cvpyng/i& The pimciple thar.
an idea canno& be copy»ghted, ne&ther can an
pres~ion that. must mev&tably be used u& ordci
expiess the idea e When ihe idea and exp
a&e very d&Bicuh Io sepat ate, &hey a&e sa&d to
For example, couits have &einsed copyngh& p
uon fo& busmess-ledger fo&ms (Bake& v Se)den,
U S 99 (1879)), and fo& contest rules ihat
copied Almost. ve&bat&m (Mcr&euey v Pro((m Cd

biz, 379 F 28 G75 (lsr. Cir 19G7)) —ALso
Bake& v Sz/rien dc(&One [Cases Copy»ghts and
lectual 1'ropcrty C 4 5 C J S Cvgyngiiu and
(uol P&c/Icr(y h 10 ] 2. His( Fnmdy law The
law p&maple &hat, upon mar»age, the husband
ivife combined &o form one legal entny
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with stop-work orders for logging on Crown land without authorization —Bands

claiming ahomgi nal title to lands —Minister applying to have proceedings remitted

to tnal list —Bands argumg that matter ofaboriginal title should not go to tria! as

they lack financial resources to fund action or in alternative, requesting order that

Crown pay interim costs to fund action m advance and in any event of cause—

Whether Court of Appeal's decision to grant interim costs should be upheld—

Whether Court of Appeal had sufficient grounds to review exercise of chambers

1udge 's discretion —Rules ofCourt, B.C.Reg. 221/90, ss. 52(l l)(d), 57(9).

In 1999, members of the four respondent Bands began logging on Crown

land in B.C. without authorization under the Forest Practices Code of British

Columbia Act. The Minister of Forests served the Bands with stop-work orders under

the Code, and commenced proceedings to enforce the orders. The Bands claimed that

they had aboriginal title to the lands in question and were entitled to log them. They

filed a notice ofconstitutional question challenging the Code as conflicting with their

constitutionally protected aboriginal rights. The Minister then applied to have the

proceedings remitted to the trial list instead of being dealt with in a summary manner.

The Bands argued that the matter should not go to trial, because they lacked the

financial resources to fund a protracted and expensive trial. In the alternative, they

argued that the court, in the exercise of its powers to attach conditions to a

disci etionary order and to make orders as to costs, should order a trial only if it also

ordered the Crown to pay their legal fees and disbursements in advance and in any

event of the cause. The B.C.Supreme Court held that the case should be remitted to

the trial list and declined to order the Minister to pay the Bands'osts in advance of

the trial. The Court of Appeal allowed the Bands'ppeal. The decision to remit the

matter of the Bands'boriginal rights or title to trial was upheld. The court concluded,
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however, that although the Bands did not have a constitutional right to legal fees

funded by the provincial Crown the court did have a discretionary power to order

interim costs. It ordered the Crown to pay such legal costs of the Bands as ordered by

the chambers judge from time to time, subject to detailed terms that it imposed so as

to encourage the parties to minimize unnecessary steps in the dispute and to resolve

as many issues as possible by negotiation.

Held(iacobucci, Major and Bastarache JJ. dissenting): The appeal should

be dismissed.

Per McLachlin C.J, and Gonthier, Binnie, Arbour, LeBel and Deschamps

JJ.: The Court of Appeal's decision to grant interim costs to the Bands should be

upheld. The discretionary power to award interim costs in appropriate cases has been

recognized in Canada, Concerns about access to justice and the desirability of

mitigating severe inequality between litigants feature prominently in the rare cases

where such costs are awarded. The power to order interim costs is inherent in the

nature of the equitable jurisdiction as to costs, in the exercise of which the court may

determine at its discretion when and by whom costs are to be paid. Several conditions

must be present for an interim costs order to be granted. The party seeking the order

must be impecunious to the extent that, without such an order, that party would be

deprived of the opportunity to proceed with the case; the claimant must establish a

prima facie case of sufficient merit to warrant pursuit; and there must be special

circumstances sufficient to satisfy the court that the case is within the narrow class of

cases where this extraordinary exercise of its powers is appropriate.



In public interest litigation special considerations also come into play.

Public law cases, as a class, can be distinguished fiom ordinary civil disputes. They

may be viewed as a subcategory where the special circumstances that must be present

to justify an award of interim costs are related to the public importance of the

questions at issue in the case. It is for the trial court to determine in each instance

whether a particular case, which might be classified as special by its very nature as a

public interest case, is special enough to rise to the level where the unusual measure

of ordering costs would be appropriate. The criteria that must be present to justify an

award of interim costs in this kind of case are as follows: the party seeking interim

costs genuinely cannot afford to pay for the litigation, and no other realistic option

exists for bringing the issues to trial; the claim to be adjudicated is prima

facie meritorious; and the issues raised transcend the individual interests of the

particular litigant, are of public importance, and have not been resolved in previous

cases.

Each of these criteria is met in this case. The Bands are impecunious and

cannot proceed to trial without an order for interim costs. The case is of sufficient

merit that it should go forward; the issues sought to be raised at trial are of profound

importance to the people of B.C., both aboriginal and non-aboriginal, and their

determination would be a major step towards settling the many unresolved problems

in the Crown-aboriginal relationship in that province. In short, the circumstances of

this case are indeed special, even extreme. The conditions attached to the costs order

by the Court of Appeal ensure that the parties will be encouraged to resolve the matter

through negotiation, which remains the ultimate route to achieving reconciliation

between aboriginal societies and the Crown, and also that there will be no temptation



for the Bands to drag out the process unnecessarily and to throw away costs paid by

the Crown.

The Court of Appeal had sufficient grounds to review the exercise of

discretion by the trial court. Discretionary decisions are not completely insulated fi om

review. An appellate court may and should intervene where it finds that the trial judge

has misdirected himself as to the applicable law or made a palpable error in his

assessment of the facts. Two errors in particular vitiate the chambers judge's decision

and call for appellate intervention. First, he overemphasized the importance of

avoiding any order that involved prejudging the issues and erred when he concluded

that his discretion did not extend so far as to empower him to make the order

requested. Second, his finding that a contingent fee arrangement might be a viable

alternative for funding the litigation does not appear to be supported by any evidence,

and the prospect of the Bands'iring counsel on a contingency basis seems unrealistic

in the particular circumstances of this case.

Per Iacobucci, Major and Bastarache JJ. (dissenting): The chambers judge

interpreted the applicable principles correctly and there is no basis for reversing his

discretion. Traditionally, costs are awarded after the ultimate trial or appellate

decision and almost always to the successful party. IJowever, the common law on

interim costs has been more confined and interim costs have been awarded in two

circumstances: in marital cases where some liability is presumed and the

indemnificatory purpose ofthe costs power is fulfilled; and in corporate and trust cases

where the court grants advanced costs to be paid by the corporation or trust for whose

benefit the action is brought. Courts may also award interim costs in child custody

cases. The reason for such restrictive use is apparent since awarding costs in advance



could be seen as prejudging the merits and the objectivity of the court making such an

order will almost automatically be questioned. The awarding of interim costs in the

circumstances ofthis appeal appears as a form ofjudicially imposed legal aid. Interim

costs should not be expanded to engage the court in essentially funding litigation for

impecunious parties and ensuring their access to court. The new criteria endorsed by

the majority broaden the scope of interim costs to an undesirable extent and are not

supported in the case law. Such developments should be initiated by trial courts

properly exercising their discretionary power, not the appellate reversal of that

discretion. A case must be exceptional in order to attract interim costs; however, the

majority accept that most public interest cases would satisfy this criterion and leave

to the discretion of the trial judge the decision as to whether the case is "special

enough" to warrant an order. The difficulty for the trial judge is that this does not

provide any ascertainable standard or direction. Even if such special circumstances

were to be considered, there is nothing to distinguish the present aboriginal land claims

from any other. Further, one may not presume that the Bands will establish even

partial aboriginal title in the cases under appeal. The vario of the common law dictates

the following three guidelines for the discretionary, extraordinary award of interim

costs: the party seeking the interim costs cannot afford to fund the litigation, and has

no other realistic manner of proceeding with the case; there is a special relationship

between the parties such that an award of interim costs or support would be

particularly appropriate; and it is presumed that the party seeking interim costs will

win some award from the other party. The chambers judge committed no error of law

nor a palpable error in his assessment of the facts. Deference should be given to his

decision not to exercise his discretion to grant interim costs.
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No. 1536 (QL), 2000 BCSC 1135. Appeal dismissed, Iacobucci, Major and

Bastarache JJ. dissenting.

Patrick G. Foy, Q.C., and Robert J. C. Deane, for the appellant.

Loutse Mandell, Q C, Michael Jackson, Q,C, Clarme Ostrove and Reidar

Mogerman, for the respondents.
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General of Canada,
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Attorney General of Quebec.

Written submissions only by Gabriel Bourgeots,Q .C., for the intervener

the Attorney General of New Brunswick.
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Written submissions only by George H. Copley, g.C, for the intervener

the Attorney General of British Columbia.

Written submissions only by Margaret Unswovrh, for the intervener the

Attorney General of Alberta.

Robert J. M Janes and Dommique Nouvei, for the intervcners the

Songhees Indian Band et al.

Joseph J. Arvay, Q.C., and David M. Robbins, for the intervener Chief

Roger William.

The judgment of McLachlin C J. and Gonthier, Binn ie, Arbour, LeBel and

Deschamps JJ, was delivered by

I. Introduction

These two appeals concern the inherent jurisdiction of the courts to grant

costs to a litigant, in rare and exceptional circumstances, prior to the final disposition

of a case and in any event of the cause (I will refer to a cost award of this nature as

"interim costs"). Such a jurisdiction exists in British Columbia. This discretionary

power is subject to stringent conditions and to the observance of appropriate

procedural controls. In this case, for the reasons which follow, I would uphold the

granting of interim costs to the respondents by the British Columbia Court of Appeal,
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and I would hold that the Court of Appeal had sufficient grounds to review the

exercise of discretion by the trial court.
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II. Backuround

In the fall of 1999, members of the four respondent Indian bands (the

"Bands") began logging on Crown land in British Columbia without authorization

under the Forest Practices Code ofBritish Columbia Act,R .S.B.C.1996, c. 159 (the

"Code"). The Bands'espective tribal councils had purportedly authorized the

harvesting of the timber, which was to be used to construct housing on the
Bands'eserves.

The appellant Minister of Forests served the Bands with stop-work orders

under the Code, and commenced proceedings to enforce the orders. The Bands

claimed that they had aboriginal title to the lands in question and were entitled to log

them. They filed a notice of constitutional question challenging ss. 96 and 123 of the

Code as conflicting with their constitutionally protected aboriginal rights.

The Minister then applied under Rule 52(11)(d) of the Rules of Court of

the Supreme Court of British Columbia, B.C.Reg. 221/90, to have the proceedings

remitted to the trial list instead of being dealt with in a summary manner. The

respondents argued that the matter should not go to trial, because they lacked the

financial resources to fund a protracted and expensive trial —which, given the

evidentiary challenges of proving a claim of aboriginal title, this would almost

undoubtedly be. In the alternative, they argued that the court, in the exercise of its

powers to attach conditions to a discretionary order under Rule 52(11)(d) and to make

orders as to costs pursuant to Rule 57(9), should order a trial only if it also ordered the

Crown to pay their legal fees and disbursements in advance and in any event of the

cause. In support of this position, they raised constitutional arguments on three

grounds: a general right of access to justice that is implicit in the Canadian Charter

ofRights and Freedoms and flows from the primacy of the rule of law; the protection
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of aboriginal rights, as affirmed by s. 35 of the Constitution Acr, 1982; and equality

rights under s. 15 of the Charier.

The respondents filed affidavit and documentary evidence in support of

their claims ofaboriginal title and rights. They also submitted evidence demonstrating

that it was impossible for them to fund the litigation themselves. The evidence

indicated that the Bands were all in extremely difficult financial situations. The chiefs

deposed that their communities face grave social problems, including high

unemployment rates, lack of housing, inadequate infrastructure, and lack of access to

education, Many members of the respondent Bands who live off-reserve would like

to return to their communities, but are unable to do so because there are not enough

jobs and homes even for those who live on the reserves now, The Bands have been

forced to run deficits to finance their day-to-day operations. The chiefs of the

Spallumcheen and Neskonlith Bands deposed that they are close to having outside

management of their finances imposed by the Department of Indian and Northern

Affairs because their working capital deficits are so high.

The Bands'ounsel estimated that the cost of a full trial would be

$814,010. The Bands say that they had no way to raise this much money; and that

even if they did, there are many more pressing needs which would have to take pnority

over funding litigation, One of the most urgent needs is new housing —the very

purpose for which, they say, they want to harvest timber from the land to which they

claim title.

III. Relevant Leaislative Provisions
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6 Supreme Court of British Columbia Rules of Court, B.C.Reg. 221/90

1(12) When making an order under these rules the court may impose
terms and conditions and give directions as it thinks just

52(11)On an application the court may

(d) order a trial of the proceeding, either generally or on an issue,
and order pleadings to be filed, and may give directions for the
conduct of the trial and of pre-trial proceedings, and for the
disposition of the application.

57(9) ...costs of and incidental to a proceeding shall follow the event
unless the court otherwise orders.

IV. Judicial I listorv

A. British Columbia Supreme Court, [2000j B.C.J.No. 1536 (QL), 2000 BCSC
1135

Sigurdson J. held that the case could not be decided on the basis of

documentary and affidavit evidence alone, and should therefore be remitted to the trial

list. The evidence submitted by the Bands of their historical connection to the land

was not sul'ficient in itself to dispose of the issue. Proving the Bands'boriginal rights

claims, which were contested by the Crown, would require historical, anthropological

and archaeological evidence to be given by live witnesses and subjected to the detailed

and rigorous testing of the trial process. The just resolution of the dispute required a

trial and pleadings.

Sigurdson J.went on to consider whether he should impose a condition that

the Minister pay the Bands'egal fees and disbursements. He began with the question

of whether the court retained a general jurisdiction to award interim costs in a



proceeding. He noted that costs usually follow the event and are awarded at the

conclusion of the proceedings. Referring to a line of Ontario cases where a narrow

jurisdiction to award interim costs has been recognized, Sigurdson J, held that such a

discretion also existed in British Columbia in exceptional circumstances. FIe noted

that he was unaware of any cases where substantial amounts had been awarded prior

to trial where a liability or right was seriously in issue.

Turning to the Bands'rgument that constitutional norms applied to the

exercise of his discretion over costs, Sigurdson J.held that those norms did not require

an order of interim costs to be made in the Bands'avour. He acknowledged that the

Bands would need to retain experienced counsel and experts, and that a trial would be

complex and expensive. He also recognized that the Bands'overty would make it

difficult for them to put their case forward. In his view, however, these obstacles

resulted from the nature of the case and from the Bands'inancial circumstances, not

from any interference with their constitutional rights. The Bands'. 35 argument

failed, he held, because there were no specific circumstances giving rise to a fiduciary

obligation on the part ofthe Crown to negotiate with the Bands or to fund the litigation

of their land claim.

Sigurdson J. declined to order the Minister to pay the Bands'osts in

advance of the trial. He found that his jurisdiction to make such an order was very

narrow and was limited by t.. principle that he could not prejudge the outcome of the

case. In this case, liability was still in issue, and Sigurdson J, held that ordering the

payment of costs in advance would involve prejudging the case on the merits. For this

reason, he was of the view that he was precluded from making such an order.

Sigurdson J. added a recommendation that the federal and provincial Crown consider
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providing funding to ensure that the cases, which had elements of test cases, would be

properly iesolved at trial. He also suggested that the litigation might be able to

proceed if the Bands could work out a contingent fee arrangement with counsel.

B,JJ rrrish Columbm Court ofAppeal (2001), 95 B.C,L.R.(3d) 273, 2001 BCCA 647

Newbury J.A., writing for a unanimous panel, allowed the Bands'ppeal

of Sigurdson J.'s decision.

At the outset, Newbury J.A. noted that the Bands'laims, if they went to

trial, would be the first to try aboriginal claims to title and other rights in respect of

logging in British Columbia. She also summarized some of the affidavit evidence

setting out the dire financial cu cumstances of the Bands.

Newbury J.A. upheld the chambers judge's decision to remit the matter of

the Bands'boriginal rights or title to trial. She agreed with him that the just

determination of these issues required a trial. This holding was not raised on appeal

to this Court,

On the question of funding the litigation, Newbury J.A. distinguished

between a constitutional right to full funding of legal fees and disbursements, on the

one hand, and on the other, the court*s discretion to make orders as to "costs" as that

term is used in the i ules of court and in general legal parlance —meaning a payment

to offset legal expenses, usually in an amount set by statutory guidelines, rather than

payment of the actual amount owed by the client to his or her solicitor.
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As far as a constitutional right to funding of the Bands'egal expenditures

was concerned, Newbury J.A. substantially agreed with the reasons of the chambers

judge. She held that the principle of access to justice did not extend so far as to oblige

the govermnent to fund litigants who could not afford to pay for legal representation

in a civil suit. She also agreed with Sigurdson J. that s. 35 of the Constitution Act,

J982 did not place an affirmative obligation on the government to provide funding for

legal fees of an aboriginal band attempting to prove asserted aboriginal rights.

Nothing in the specific circumstances of this case gave rise to a fiduciary expectation

on the Bands'art that their legal fees would be funded. (She did not address the

Bands'. 15 arguments, which were not raised on appeal.) Newbury J.A. concluded

that the Bands did not have a constitutional right to legal fees funded by the provincial

Crown.

Newbury J,A. came to a different conclusion, however, on the matter of

the court's discretion to order interim costs in favour of the Bands. She agreed with

Sigurdson J. that this discretion existed, and that it was narrow in scope and restricted

to narrow and exceptional circumstances. In her view, howevei, the circumstances of

this case were indeed exceptional. Newbury J.A, held that the chambers judge had

placed too much emphasis on concerns about prejudging the outcome, which in her

view were diminished in light of the special circumstances of the case and the public

interest in a proper resolution of the issues. She held that constitutional pnnciples and

the unique nature of the relationship between the Crown and aboriginal peoples were

background factors that should inform the exercise of the court's discretion to order

costs Newbury J.A. held that the chambers judge had erred in failing to recognize that

the case involved exceptional and unique circumstances which outweighed concerns

about prejudging the outcome of the case.
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Newbury J.A. held that, although the court had no discretion to order full

funding of the Bands'ase by the Crown, the chambers judge did have a discretionary

power to order interim costs. She held that such an order should be made with

conditions designed to provide concrete assistance to the Bands without exposing the

Minister to unreasonable or excessive costs. She ordered the Crown to pay such legal

costs of the Bands as ordered by the chambers judge from time to time, subject to

detailed terms that she imposed so as to encourage the parties to minimize unnecessary

steps in the dispute and to resolve as many issues as possible by negotiation. These

terms, as found in the Court of Appeal Order dated November 5, 2001, are best stated

in full:

AND THIS COURT FURTI-IER ORDERS that the Crown, in any
event of the cause, pay such legal costs of the Bands, as that term is used
and as the Chambers judge orders from time to time in accordance with
the following:

(a) Costs, as is referenced in paragraph [10] of the Reasons for
Judgment;

(b) Unless the Chambers judge concludes that special costs are
warranted in this case, costs are to be calculated on the
appropriate scale in light of the complexity and difficulty of the
litigation;

(c) Counsel are to consider whether costs could be saved by trying
one of the four cases rather than all four at the same time. If
counsel are unable to agree on that issue, they should seek
directions from the Chambers judge. Counsel are also to use all
other reasonable measures to mimmize costs, and the Chambers
judge may impose restrictions for this purpose;

(d) The Province and the Bands are to attempt to agree on a
procedure whereby the Bands upon incurring taxable costs and
disbursements from time to time up to the end of the trial, will so
advise the respondent, and provide such other 'backup'aterial
as the Chambers judge may order. Such costs would be paid by
the respondent within a given time-frame, unless the Province
objects, in which case it shall refer the matter to the Chambers
judge, who may order the taxation of the bill in the ordinary way;
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(e) Ifcounsel are unable to agree on such procedures, the matter shall
be taken back to the Chambers judge, who shall make directtons
in accordance with the spirit of these Reasons.

V. Issues

This case raises two issues: first, the nature of the court's jurisdiction in

British Columbia to grant costs on an interim basis and the principles that govern its

exercise; and second, appellate review of the trial court's discretion as to costs. The

issue of a constitutional right to funding does not arise, as it was not relied on by the

respondents in this appeal.

VI. Analvsts

A. The Court's Discrettonary Power to Grant Interim Costs

(I) Traditional Costs Princioles —Indemnifvina the Successful Partv

The jurisdiction of courts to order costs of a proceeding is a venerable one.

The English common law courts did not have inherent jurisdiction over costs, but

beginning in the late 13th century they were given the power by statute to order costs

in favour of a successful party. Courts of equity had an entitely discretionary

jurisdiction to order costs according to the dictates of conscience (see M. M. Orkin,

The Law of Costs (2nd ed. (loose-leaf)), at p. 1-1). In the modern Canadian legal

system, this equitable and discretionary power survives, and is recognized by the

various provincial statutes and rules of civil procedure which make costs a matter for

the court's discretion.
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20 In the usual case, costs are awarded to the prevailing party after judgment

has been given. The standard characteristics of costs awards were summarized by the

Divisional Court of the Ontario High Court of Justice in Re Regronal Municipality of

Hamilton-IVentworth and Hamtlton-Wentworth Save the Valley Commtttee, Inc.

(1985), 51 O,R. (2d) 23, at p. 32, as follows:

(I) They are an award to be made in favour of a successful or deserving
litigant, payable by the loser.

(2) Of necessity, the award must await the conclusion of the proceeding,
as success or entttlement cannot be determined before that time.

(3) They are payable by way of indemnity for allowable expenses and
services incuned relevant to the case or proceeding.

(4) They are not payable for the purpose of assuring participation in the
proceedings. [Emphasis in original.]

21 The characteristics listed by the court reflect the traditional purpose of an

award of costs: to indemnify the successful party in respect of the expenses sustained

either defending a claim that in the end proved unfounded (if the successful party was

the defendant), or in pursuing a valid legal right (if the plaintiff prevailed). Costs

awards were described in Ryan v. McGregor (1925), 58 O,L,R. 213 (App. Div.), at

p. 216, as being "in the nature of damages awarded to the successful litigant against

thc unsuccessful, and by way of compensation for the expense to which he has been

put by the suit improperly brought".

(2) Costs as an Instrument of Policv
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22 These background principles continue to govern the law of costs in cases

where there are no special factors that would warrant a departure from them. 'fhe

power to order costs is discretionary, but it is a discretion that must be exercised

judicially, and accordingly the ordinary rules of costs should be followed unless the

circumstances justify a different approach. For some time, however, courts have

recognized that indemnity to the successful party is not the sole purpose, and in some

cases not even the primary purpose, of a costs award. Orkin, supra, at p. 2-24.2, has

remarked that:

The principle of indemnification, while paramount, is not the only
consideration when the court is called on to make an order of costs;
indeed, the principle has been called "outdated" since other functions may
bc served by a costs order, for example to encourage settlement, to prevent
I'rivolous or vexations [sic] litigation and to discourage unnecessary steps.

23 The indemnification principle was referred to as "outdated" in Felloives,

McNeil v. Kansa General Inrernariona! Insurance Co. (1997), 37 O.R. (3d) 464

(Gen. Div.), at p. 475. In this case the successful party was a law finn, one of whose

partners had acted on its behalf. Traditionally, courts applying the principle of

indemnification would allow an unrepresented litigant to tax disbursements only and

not counsel fees, because the litigant could not be indemnified for counsel fees it had

not paid. Macdonald J. held that the principle of indemnity remained a paramount

consideration in costs matters generally, but was "outdated" in its application to a case

of this nature. The court should also use costs awards so as to encourage settlement,

to deter frivolous actions and defences, and to discourage unnecessary steps in the

litigation. These purposes could be served by ordering costs in I'avour of a litigant

who might not be entitled to them on the view that costs should be awarded purely for

indemnification of the successful party.
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24 Similarly, in Skrdmore v Blackmore (1995), 2 B.C.L,R. (3d) 201, the

British Columbia Court of Appeal stated at para. 28 that "the view that costs are

awarded solely to indemnify the successful litigant for legal fees and disbursements

incurred is now outdated". The court held that self-represented lay litigants should be

allowed to tax legal fees, overruling its earlier decision in Eertdal/ v. Hunt (No 2)

(1979), 16 B.C.L.R,295. This change in the common law was described by the court

as an incremental one "when viewed in the larger context of the trend towards

awarding costs to encourage or deter certain types of conduct, and not merely to

indemnify the successful litigant" (para. 44).

25 As the Fellowes and Skidmore cases illustrate, modern costs rules

accomplish various purposes in addition to the traditional objective of indemnification.

An order as to costs may be designed to penalize a party who has refused a reasonable

settlement offer; this policy has been codified in the rules of court of many provinces

(see, e.g., Supreme Court of British Columbia Rules ofCourt, Rule 37(23) to 37(26);

Ontario Rules of Civil Procedure, R.R.O. 1990, Reg. 194, Rule 49.10; Manitoba

Queen's Bench Rules, Man. Reg. 553/88, Rule 49.10). Costs can also be used to

sanction behaviour that increases the duration and expense of litigation, or is otherwise

unreasonable or vexatious. In short, it has become a routine matter for courts to

employ the power to order costs as a tool in the furtherance of the efficient and orderly

administration of justice.

26 Indeed, the traditional approach to costs can also be viewed as being

animated by the broad concern to ensure that the justice system works fairly and

efficiently. Because costs awards transfer some of the winner's litigation expenses to
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the loser rather than leaving each party's expenses where they fall (as is done in

jurisdictions without costs rules), they act as a disincentive to those who might be

tempted to harass others with meritless claims. And because they offset to some

extent the outlays incurred by the winner, they make the legal system more accessible

to litigants who seek to vindicate a legally sound position. These effects of the

traditional rules can be connected to the court's concern with overseeing its own

process and ensuring that litigation is conducted in an efficient and just manner. In

this sense it is a natural evolution in the law to recognize the related policy objectives

that are served by the modern approach to costs.

(3) Public Interest Litiuation and Access to Justice

27 Another considei ation relevant to the application of costs rules is access

to justice, This factor has mcreased in importance as litigation over matters of public

interest has become more common, especially since the advent of the Charter. In

special cases where individual litigants of limited means seek to enforce their

constitutional rights, courts often exercise their discretion on costs so as to avoid the

harshness that might result from adherence to the traditional principles. This helps to

ensure that ordinary citizens have access to the justice system when they seek to

resolve matters of consequence to the community as a whole.

Courts have referred to the importance of this objective on numerous

occasions. In Canadian Newspapers Co. v, Attorney-General of Canada (1986),

32 D.L.R (4th) 292 (Ont. H.C.J.), Osier J. opined that "it is desirable that bona fide

challenge is not to be discouraged by the necessity for the applicant to bear the entire

burden" (pp. 305-6), while at the same time cautioning that "the Crown should not be
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treated as an unlimited source of funds with the result that marginal applications would

be encouraged" (p. 306). In Re Lavigne and Ontario Public Service Employees Umon

(No. 2) (1987), 60 O.R. (2d) 486 (H.C.J.), White J. held that "it is desirable that

Charter litigation not be beyond the reach of the citizen of ordinary means*'p. 526),

He awarded costs to the successful Charter applicant in spite of the fact that his

representation had been paid for by a third-party organization (so that he would not,

on the traditional approach, have been entitled to any indemnity). This case was

overturned on the merits on appeal (Lavigne v. O.P.SE U (1989), 67 O.R. (2d) 536

(C.A.), aff'd [1991]2 S.C.R.211), but neither the Ontario Court of Appeal nor this

Court expressed any disapproval of White Jys remarks on costs. Referring to both

Canadian Newspapers and Lavigne in Rogers v. Sudbury (Administrator of Ontario

Works) (2001), 57 O.R. (3d) 467 (S.C.J.),Epstein J. concluded at para. 19 that "costs

can be used as an instrument of policy and... making Charter litigation accessible to

ordinary citizens is recognized as a legitimate and important policy objective".

29 In B. (R) v. Children 's Aid Society of Metropolitan?'oronto, [1995] 1

S.C.R.315, the applicants, who were Jehovah's Witnesses, unsuccessfully argued that

their Charter rights had been violated when a blood transfusion was administered to

their baby daughter over their objections. Instead of granting costs in the cause, the

District Court judge directed the intei vening Attorney General to pay the applicants*

costs. Whealy Dist, Ct, J. cited Osier Jys statement in Canadian Newspapers, supra,

that bona fide challenges should not be deterred, and observed that the case before him

was an unusual one involving a matter of province-wide importance (see [1989]O.J.

No. 205 (QL) (Dist. Ct.)). His costs order, although unconventional, was upheld on

appeal by the Ontario Court of Appeal, and subsequently by this Court. At the Court

of Appeal, Tarnopolsky J.A. noted that this case, in which "the parents rose up against
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significance ((1992), 10 O.R (3d) 321, at pp. 354-55), La Forest J. stated at para. 122

of this Court's judgment that the costs award against the Attorney General was "highly

unusual" and something that should be permitted "only in very rare cases", but that the

case "raised special and peculiar problems". He allowed Whealy Dist. Ct. J.'s order

to stand.

30 The JJ. (R.) case illustrates that in highly exceptional cases involving

matters of public importance the individual litigant who loses on the merits may not

only be relieved of the harsh consequence of paying the other side's costs, but may

actually have its own costs ordered to be paid by a successful intervenor or party. It

should be noted that Whealy Dist. Ct. J. applied Rule 57.01(2), a provision of

Onlario's Rules ofCivil Procedure that expressly authorized the court to award costs

against a successfullitigant and specified that the importance of the issues was a factor

to be considered (see Rule 57.01(1)(d)).Although these principles are not spelled out

in the Supreme Court of British Columbia Rules of Court, in my view they are

generally relevant in guiding the exercise of a court's discretion as to costs. They

form part of the background against which a British Columbia court exercises its

inherent equitable jurisdiction, confirmed by Rule 57(9), to depart from the usual rule

that costs follow the event.

(4) Interim Costs

31 Concerns about access to justice and the desirability of mitigating severe

inequality between litigants also feature prominently in the rare cases where interim

costs are awarded. An award of costs of this nature forestalls the danger that a
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meritorious legal argument will be prevented from going forward merely because a

party lacks the financial resources to proceed. That costs orders can be used in this

way in a narrow class of exceptional cases was recognized early on by the English

courts. In Jones v. Coxerer (1742), 2 Atk. 400, 26 E.R.642 (Ch.), the Lord Chancellor

found that "the poverty of the person will not allow her to carry on the cause, unless

the court will direct the defendant to pay something to the plaintiff in the mean time".

Invoking the "intirely discretionary" equitable jurisdiction to order costs, he ordered

costs to be paid to the plaintiff "to empower her to go on with the cause" (p. 642),

32 The discretionary power to award interim costs in appropriate cases has

also been recognized in Canada. An extensive discussion of this power is found in

Organ v. JJarnerl (1992), 11 O.R. (3d) 210 (Gen. Div.). Macdonald J. reviewed the

authorities, including Jones, supra, and concluded that "Ihe court does have a general

jurisdiction to award interim costs in a proceeding" (p. 215 (emphasis in original)).

She also found that that jurisdiction was "limited to very exceptional cases and ought

to be narrowly applied, especially when the court is being asked to essentially

pre-determine an issue" (p. 215).

33 As Macdonald J. recognized in Organ, supra, at p. 215, the power to order

interim costs is perhaps most typically exercised in, but is not limited to, matrimonial

or family cases. In McDonaldv. McDonald (1998), 163 D L R. (4th) 527 (Alta. C A ),

Russell J.A. observed that the wife in divorce proceedings could traditionally obtain

"anticipatory costs" to enable her to present her position (para. 18). This was because

husbands usually controlled all the matrimonial property. Since the wife had "no

means to pay lawyers, her side of the litigation would not be advanced, and this

position was patently unfair" (para. 20). Interim costs will still be granted in family
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cases where one party is at a severe financial disadvantage that may prevent his or her

case from being put forward. See, e.g., Woloschuk v Von Amerongen, [1999]

A.J. No. 463 (QL), 1999 ABQB 306, where the Alberta Court of Queen's Bench

ordered a lump sum payment of $ 10,000 to the mother in a custody action by way of

interim costs, finding that the father's financial position was "significantly better than

that of the [mother] in terms of funding this protracted lawsuit" (para. 16);and Roberts

v Aasen, [1999]O.J.No. 1969 (QL) (S.C.J.),also a custody case, where the court held

that the father was unlikely to succeed at trial and that the mother lacked the resources

to pay her legal fees and disbursements, and ordered the father to pay $ 15,000 as

interim costs. Orkin, supra, at p. 2-23, observes that in the modern context "the raison

d'tre [sic] of such awards is to assist the financially needy party pending the trial; they

are made where the spouse is without resources and would otherwise be unable to

obtain relief in court" (citations omitted).

34 Interim costs are also potentially available in certain trust, bankruptcy and

corporate cases, where they are awarded for essentially the same reason —to avoid

unfairness by enabling impecunious 1itigants to pursue meritorious claims with which

they would not otherwise be able to proceed. Organ was a corporate case involving,

among other causes of action, an action under the oppression remedy set out in s. 248

of the Ontario Business Corporations Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. B.16. The statute also

provided in s. 249(4) that interim costs could be awarded in an oppression case.

Macdonald J, held that, in addition to this express statutory power, the court also had

an inherent jurisdiction to award intenm costs. In the particular circumstances of this

case, however, she held that the order should not be granted, because by their own

admission the plaintiffs were not impecunious and would be able to proceed to trial

without it. In Amcan Indusimes Corp. v. Toronto-Dominron Bank, [1998] O.J.
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inherent unfairness that arises in choking a plaintiff s action if access to funds is not

permitted" (para. 39); in this case, again, interim costs were not awaided because

impecuniosity was not established. In Turner v. Telecommunication II'orkers Pension

Plan (2001), 197 D.L.R. (4th) 533, 2001 BCCA 76, an action for breach of fiduciary

duty in respect of a pension fund, the British Columbia Court of Appeal recognized

that the court had the power to award interim costs, but held that the interests ofjustice

did not require it to do so on the facts of the case. Newbury J.A. noted that the

financial position or impecuniosity of a party is not in itself reason enough to depart

from the usual rules as to costs (para. 18).

Based on the foregoing overview of the case law, the fo!lowing general

observations can be made. The power to order interim costs is inherent in the nature

of the equitable jurisdiction as to costs, in the exercise of which the court may

determine at its discretion when and by whom costs are to be paid. This broad

discretion may be expressly referred to in a statute, as in s. 131(1)of the Ontario

Courts of Justice Acr, R.S.O. 1990, c. C.43, which provides that costs "are in the

discretion of the court, and thc court may determine by whom and to what extent the

costs shall be paid". Indeed, the power to order interim costs may be specifically

stipulated, as in the Ontario Business Corporations Acr or similar legislation in other

jurisdictions. Even absent explicit statutory authorization, however, the power to

award interim costs is implicit in courts'urisdiction over costs as it is set out in

statutes such as the Supreme Court ofBritish Columbia It ules ofCouri, which provides

that the court may make orders varying from the usual rule that costs follow the event.
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36 There are several conditions that the case law identifies as relevant to the

exercise of this power, all of which must be present for an interim costs order to be

granted. The party seeking the order must be impecunious to the extent that, without

such an order, that party would be deprived of the opportunity to proceed with the

case. The claimant must establish a prima facie case of sufficient merit to warrant

pursuit. And there must be special circumstances sufficient to satisfy the court that the

case is within the narrow class ofcases where this extraordinary exercise of its powers

is appropriate. These iequirements might be modified if the legislature were to set out

the conditions on which interim costs are to be granted, or where courts develop

criteria applicable to a particular situation where interim costs are authorized by statute

(as is the case in relation to s. 249(4) of the Ontario Business Corpovarions Acr; see

Organ, supra, at p 213). But in the usual case, where the court exercises its equitable

jurisdiction to make such costs orders as it concludes are in the interests ofjustice, the

three criteria of impecuniosity, a meritorious case and special circumstances must be

established on the evidence before the court.

37 Although a litigant who requests interim costs must establish a case that

is strong enough to get over the preliminary threshold of being worthy of pursuit, the

order will not be refused merely because key issues remain live and contested between

the parties. If the court does decide to award interim costs in such circumstances, it

will in a sense be predetermining triable issues, since it will have to decide that one

side will receive its costs before it is known who will win on the merits (and since the

winner is usually entitled to costs) As a result, concerns may arise about fettering the

discretion of the trial judge who will eventually be called upon to adjudicate the merits

of the case. This in itself should not, however, preclude the granting of interim costs

if the relevant criteria are met. As Macdonald J. noted in Organ, supra, the court's
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discretion must be exercised with particular caution where it is being asked to

predetermine an issue in this sense, but it does not follow that the court would be

going beyond the limits of its discretion if it were to grant the order I therefore

disagree with the conclusion of the New Brunswick Court of Queen's Bench in New

Brunswick (Mimster o) Health and Community Services) v G. (J) (1995), 131 D.L.R,

(4th) 273, that costs cannot be ordered at the commencement of a proceeding in the

absence of express statutory authority to award costs regardless of the outcome of the

proceeding (p. 283) (this case was eventually overturned by this Court in [1999]3

S.C.R.46, but the interim costs issue was a secondary one that was not dealt with on

appeal). As I stated above, the power to order costs contrary to the cause is always

implicit in the court's discretionary jurisdiction as to costs, as is the power to order

interim costs.

(5) Interim Costs in Public Interest Litieation

38 The present appeal raises the question of how the principles governing

interim costs operate in combination with the special considerations that come into

play in cases of public importance. In cases of this nature, as I have indicated above,

the more usual purposes of costs awards are often superseded by other policy

objectives, notably that ofensuring that ordinary citizens will have access to the courts

to determine their constitutional rights and other issues of broad social significance.

Furthermore, it is often inherent in the nature of cases of this kind that the issues to be

detcunined are of significance not only to the parties but to the broader community,

and as a result the public interest is served by a proper resolution of those issues. In

both these respects, public law cases as a class can be distinguished from ordinary civil

disputes. They may be viewed as a subcategory where the "special circumstances"
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that must be present to justify an award of interim costs are related to the public

importance of the questions at issue in the case. It is for the trial court to determine

in each instance whether a particular case, which might be classified as "special" by

its very nature as a public interest case, is special enough to rise to the level where the

unusual measure of ordering costs would be appropriate.

39 One factor to be borne in mind by the court in making this determination

is that in a public law case costs will not always be awarded to the successful party if,

for example, that party is the government and the opposing party is an individual

Charter claimant of limited means. Indeed, as the B. (R.) case demonstrates, it is

possible (although still unusual) for costs to be awarded in favour of the unsuccessful

party if the court considers that this is necessary to ensure that ordinary citizens will

not be deterred from bringmg nnpoitant constitutional arguments before the courts.

Concerns about prejudging the issues are therefore attenuated in this context since

costs, even if awarded at the end of the proceedings, will not necessarily reflect the

outcome on the merits, Another factor to be considered is the extent to which the

issues raised are of public importance, and the public interest in bringing those issues

before a court.

40 With these considerations in mind, I would identify the criteria that must

be present to justify an award of interim costs in this kind of case as follows:

The party seeking interim costs genuinely cannot afford to pay for the

litigation, and no other realistic option exists for bringing the issues to trial

—in short, the litigation would be unable to proceed if the order were not

made.
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The claim to be adjudicated is prima facie meritorious; that is, the claim

is at least of sufficient merit that it is contrary to the interests ofjustice for

the opportunity to pursue the case to be forfeited just because the litigant

lacks financial means.

The issues raised transcend the individual interests of the particular

litigant, are of public importance, and have not been resolved in previous

cases

These are necessary conditions that must be met for an award of interim

costs to be available in cases of this type. The fact that they are met in a particular

case is not necessarily sufficient to establish that such an award should be made; that

determination is in the discretion of the court. If all three conditions are established,

courts have a narrow jurisdiction to order that the impecunious party's costs be paid

prospectively. Such orders should be carefully fashioned and reviewed over the course

of the proceedings to ensure that concerns about access to justice are balanced against

the need to encourage the reasonable and efficient conduct of litigation, which is also

one of the purposes of costs awards. When making these decisions courts must also

be mindful of the position of defendants. The award of interim costs must not impose

an unfair burden on them. In the context of public inteiest litigation judges must be

particularly sensitive to the position of private litigants who may, in some ways, be

caught in the crossfire ofdisputes which, essentially, involve the relationship between

the claimants and certain public authorities, or the effect of laws of general

application. Within these parameters, it is a matter of the trial court's discretion to

determine whether the case is such that the interests of justice would be best served

by mal&ing the order.
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B.A ppellaie Review ofDiscreiionary Decisions

The discretion of a trial court to decide whether or not to award costs has

been described as unfettered and untrammelled, subject only to any applicable rules

of court and to the need to act judicially on the facts of the case (Earl v, Wilhelm

(2000), 199 Sask. R. 21, 2000 SKCA 68, at para. 7, citing Benson v. Benson (1994),

120 Sask. R. 17 (C.A.)). Sigurdson J.'s decision in the present case was based on his

judicial experience, his view of what justice required, and his assessment of the

evidence; it is not to be interfered with lightly.

43 As I observed in R v Regan, [2002] I S.C.R.297, 2002 SCC 12, however,

discretionary decisions are not completely insulated fiom ieview (para. 118). An

appellate court may and should intervene where it finds that the trial judge has

misdirected himself as to the applicable law or made a palpable error in his assessment

of the facts. As this Court held in Pelech v Pelech, [1987] I S.C.R.801, at p. 814-15,

the criteria for the exercise of a judicial discretion are legal criteria, and their

definition as well as a failure to apply them or a misapplication of them raise questions

of law which are subject to appellate review.

44 Two errors in particular vitiate the chambers judge* s decision and call for

appellate intervention. First, he overemphasized the importance ofavoiding any order

that involved prejudging the issues. In a case of this kind, as I have indicated, this

consideration is of less weight than in the ordinary case; in fact, the allocation of the

costs burden may, in certain cases, be determined independently of the outcome on the

merits. Sigurdson J. erred when he concluded that his discretion did not extend so far
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as to empower him to make the order requested. Secondly, Sigurdson J.'s finding that

a contingent fee arrangement might be a viable alternative for funding the litigation

does not appear to be supported by any evidence, and I agree with Newbury J.A. that

the prospect of the Bands'iring counsel on a contingency basis seems unrealistic in

the particular circumstances of this case.

C.A pplicatton to the Facts of this Case

45 It is unnecessary to send this case back to the chambers judge to apply the

critena set out here, because it is apparent from his reasons that, had he done so, he

would have ordered interim costs in favour of the respondents. Sigurdson J. found as

a fact that the Bands were in extremely difficult financial circumstances and could not

afford to pay for legal representation. The only alternative which he suggested might

be available for funding the litigation was a contingent fee arrangement, which, as I

have stated, was not feasible. He found the Bands'laims ofaboriginal title and rights

to be prima facie plausible and supported by extensive documentary evidence;

although the claim was not so clearly valid that there was no need for it to be tested

through the trial process, it was certainly strong enough to warrant pursuit. Finally,

Sigurdson J. found the case to be one of great public importance, raising novel and

significant issues resolution of which through the trial process was very much in the

interests of justice. He even went so far as to urge the executive branches of the

federal and provincial governments to provide funding so that the respondents'laims

could be addressed.

46 Applying the criteria I have set out to the evidence in this case as assessed

by the chambers judge, it is my view that each of them is met. The respondents are
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impecunious and cannot proceed to trial without an order for interim costs. The case

is of sufficient merit that it should go forward. The issues sought to be raised at trial

are of profound importance to the people of British Columbia, both aboriginal and

non-aboriginal, and their determination would be a major step towards settling the

many unresolved problems in the Crown-aboriginal relationship in that province. In

short, the circumstances of this case are indeed special, even extreme.

47 The conditions attached to the costs order by Newbury J.A. ensure that the

parties will be encouraged to resolve the matter through negotiation, which remains

the ultimate route to achieving reconciliation between aboriginal societies and the

Crown (see Delgarrruulov v, JJrrrish Columbia, [1997]3 SC R. I 010, at para. I 86), and

also that there will be no temptation for the Bands to drag out the process

unnecessarily and to throw away costs paid by the appellant, I would uphold hei

disposition of the case.

VII. Disnosition

48 The appeal is dismissed with costs to the respondents.

The reasons of Iacobucci, Major and Bastarache JJ. were delivered by

49 MAJOR J. (dissenting) —At issue in this appeal is how trial courts should

be guided in their award of interim costs. When are these advance costs appropriate?

How much deference should appellate courts give to the trial judge's discretion in the

matter?
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50 Four Indian bands are suing the Crown in right of British Columbia, to

establish aboriginal title over land they wish to log. Because this litigation will be

expensive, they seek interim costs —that is, advance costs awarded whether or not

they are successful at trial, By any standard, this is an extraordinary remedy.

51 The chambers judge could not find a supporting precedent and in the

exercise of his discretion he chose not to grant interim costs. The British Columbia

Court ofAppeal, and now my colleague LeBel J,, reversed the chambers judge on what

appears to be a new rule for interim costs. With respect for the contrary view, I

conclude that Sigurdson J. interpreted the applicable principles correctly and can find

no basis for ieversing his discretion, I would therefore allow the appeal.

52 The appeal raises difficult questions. In particular, how may impoverished

parties sue to establish what is submitted to be constitutionally supported rights?

Constitutional issues, however, were not pursued in this appeal. The respondents rely

solely on the common law rules on costs.

53 Traditionally, costs —usually party and party costs —are awarded after

the ultimale trial or appellate decision and almost always to the successful party. Party

and party costs in all Canadian jurisdictions are only partial indemnification of the

litigants'egal costs. In certain cases, interim costs may be awarded to a spouse suing

for the division of property as a consequence of separation or divorce. The ratio of the

matrimonial cases is clear: a spouse usually owns or is entitled to part of the

matrimonial property; some success on the merits is practically assured. Thus, the

traditional purpose ofcosts —indemnification of the prevailing party —is preserved.
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But to award interim costs when liability remains undecided would be a

dramatic extension of the precedent. Furthermore, to do so in a case with serious

constitutional considerations where the Crown is the defending party would be an

unusual extension ofhighly exceptional private law precedent into an area fraught with

other implications.

55 The common law is said to evolve to adapt prevailing principles to modern

circumstances. But the common law of costs should develop through the discretion

of trial judges. This equitable trial-level discretion, developed over centuries, is

essential to the primary traditional use of the discretionary costs power by courts: to

manage litigation and case loads. It may be that there are public law questions where

access to justice can be provided through the discretionary award of interim costs.

Even so, such cases must lie closer to the heart of the interim costs case law. Such

developments should be initiated by trial courts properly exercising their discretionary

power, not the appellate reversal of that discretion.

I. Backnround

56 My colleague has fairly characterized the facts ofthis litigation. However,

some highlighting of those facts may be useful.

57 In 1999, the four respondent Indian bands (the "Bands") began logging

Crown land. Funds from that activity were to be used for housing and other

desperately needed social services. The British Columbia Minister of Forests served

the Bands with stop-work orders and commenced proceedings to prevent further

logging. The Bands challenged the orders and claimed aboriginal title to the lands.
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At the British Columbia Supreme Court, Sigurdson J. ruled that the

question of aboriginal title was sufficiently complex that a trial was necessary, The

Bands stated that they could not afford to litigate and even if they could, they would

have preferred to use such funds to provide social services. The Bands claimed that

they had been unable to find any governmental or pro bono sources of aid. They

therefore petitioned for interim costs —costs in advance of trial. The Bands'otions

were originally grounded in the constitutional question of title. They now seek interim

costs on the basis of the trial court's inherent and statutory cost power.

59 The chambers judge conducted a thorough examination of the case law on

interim costs and, in the exercise of his discretion, concluded:

I find that the respondents'rgument that its trial costs be paid in
advance must fail. The issue of liability is very much in dispute and the
trial costs are substantial. To order the payment of trial costs would
require prejudging the case on the merits which, of course, I cannot do.
Although I have a limited discretion in appropriate circumstances to award
interim costs this case falls far outside that area. I recognize that these
respondents are in a difficult position. Ilowever, counsel may be prepared
to represent them on a contingency basis and, if successful, the
respondents will undoubtedly receive significant indemnity for their costs.
I recommend, however, that the Federal and Provincial Crown consider
providing some funding so that these disputes, which have some elements
of test cases, if they cannot be settled, can be properly resolved at trial.

([2000] B.C.J.No. 1536 (QL), 2000 BCSC 1135, at para. 129)

II. Analvsis

A The Law ofCosts
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The standard rule on party and party costs is that they are generally

awarded to the successful litigant at the end of litigation. These costs are a

contribution to thc successful party's actual expense. Full indemnification by way of

solicitor-client costs is infrequently ordered in Canada. Such costs require unusual and

egregious conduct by the losing party. On rare occasions the court may award

solicitor-client costs where equity is met by doing so,

61 My colleague points to what he describes as a modern trend in the law on

costs —its use as an instrument to encourage litigation in the public interest. With

respect, I think this proposition mistakes public funding to pursue Charter claims as

an exercise in awarding costs. It is a separate function. Although the tiial judge

retains a discretion on the question of costs in such cases, they have always been

awarded at the conclusion of the litigation.

B T he Law ofInterim Costs

62 As a matter of public policy as reflected in federal and provincial rules of

court, costs are usually awarded at the conclusion of trial as a contribution to the

successful party's legal expenses. IIowever, the common law on interim costs —costs

in advance of trial —has been more confined and ahnost exclusively restricted to

family law litigation to allow the impecunious spouse and children access to the court.

The reason for such restrictive use is apparent since awarding costs in advance could

be seen as prejudging the merits. While there is limited jurisdiction to award interim

costs, it is logical that the party who must pay them and informed members of society

might, in the absence of compelling reasons, have a reasonable apprehension of bias
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in favour of the recipient. The objectivity of the court making such an order will

almost automatically be questioned.

63 The award of costs before trial is a more potent incentive to litigation than

the possibility of costs after the trial. The awarding of interim costs in the

circumstances of this appeal appears as a form ofjudicially imposed legal aid. Interim

costs are useful in family law, but should not be expanded to engage the court in

essentially funding litigation for impecunious parties and ensuring their access to

court. As laudable as that objective may be, the remedy lies with the legislature and

law societies, not the judiciary.

64 LeBel J. concludes from his review of the case law on interim costs that

they may be granted when (i) the party seeking the costs would be unable to pursue the

litigation otherwise; (ii) there is a prima facie case of sufficient merit; and (iii) there

are present "special circumstances sufficient to satisfy the court that the case is within

the narrow class of cases where this extraordinary exercise of its powers is

appropriate" (para. 36). He finds that such special circumstances may exist if the case

is in the public interest and is a test case, With respect, I come to a different result.

65 I agree that the case must be exceptional in order to attract interim costs.

Of necessity, the proposition that extraordinary circumstances practically always exist

where the public interest is invoked is too broad to meet the exceptional requirement

LeBel J. accepts that most public interest cases would satisfy this criterion (para, 38).

This is why he leaves to the discretion of the trial judge the decision as to whether the

case is "special enough" to warrant an order. The difficulty for the trial judge is that

this does not provide any ascertainable standard or direction. To say simply that the
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issues transcend the individual interests in the case and have not yet been resolved

(para, 40) does not assist the trial judge in deciding what is "special enough". An

examination of past Charter cases will demonstrate that dilemma.

66 Test cases are referred to by LeBel J. and involve situations wheie

important precedents are sought. In my view, the proposition that "it [would be]

contrary to the interests ofjustice for the opportunity to pursue the case to be forfeited

just because the litigant lacks financial means" (para. 40), without more, is not

sufficient. A trial judge can draw no direction from this proposal.

But even if such special circumstances were to be considered, there is

nothing to distinguish the present aboriginal land claims from any other. On the

contrary, the litigation here is likely to involve the application ofprinciples enunciated

by this Court in cases such as Delgamrrukw v. British Columbra, [1997]3 S.C.R.1010,

and Jt. v. Van der Peer, [1996]2 S.C.R.507. There is no evidence to establish that

these land claims should be considered exceptional. Nor is there anything to establish

how the new criteria would apply in a different way between one impecunious

aboriginal party and another.

It is worth noting that the honour of the Ci own is not at stake in this appeal

and that there is no reason to distinguish the abonginal claimants from any other

impecunious persons claiming rights under the Constitution with regard to the

availability ofcosts. The new definition ofextraordinary circumstances must therefore

apply generally and its impact measured accordingly. There is no doubt that the

conclusions of LeBel J. will result in an increase ol'nterim costs applications while

offering little in the way of guidance to trial judges.
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69 The interim costs case law suggests narrow guidelines. Interim costs have

been awarded in two circumstances: (i) in marital cases where some liability is

presumed and the indemnificatory purpose of the costs power is fulfilled; and (ii) in

corporate and trust cases where the court grants advanced costs to be paid by the

corporation or trust for whose benefit the action is brought. In those cases it is still

necessary that the party seeking advanced costs show that they would otherwise be

unable to proceed with litigation.

70 The matrimonial cases involving the division of assets upon divorce

comprise the oldest line of interim costs jurisprudence. At common law, a wife could

be awarded interim costs to help her maintain her divorce action. This rule has been

generally recognized m statute and Canadian case law. Sec McDonald v. McDonald

(1998), 163 D.L.R.(4th) 527 (Alta. C.A.). See also Raridle v. Randle (1999),254 A.R.

323, 1999 ABQB 954, where interim costs were granted in an action concerning the

division of property between common law spouses.

71 There are three legal characteristics that explain why the post-marital

contest serves as the exception to the standard rule that costs "follow the event*'.

These three characteristics are guidelines for the exercise of discretion in the award

of interim costs.

72 First, at common law, husbands usually had control and legal ownership

of the marital purse and property, ensuring in most cases that wives did not have the

financial resources to pursue litigation. See McDonald, supra, at para. 20. Therefore,

the first required element of an interim cost award is that the party seeking the award
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is impoverished, and would not be able to put sue the litigation without such an award.

It is acknowledged in this appeal that each of the bands are without funds.

73 Second, the marital relationship is perhaps unique in the mutual support

owed between spouses. Thus, generalizing beyond the mai ital context, there must be

a special relationship between the parties such that the cost award would be

particularly appropriate. Where, as in this appeal, no right under s. 35 of the

Constitution Ach 1982 is implicated and the matter involves the provincial Crown

rather than the federal Crown, this special relationship cannot automatically be

presumed.

74 But third, and dispositive to this appeal, in the marital cases there is a

nresumntion that the nronertv that is the subiect of the disnute is to be shared in some

~wa . See Randle, supra, at para. 22. Generally, it is the distribution of assets and

extent of support that are at issue in a divorce action, not whether such a division and

such support are owed. In a sense, some liabilitv is assumed; all that is to be litigated

is the extent of the liability. LeBel J. blunts the bite ofthis element, reducing it to the

modest requirement that "[tjhe claim to be adjudicated is prima facre meritorious; that

is, the claim is at least of sufficient merit that it is contrary to the interests ofjustice

for the opportunity to pursue the case to be forfeited just because the litigant lacks

financial means" (para. 40). The traditional roots of the costs power require more than

prima facie merit. The costs power originally provided indemnification —the

prevailing party won costs. In a divorce action, however, it was assumed that the

spouse, usually the wife, would be awarded something; the question was how much.
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75 The matrimonial cases can therefore be seen as exceptional not because

they dispensed with the rule that the prevailing party won costs (and the related

principle that judges not predctennine thc merits of the case), but because they

dispensed with the need to wait for the end of trial to decide which party prevailed, for

some liability was presumed.

76 In this appeal, Sigurdson J.'s reluctance to "prejudg[e] the case on the

merits" was appropriate. Unlike the divorce cases, one may not presume that thc

Bands will establish even partial aboriginal title in the cases under appeal.

77 In summary, in my opinion the ratio of the common law dictates thc

following three guidelines for the discretionary, extraordinary award of interim costs:

The party seeking the interim costs cannot afford to fund the litigation, and

has no other realistic manner of proceeding with the case.

There is a special relationship between the parties such that an award of

interim costs or support would be particularly appropriate.

It is presumed that the party seeking interim costs will win some award

from the other party.

78 In my view, a court should be particularly careful in the exercise of its

inherent powers on costs in cases involving the resolution of controversial public

questions. Not only was such precedent not required at common law, but by

incorporating such an amorphous concept without clearly defining what constitutes
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"special circumstances", the distinction between the traditional purpose of awarding

costs and concerns over access to justice has been blurred.

79 As noted earlier, certain corporate and trust actions form another line of

interim costs cases with a different ratio. In those cases, a litigant sues on behalf of

a corporation or trust, and seeks interim costs. Such cases are an exception to the

general rule on costs because the court makes the costs order on behalf of the

corporation or trust. For example, where a shareholder sues directors on behalf of the

corporation, it is presumed that the corporation, which in many ways is owned by the

shareholders, although under the control of the directors, consents to the paying of the

interim costs. It is important to note that in the corporate context, interim costs are

specifically addressed by legislation. See British Columbia Company Act, R.S.B.C.

1996, c. 62, s. 201, Ontario Business Corporations Act, R,S.O. 1990, c. B.16,s. 249.

80 Courts may a!so award interim costs in child custody cases, See Roberts

v Aasen, [1999]O.J. No. 1969 (QL) (S.C.I.).Child custody litigation focuses on the

best interests of the child for whose welfare both parents are responsible. The purpose

of the interim costs award is not merely to aid one side or the other in funding their

litigation but, commensurate with the parents'uty, to help the court iind the result

most beneficial to the child.

81 The value in considering the derivative and related child custody cases is

simply to concede that there are circumstances beyond the matrimonial cases in which

interim costs may be appropriate. The cases on appeal do not fit these exceptions.

C.T he Trial Judge 's Discretion
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I agree with LeBel J. that a trial judge's discretionary decision on interim

costs is owed great deference, and should be disturbed only if "the trial judge has

misdirected himself as to the applicable law or made a palpable error in his assessment

of the facts" (para. 43). I also agree that a misapplication of the criteria relevant to an

exercise of discretion constitutes an error of law.

LeBel J. concludes that because Sigurdson J. failed to apply the newly

enunciated criteria of impecuniosity, prima facie merit, and public importance, an

error of law was (understandably) committed. LeBel J. saw no need to return the case

to the chambers judge, and held that Sigurdson J. would have exercised his discretion

to grant the award had he had the benefit of what is described as new criteria.

If this Court enlarges the scope for interim costs it should be seen as a new

rule and not an adaptation of existing law. On the basis of the law on costs at the time

of this application the chambers judge properly exercised his discretion,

Sigurdson J. was correct in his assessment that liability remains an open

question in this appeal and that ordering interim costs would inappropriately require

prejudging the case. Accordingly, he was justified in concluding that "[a]lthough [he

had] a limited discretion in appropriate circumstances to award interim costs this case

falls far outside that area" (para. 129).

I II Conclusion
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The common law is to advance by increments while generally staying true

to the pui poses behind its rules. The new criteria endorsed by my colleague broaden

the scope of interim costs to an undesirable extent and are not supported in the case

law. In my view, the common law rules on interim costs should not bc advanced

through an appellate court ignoring and overturning the trial judge's correctly guided

discretion. This is more appropriately a question for the legislature. See IVatkins v

Olafson, [1989]2 S.C.R.750; R v. Salrturo, [1991]3 S.C.R.654; and IVrnnrpeg Child

and Famrly Services (northwest Area) v G. (D F), [1997]3 S.C.R.925.

87 Since Sigurdson J. committed no error of law and did not commit a

"palpable error" in his assessment of the facts, I would defer to his decision not to

exercise his discretion to make the extraordinary grant of interim costs.

88 I would allow the appeal, with each side to bear its own costs.

Appeal dismissed wrth costs, IACOIJUCCI, MAJOR and IJASTARACIIE JJ.
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298 1991 CarswellOnt 464 (Ont, Div. Ct.)—followed
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MOTION by appellant passenger to transfer appeal to Ontano Court of Appeal.

Reid J.:

I The Appellant seeks an Order, pursuant to section 110 of the Courts ofJustice Act, transfcmng this appeal to
the Ontario Court of Appeal The motion comes before me sitting as a single judge of the Divisional Court For the
reasons set out below, the motion is dismissed.

2 Thc facts are not m dispute.

3 The action was dismissed by Anell J. by judgment dated July 27, 2010 followmg a motion foi summary
judgment

4 A Nottce of Appeal was served on August 12, 2010 but mistakenly filed in the Divisional Court rather than in

the Ontario Court of Appeal

5 The parties acknowledge that the Divisional Court denves its)unsdiction from statute and agree that it has no
jurisdiction to hear this appeal since the subject matter of the action falls outside the monetary limits of section 19



(I 2)(c) of the Courts ofJustice r1 ci.

6 Counsel for the Respondent advised counsel for the Appellant by e-mail on Septembet 28, 2010 that he

considered the matter to be in the wrong court. For reasons that were not explained, but which presumably relate to

inadvertence, the e-mail did not come to the attention of the appropriate person in the office of Appellant's counsel

in a timely way with the result that it was not until February 2011 that the jurisdictional error was acknowledged by

the Appellant. Thereafter, counsel for the Appellant moved expeditiously to deal with the issue

7 If the Notice of Appeal had been filed in the Court of Appeal, that court would be dealmg with the appeal on

its ments in due course, since appeal is as of tight.

8 Counsel agreed that I should direct myself to the crtterta set out by Rosenberg J, (as he then was) m

Dunningion v 656956 Ontario Lrd (1991),9 O.R. (3d'I 124 (Ont. Div, Ct.). That decision, which has been followed

by subsequent Divisional Court panels, states that in exercising discretion under section 110 of the Courts of Justice

Act to transfer a file to the Court of Appeal in a case where the Divisional Court does not have jurtsdiction to hear

the matter, there arc three criterta to be considered, namely:

(a) Does the Appellant have a meritorious appeal?

(b) Will the respondent suffer undue piejudice as a result of further delay while the appeal is waiting to be heard

by the Court of Appeals

(c) Has the Appellant moved expeditiously once it was known that the Jurtsdiction was being disputed.

9 The first criterion of the three presumably is designed to avoid wastmg judicial resouices at the Court of

Appeal on cases that have little chance of success even though, but for thc Iihng error, that "gatekeeper" function

would not otherwise exist. The second ciiterton deals with fairness to the Respondent, and the third relates to the

court's responsibility to manage its process

10 There is no evidence of any undue prejudice to the Respondent that might occur while the appeal is pending

if the jurisdictional change is granted. Counsel for the Appellant indicates that she is prepared to proceed without

delay to perfect the appeal. The time anticipated to bring the matter to a hearing at the Court of Appeal is not

significantly different from the time that could be anticipated for scheduling a hearing before a panel of the

Divisional Court. This case is unlike Dunninvron and the cases that follow it where the matters had already been

dealt with at a hearing in Divisional Court so that the transfer to the Court of Appeal was addmg a further pertod of
delay

11 As noted above, counsel for the Appellant moved expeditiously once the juiisdictional dispute became

known to her The madvertent gap of about five months between receipt of the e-mail from Respondent's counsel

and the Appellant's response, while significant, was not so great as to override the general mandate descrtbed in

Rule I 04 of the Rules of Civil Procedure which requires a liberal construction of the Rules to secure the "just, most

expeditious and least expensive deteimination of eveiy civil proceeding on its merits"

12 Before deciding the issue of whether or not the Appellant has a merttorious appeal, I must determine what

that test means. It is not the function of this court to predict the ultimate outcome of an appeal on the ments, That

would usurp the role of the Court of Appeal and could not have been what the court m Dunmneron intended

Therefore to be "meritorious" must mean that the Appellant has an arguable case that could reasonably, but not

necessanly be successful. I have reviewed the matter in that fashion, and considered the Appellant's case in light of
the two key conclusions of Arrell J, in dismissing the action

13 According to the Appellant, the appeal raises a novel point of law which should be dealt with by the Couit of

Appeal, the result of which could be significant not Just for the Appellant but for the personal injury bar in Ontario.

14 The substance of the Appellant's claim attempts to relate the Ontario Court of Appeal decision in McArdle v

Bugler. 2007 ONCA 659 (Ont. C A ) (CANLII) to this case. McArdle dealt with a plaintiffs entitlement to statutory



umnsured motorist coverage. That case reviewed the extended definition of "msured" in section 224 of the Insuiancc

Act which applied to "every person who is entitled to statutoiy accident benefits under the cont&act, whether or not

described as an insuied person." Smce the plaintiff in that case was entitled to accident benefits, she was found to be

an "msured" under s, 224 which informed the narrower definition of "person msured under the contiact" in s. 265,

and was therefore entitled to payment through the uninsured motortst coverage.

15 In the case at bar, the Appellant contends that a similar reasoning should apply to her situation. The

Appellant was a passenger m a vehicle involved in a collision The other vehicle was insured (but underinsured), and

payments to the maximum policy limits were made to the Appellant and two other injured parties, pro-rata in 2004.

16 The Appellant has continued to receive Statutoiy Accident Benefits through the msured's policy She claims

that she should bc entitled to ieceivc the undertnsured benefits available under the optional Family Piotection

Coverage (OPCF 44) as well The Appellant clamis that she is an "eligible claimant" under OPCF 44, which means

she must be either an "insured person" or another person who is entitled to maintain an action because of an mjuiy to

an insured person An "insured person" under OPCF 44 is defined as a named insured under the policy. The

Appellant does not meet these criterta but claims that since she is an "insured" under s. 224 (by virtue of McArdle),

and since s. 226 requires that the insurance Act provisions take precedence when there is a conflic with an

insurance contract, she is entitled to coverage Artell J determined on the summary judgement motion that theie was

a distinction between optional and statutory covei age and that the Appellant was not an "msured person" such that

she would fall within the OPCF 44 definition.

17 Arrell J. found an additional rationale for dismissing the action in that the apphcable limitation period had

expiied no less than ten, and possibly twenty-two months prioi to the commencement of the claim Counsel foi the

Appellant argued before me that the potential claim was only "discovered" once the McArdle decision was released

in 2007 and that as a result the limitation period m effect was extended I was not presented with any case law that

would Justify such a conclusion, Assummg that the Micdrdle decision apphes by analogy, m effect the Appellant is

saying that she has been alerted to a potential statutory interpretation that might change pre-existing assumptions If
that was the case, it seems to me that a great many statute-barred cases could be resuscitated by subsequent statutory

interpretations, with the result that the certainty offeied as a matter of public policy by the Limitations Act 2002

would be subverted

18 A previous claim issued by the Appellant in 2002 on the same basis as this claim was dismissed on a motion

for summary judgment in 2003, without opposition from the Appellant on the basis that there was no sustainable

cause of action.

19 Applying Dun&unutan, while I consider the argument about statutory mterpretation under the Insurance Act

to be of at least arguable merit, I am not able to determine that the appeal is merttorious in view of the hmitations

period issue which appeais conclusive in favour of the Respondent. As a result, this motion for transfei to the Court

of Appeal is dismissed.

20 If the parties are not able to resolve the question of costs of the motion, I may be spoken to on that issue.

Motion d&smissed

END OF DOCUMENT
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ownership is bar to arbitration proceeding —Ctrd Code ofQugbec, S.Q 1991, c 64,

art 2639—Act respecting the professional status ofartists in the visual arts, arts and

crafts and literature, and their contracts with promoters, R S Q., c. S 32 Ol, s 37.

Arbitration —Arbitration award —Validity —Extent of arbitrator's

mandate —Interpretation ofcontract between artist and promoter —Whether arbitrator

exceeded mandate by ruling on question of copyright ownevship —Whether award

should be annulled because arbitrator di d not comply with requirements respecting form

and substance of contracts between artists and promoters —Act respecting the

professional status ofartists in the visual arts, arts and crafts and literature, and their

contracts with pvomoters, RS.Q., c. S-32.01, ss 31, 34

Arbitration —Arbitration award —Consideration ofmatter ofpublic order

—Limits on review of validity ofarbitration awards —Code ofCtvd Procedure, R S Q,

c C-25, arts. 946.4, 946.5.



Arbitration —Procedure —Natural Iustrce —Methods of proof—

Interpretation of contract between artist and promoter —Whether arbitration

proceedmg conducted in vrolatron of rules ofnaturalIustrce

D, L and C formed a partnership for the purpose ofcreating children's books.

L was the manager and majority shareholder in C. D drew and L wrote the text for the

first books in the Cail lou series. Between 1989and 1995,D and C entered into a number

of contracts relating to the publication of illustrations of the Cail lou character. D signed

as author and L signed as publisher. In 1993, the parties signed a contract licensing the

use of the Caillou character. D and L represented themselves in it as co-authors and

assigned certain reproduction rights to C, excluding rights granted in the publishing

contracts, for the entire world, with no stipulation of a term. The parties waived any

claims based on their moral right in respect of Caillou. They also authorized C to grant

sub-1icences to third parties without their approval. A rider signed in 1994 provided that

in the event that D produced illustrations to be used in one of the projects in which

Caillou was to be used, she was to be paid a lump sum corresponding to the work

required. In 1996, faced with difficulties in respect of the interpretation and application

of the licence contract, C brought a motion to secure recognition of its reproduction

rights. D brought a motion for declinatory exception seeking to have thc parties referred

to an arbitrator as provided in s. 37 of the Act respectmg the professional status ofartists

in the vrsual arts, arts and crafts and literature, and their contracts wrth promoters. The

Superior Court, finding that the existence of the contract was not in issue, and that there

were no allegations in respect of its validity, iefcrred the case to arbitration. The

arbitrator decided that his mandate included interpreting all the contracts and the rider.

In the arbitrator's view, Caillou was a work ofjoint authorship by D and L. With respect

to the licence and the rider, the arbitrator concluded that C held the reproduction rights



and that it alone was authorized to use Caillou in any form and on any medium, provided

that a court agreed that the contracts were valid. The Superior Court dismissed D's

motion for annulment of the arbitration award. The Court of Appeal reversed that

judgment,

Held: The appeal should be allowed. The arbitrator acted in accordance

with his terms of reference and made no error such as would permit annulment of the

arbitration award.

The parties to an arbitration agreement have virtually unfettered autonomy

in identifying the disputes that may be the subject of the arbitration proceeding. Subjeci

to the applicable statutory provisions, that agreement comprises the arbitrator's terms of

reference and delineates the task he or she is to perform. In this case, however, the

arbitrator's terms of reference were not defined by a single document. His task was

delineated, and its content determined, by a judgment of the Superior Court, and by an

exchange ofcorrespondence between the parties and the arbitrator. The Superior Court's

first judgment limited the arbitrator's jurisdiction by removing any consideration of the

problems relating to the validity ofthe agreements from him. That restriction necessarily

included any issues of nullity based on compliance by the agreements with the

mandatory foimalities imposed by ss. 31 and 34 of the Act respecting the professtonal

status ofartists m the visual arts, arts and crafts and literature, and their contracts with

promoters. The arbitrator therefore had to proceed on the basis that this problem was not

before him. With respect to the question of copyright, and ownership of that copynght,

in order to understand the scope of the arbitrator's mandate, a purely textual analysis of

the communications between the parties is not sufficient. In addition to what is expressly

set out in the arbitration agreement, the arbitrator's mandate includes evei ything that is



closely connected with that agreement. Here, from a liberal interpretation of the

arbitration agreement, based on identification of its objectives, it can be concluded that

the question of co-authorship was intrinsically related to thc other questions raised by

the arbitration agreement.

Section 37 of the Copyright Acr does not prevent an arbitrator from ruling

on the question ofcopyright. The provision has two objectives: to affirm the jurisdiction

that the provincial courts, as a rule, have in respect of private law matters concerning

copyright and to avoid fragmentation of trials concerning copyright that might result

from the division of jurisdiction rations mareriae between the federal and provincial

courts in this field. It is not intended to exclude arbitration. It merely identifies the court

which, within the judicial system, will have jurisdiction to hear cases involving a

particular subject matter. By assigning shared jurisdiction raiione marenae in respect

of copyright to the Federal Court and provincial courts, s. 37 is sufficiently general to

include arbitration procedures created by a provincial statute.

The arbitration award is not contrary to public order. In interpreting and

applying the concept of public order in the realm of consensual arbitration in Quebec,

it is necessary to have regard to the legislative policy that accepts this form of dispute

resolution and even seeks to promote its expansion. Except in certain fundamental

matters referred to in art. 2639 C C g, an arbitrator may dispose of questions relating

to rules of public order, since they may be the subject matter of the arbitration

agreement. Public order arises primarily when the validity of an arbitration award must

be determined. Under art. 946,5 C CP, the court must examine the award as a whole

to determine the nature of the result. It must determine whether the decision itself, in its

disposition of the case, violates statutory provisions or principles that are matters of



public order. An error in interpreting a mandatory statutory provision would not provide

a basis for annulling the award as a violation of public order, unless the outcome of the

arbitration was in conflict with the relevant fundamental principles of public order.

Here, the Court of Appeal erred in holding that cases involving ownership of copyright

may not be submitted to arbitration, because they must be treated in the same manner as

questions of public order, relating to the status of persons and rights of personality. In

the context of Canadian copyright legislation, although the work is a "manifestation of

the personality of the author", this issue is very far removed from questions relating to

the status and capacity of persons and to family matters, within the meaning of art. 2639

C.C.Q, The Copynght Act is primarily concerned with the economic management of

copyright, and does not prohibit artists from entering into transactions involving their

copyright, or even from earning revenue from the exercise of the moral rights that are

part of it, In addition, s. 37 of the Act respecting the professional status ofartists tn the

visual arts, arts and crafts and ltterature, and their contracts with promoters recognizes

the legitimacy of transactions involving copyright, and the validity of using arbitration

to resolve disputes arising in respect of such transactions.

The Court of Appeal also erred in stating that the fact that a decision in

respect of copyright may be set up against the entire world, and accordingly the nature

of its effects on third parties, is a bar to the arbitration proceeding. The Code of Crvtl

Procedure does not consider the effect of an arbitration award on third parties to be a

ground on which it may be annulled or its homologation refused. The arbitrator ruled as

to the ownership of the copyright in order to decide as to the rights and obligations of the

parties to the contract. The arbitral decision is authority between the parties, but is not

binding on third parties.



Finally, by adopting a standard of review based on simple review of any

error of law made in considering a matter of public order, the Court of Appeal apphed

an approach that runs counter to the fundamental principle ofthe autonomy ofarbitration

and extends judicial intervention at the point of homologation or an application for

annulment of the arbitration award well beyond the cases provided for in the Code of

Civil Procedure. Public order will of course always be relevant, but solely in terms of

the determination of the overall outcome of the arbitration proceeding.

D has not established a violation of the rules of natural justice during the

arbitration proceeding.
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English version of the judgment of the Court delivered by

LEBELJ.—

I. Introduction

The friendly face of Caillou, with his round cheeks and expression of

wide-eyed surprise, has delighted countless young children and won over their parents

and grandparents. Today, this chanmng little character, a creation that sprang fi om the

imagination and from the art of form and colour, is moving out of the world where he

welcomes his new baby sister, or gets ready for kindergarten. Unintentionally, no doubt,

he is now making a contribution to the development ofcommercial arbitration law in the

field of intellectual property. What has happened is that the people who consider

themselves to be his mothers are engaged in battle for him. The respondent claims

exclusive maternity. The appellants believe it was a joint effort. The manner in which
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their dispute is to be resolved has itselfbecome the subject ofa major disagreement, and

that is what is now before this Court.

A decision of the Quebec Court of Appeal annulled the arbitration award

made by the rins en cause Rdmillard, who had found in part for the appellants on the

question of the intellectual property in the Caillou character. The respondent

Desputeaux is seeking to have that judgment affirmed. In her submission, the arbitratoi

did not remain within the bounds of his terms of reference. She contends, as well, that

he disposed of an issue that is not a proper subject of arbitration: copyright ownership.

She further submits that the arbitration proceeding was conducted in violation of the

fundamental principles of natural justice and procedural fairness. Her final argument is

that the aibitiator's decision violated the rules of public order. The appellants dispute

those contentions and argue that the Court ofAppeal's judgment should be set aside and

the arbitration award restored, in accordance with the disposition made by the Superior

Court. For thc reasons that follow, I am of the opinion that the appeal must be allowed,

The arbitrator acted in accordance with the terms of reference he was given. The

allegation that the rules of natural justice were violated has not been substantiated. The

arbitrator had the authority to dispose of the issues before him. As well, there was no

violation of the rules of public order that would justify the superior courts in annulling

the award.

ll. Oriein of the Case

In 1988, the respondent and the appellants Christine L'Heureux and Les

Editions Chouette (1987) inc. ("Chouette") fortned a partnership for the purpose of

creating children's books. The appellant L'Heureux was the manager and majority
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shareholder in Chouette. The first books in the Caillou series were published in 1989.

While the respondent drew the little fictional character, L'Heureux wrote the text for the

first eight books. Between May 5, 1989, and August 21, 1995, the respondent and the

appellant Chouette entered into a number of contracts relating to the publication of

illustrations of the Caillou character in the forms of books and derivative products. All

those contracts were for a period of ten years and were signed by the respondent, as

author, and the appellant L'Heureux, as publisher. The parties were using standard

forms drafted as provided in an agreement between the Association des editeurs and the

Union des ecrivaines et ecrivains quebdcois. The parties inserted only the particulars

that related specifically to them, such as the title of the work, the territory covered, the

term of the agreement and the percentage of royalties payable to the author.

On September 1, 1993, the parties signed a contract licensing the use of the

fictitious Caillou character. The respondent and the appellant L*Heureux represented

themselves in it as co-authors of a work consisting ofa fictitious character known by the

name Caillou. They assigned the following rights ("reproduction rights") to the

appellant Chouette, excluding rights granted in the publishing contracts, for the entire

world, with no stipulation of a terin:

[TRANSLATION]

(a) The right to reproduce CAILLOU in any form and on any medium or
merchandise;

(b) the right to adapt CAII.LoU for the purposes of the creation and
production of audio and/or audiovisual works, performance in public
and/or communication to the public of any resulting work;

(c) the right to apply, as owner, for registration ofthe name CAILLOU in any
language whatsoever, or of the graphic representation of CAII.I,OU, as
a trademark;
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(d) the right to apply, as owner, for registration ofany visual configurations
or characteristics of CAILLQU as an industrial design.

The parties waived any claims based on their moral right in iespect of

Caillou. Their agreements also authorized Chouette to grant sub-1icences to third parties,

without the approval of the other parties to the contracts. On December 15, 1994, the

parties added a rider to the agreement of September I, 1993,which neither replaced nor

cancelled the previous publishing contracts, but amended the contract of

September I, 1993, as it related to the royalties payable in respect of the licence for the

use of the fictitious Caillou character. In thc event that Desputeaux produced

illustrations to be used in one of the projects in which the character was to be used, she

was to be paid a lump sum corresponding to the work required. Neither the rider nor the

licence contract specified the term of the agreement between the parties.

In October 1996, difficulties arose in respect of the interpretation and

application of the licence contract, and Chouette brought a motion for a declaratory

judgment. The applicant's purpose m bringing the motion was to secure recognition of

its entitlement to exploit the reproduction rights. The respondent then brought a motion

for declinatory exception seeking to have the parties referred to an arbitratoi. On

February 28, 1997, Bisaillon J.of the Superior Court allowed the declinatory exception

and referred the case to arbitration: [1997]Q.J. No. 716 (QL). He found, based on the

relief sought by the parties in the two motions, that the existence of the contract was not

in issue, and that there were no allegations in respect of the validity of the contract.

After hearing the case, the arbitrator appointed by the parties, Regis

Rem i liard, a notary, concluded that Chouette held the reproduction rights sought and that
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it alone had the right to use the Caillou character. The Superior Court dismissed a

motion for annulment of the award. The appeal from that judgment was unanimously

allowed by the Court of Appeal, which annulled the award, and it is that decision which

has been appealed to this Court.

III. Relevant Statutorv Provisions

8 Copynght Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-42

"work ofjoint authorship" means a work produced by the collaboration of
two or more authors in which the contribution of one author is not
distinct from the contribution of the other author or authors;

13.

(3) Where the author of a work was in the employment of some other

person under a contract of service or apprenticeship and the work was made
in the course of his employment by that person, the person by whom the
author was employed shall, in the absence of any agreement to the contrary,
be the first owner of the copyright, but where the work is an article or other
contribution to a newspaper, magazine or similar periodical, there shall, in

the absence of any agreement to the contrary, be deemed to be reserved to
the author a right to restrain the publication of the work, otherwise than as
part of a newspaper, magazine or similar periodical.

14.1 (1) The author of a work has, subject to section 28.2, the right to
the integrity of the work and, in connection with an act mentioned in

section 3, the right, where reasonable in the circumstances, to be associated
with the work as its author by name or under a pseudonym and the right to
remain anonymous.

(2) Moral rights may not be assigned but may be waived in whole or in

part.

(3) An assignment of copyright in a work does not by that act alone
constitute a waiver of any moral rights.

(4) Where a waiver of any moral right is made in favour of an owner
or a licensee of copyright, it may be invoked by any person authorized by
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thc owner or licensee to use the work, unless there is an indication to the
contrary in the waiver.

37. The Federal Court has concurrent jurisdiction with provincial courts
to hear and determine all proceedings, other than the prosecution ofoffcnces
under section 42 and 43, for the enforcemcnt ofa provision of this Act or of
the civil remedies provided by this Act.

Act respecting the professional status of artists in the visual arts, arts and crafts and
ltterature, and their contracts with promoters, R.S.Q.,c. S-32.01

31. The contract must be evidenced in a writing, drawn up in duplicate,
clearly setting forth

(1) the nature of the contract;

(2) the work or works which form the object of the contract;

(3) any transfer of right and any grant of licence consented to by the
artist, the purposes, the term or mode of determination thereof, and the
territorial application of such transfer of right and grant of licence, and every
transfer of title or right of use affecting the work;

(4) the transferability or nontransferability to third persons of any
licence granted to a promoter;

(5) the consideration in money due to the artist and the intervals and
other terms and conditions of payment;

(6) the frequency with which the promoter shall report to the artist on
the transactions made in respect ofevery work that is subject to the contract
and for which monetary consideration remains owing aAer the contract is
signed.

34. Every agreement between a promoter and an artist which reserves, for
the promoter, an exclusive right over any future work of the artist or which
recognizes the promoter's right to determine the circulation of such work
shall, in addition to meeting the requirements set out in section 31,

(1) contemplate a work identified at least as to its nature;

(2) be terminable upon the application of the artist once a given period
agreed upon by the parties has expired or after a determinate number of
works agreed upon by the parties has been completed;



(3) specify that the exclusive right ceases to apply in respect of a
reseived work where, after the expiration of a period for reflection, the
promoter, though given formal notice to do so, does not circulate the work;

(4) stipulate the duration of the period for reflection agreed upon by the

parties for the application of paragraph 3.

37. In the absence of an express renunciation, every dispute arising from the
interpretation ofthe contract shall be submitted to an arbitrator at the request
of one of the parties.

The patties shall designate an arbitrator and submit their dispute to him

according to such terms and conditions as may be stipulated in the contract.
The provisions of Book VII of the Code of Civil Procedure (chapter C-25),
adapted as required, apply to such arbitration.

42. Subject to sections 35 and 37, no person may waive application of any

provision of this chapter.

Civd Code ofQuebec, S.Q. 1991,c. 64 ("C.C.Q")

2639. Disputes over the status and capacity of persons, family matters

or other matters of public order may not be submitted to arbitration.

An arbitration agreement may not be opposed on the ground that the
rules applicable to settlement of the dispute are in the nature of rules of
public order.

2640. An arbitration agreement shall be evidenced in writing; it is

deemed to be evidenced in writing if it is contained in an exchange of
communications which attest to its existence or in an exchange of
proceedings in which its existence is alleged by one party and is not
contested by the other party.

2643. Subject to the peremptory provisions of law, the procedure of
arbitration is governed by the contract or, failing that, by the Code of Civil
Procedure.

2848. The authority of a final judgment (resgudicara) is an absolute
presumption; it applies only to the object of the judgment when the demand
is based on the same cause and is between the same parties acting in the
same qualities and the thing applied for is the same.

However, a judgment deciding a class action has the authority of a final

judgment in respect of the parties and the members of the group who have
not excluded themselves therefrom,
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Code ofCivil Procedure, R.S.Q.,c. C-25 ("C.C,P.")

943. The arbitrators may decide the matter of their own competence.

943.1 Il'he arbitrators declare themselves competent during the
arbitration proceedings, a party may within 30 days ofbeing notified thereof
apply to the court for a decision on that matter.

While such a case is pending, the arbitrators may pursue the arbitration
proceedings and make their award.

944.1 Subject to this Title, the arbitrators shall proceed to the
arbitration according to the procedure they determine. They have all the
necessary powers for the exercise of t.heir jurisdiction, including the power
to appoint an expert.

944.10 The arbitrators shall settle the dispute according to the rules of
law which they consider appropriate and, where applicable, determine the
amount of the damages.

They cannot act as amiable composileurs except with the pnoi
concurrence of the parties.

They shall in all cases decide according to the stipulations of the
contract and take account of applicable usage.

946.2. The court examining a motion for homologation cannot enquire
into the merits of the dispute.

946.4. The court cannot refuse homologation except on proof that

(1) one of the parties was not qualified to enter into the arbitration
agreement;

(2) the arbitration agreement is invalid under the law elected by the
parties or, failing any indication in that regard, under the laws of Quebec;

(3) the party against whom the award is invoked was not given proper
notice of the appointment of an arbitrator or of the arbitration proceedings
or was otherwise unable to present his case;

(4) the award deals with a dispute not contemplated by or not falling
within the terms of the arbitration agreement, or it contains decisions on
matters beyond the scope of the agreement; or

(5) the mode of appointment of arbitrators or the applicable arbitration
procedure was not observed.
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In the case of subparagraph (4) of the first paragraph, the only provision
not homologated is the irregular provision described in that paragraph, if it

can be dissociated from the rest.

946.5. The court cannot refuse homologation of its own motion unless
it finds that the matter in dispute cannot be settled by arbitration in Quebec
or that the award is contrary to public order,

947. The only possible recourse against an arbitration award is an

application for its annulment.

9472L Annulment is obtained by motion to the court or by opposition
to a motion for homologation.

947.2. Articles 946.2 to 946.5, adapted as required, apply to an
application for annulment of an arbitration award.

IV. Judicial Historv

A. Arbitration Award (Rdgts Remttlard, Nota~) (July 22, 1997)

The arbitrator first decided that his mandate included interpreting the

contract concerning the licence as well as the rider and the publishing contracts, to

determine the method of commercial exploitation provided for by the licence After

examining the publishing contracts, he stated the opinion that the fact that the respondent

had signed as "author" did not reflect reality, In his view, both Desputeaux and

L'Heureux could, under the Copyright Act, R,S,C. 1985, c. C-42, claim the status of

author in respect ofCaillou, the appellant L'Heureux in respect of the literary portion of

the original texts and the respondent in respect of the illustration and the physical aspect

of the character. In the arbitrator's view, the involvement of the respondent and the

appellant L'Heureux in the development of the Caillou character was indivisible. The

work was therefore a work of joint authorship, within the meaning of s. 2 of the

Copyright Act.
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The licence contract for the fictitious Caillou character must therefore be

considered in its context. It was signed alter protracted negotiations between the parties,

who were assisted by their lawyers. At that time, the respondent and the appellant

L'Heureux each mutually recognized the other's status as co-author of the Caillou

character, as confirmed by letters that were exchanged after the agreement was signed,

which were submitted to the aibitrator. The arbitrator therefore quickly rejected the

argument that the contract was a sham. In the agreement, the co-authors assigned the

appellant Chouette all of the rights that were needed for the commercial exploitation of

Caillou in the entire world. While the arbitrator did not refer to the public order

pi ovisions of the Act respectmg the professional stat'ui ofartists in the visual arts, arts

and crafts and literature, and their contracts with promoters ("Act respecting the

professional status of artists"), he stated the opinion that because the parties had not

stipulated a time limit, the contract was protected under s. 9 of the Copynght Act, for 50

years after the death of the last co-author. With respect to the rider of

December 15, 1994, he said that the obligation to consult the respondent did not create

a veto right. By his interpretation, neither the rider nor the licence contract imposed any

obligation to account.

In conclusion, the arbitrator pointed out that the licence and the rider related

solely to future works by the authors with the Caillou character as their subject. On this

point, he stated that because Chouette held the reproduction rights, it was the only one

authorized to use the Caillou character in any form and on any medium, provided that

a court agreed that the contracts were valid. Mr. Remillard refrained from stating an

opinion on that subject. In my view, the judgment referring the matter to arbitration

reserved that question to the Superior Court.
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13. Quebec Superior Court (March 13, 1998)

Desputeaux then challenged the arbitration award, and asked the Superior

Court to annul it. She argued, inter alia, that the arbitrator had ruled on a dispute that

was not before him, the intellectual property in the Caillou character and the status of the

parties as co-authors. She also criticized the arbitrator for failing to apply the mandatory

provisions of the Act respecting the professional status of artists. In her submission,

their application would have justified annulment of the agreements between the parties.

The iespondent also criticized Mr. Remillard for ruling on the main issues without

evidence and for conducting the arbitration without regard for the fundamental rules of

natural justice.

In a brief judgment delivered from the bench, Guthrie J. of the Superior

Court dismissed the application for annulment. In his opinion, none of the grounds of

nullity argued was material or well-founded. However, the judgment was mainly

restricted to a summary of the content of the annulment proceeding and reference to thc

most important statutory provisions applicable, including the articles of the Code ofCivil

Procedure of Quebec relating to judicial review of the validity of arbitration decisions.

Desputeaux then appealed to the Quebec Court of Appeal.

C. Quebec Court ofAppeal (Gendreau, Rousseau-Houle and Pelletier JJA), [2001]
R.J.Q. 945

The Quebec Court ofAppeal took a more favourable view of the application

for annulment made by Desputeaux. It unanimously allowed the appeal and annulled the

arbitration award. To begin with, in the opinion ofRousseau-Houle J.A., the award was
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null under s. 37 of the Copyright Act. According to her interpretation, that provision

requires that disputes as to ownership of copyright be heard by the Federal Court or the

superior courts, and therefore does not authorize arbitration, even commercial

arbitration, in that realm. In her opinion, the award exceeded the strict interpretation of

the contract documents, in respect of which arbitration would have been possible:

[TRANsLATIQN] 'In deciding the legal status [of the respondent] and [of the appellant

L'Heureux] in respect of the Caillou character, a work protected by the [Copyright Act],

the arbitrator assumed a competence he did not have" (pats. 32). Then, examining the

case from the standpoint of the principles of the civil law, Rousseau-Iloule J.A. added

that disputes over the status and capacity ofpersons or other matters ofpublic order may

not be submitted to arbitration (art. 2639 C C.Q. and art. 946.5 C C P.). She concluded,

on this point, that the paternity of the respondent's copyright was a moral right that

attached to her personality. Accordingly, art. 2639 C.C.Q. exempted it fiom the

arbitrator's jurisdiction (at paras. 40 and 44):

[TRANsLATIQN] The right precisely to credit for paternity ofa work, like the
right to respect for one's name, gives a purely "moral" connotation to the
dignity and honour of the creator of the work. From these standpoints, the
question of the paternity of copyright is not a matter for arbitration.

In ruling on the question of the monopoly granted by the [Copyrtght Act] to
an author, the arbttrator made a decision that not only had an impact on the
right to paternity of the work, but could be set up against persons other than
those involved in the dispute submitted for arbitration.

In the opinion of Rousseau-Iloule J,A., the award also had to be annulled

because the arbitrator had not applied, or had misinterpreted, ss. 31 and 34 of the Act

respecting the professional status ofartists, which lays down requirements in respect of

the form and substance of contracts between artists and promoters. For one thing, the
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contracts did not state the extent of the exclusive rights granted, the frequency of the

reports to be made or the term of the agreements. The violation of these rules of public

order resulted in the nullity of the agreements and the award. The appellants were then

granted leave to appeal to this Court. In addition, there are still other proceedings

underway in the Superior Court in respect of various aspects of the legal relationship

between the parties.

V. Analvsis

A. The Issues and the Positions of!he Parttes andlntervenors

There are three categories of problems involved in this case, all of them

connected to the central question of the validity of the arbitration award. First, we need

to identify the nature and limits of the arbitrator's terms of reference, We will then have

to identify the issue that was before the arbitrator, in order to determine whether and how

those terms of reference were carried out. In considering that question, we will have to

examine the grounds on which the respondent challenged the conduct of the arbitration

proceeding, such as the violation of the principles ofnatural justice and the rules ofctvil

proof. We shall then discuss the main issues in this appeal, which relate to the

arbitrability of copyright problems and the nature and limits of judicial review of

arbitration awards made under the Code ofCtvi! Procedure. That part of the discussion

will involve an examination of how rules of public order are applied by arbitrators and

the limits on the powers of the courts to intervene in respect of decisions made in that

regard.
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The parties argued diametrically opposed positions, each of them supported

by certain of the intervenors. I shall first summarize the arguments advanced by the

appellants, with the broad support of one of the intervenors, the Quebec National and

International Commercial Arbitration Centre ("the Centre" ). I will then review the

arguments made by the respondent and the other intervenors, the Union des ecrivaines

et dcrivains qudbecois ("the Union" ) and the Regroupement des artistes en arts visuels

du Quebec ("RAAV"). Those intervenors took the same position as Desputeaux on

certain points.

In the submission of the appellants, the arbitration award was valid. In their

view, the legal approach taken by the Court of Appeal conflicted with the way that the

civil and commercial arbitration function has been defined in most modern legal systems,

and the decision-making autonomy that they recognize as inherent in that function. In

particular, in the field of intellectual property itself, modern legal systems frequently use

arbitration to resolve disputes (see M. Blessing, "Arbitrability of Intellectual Property

Disputes" (1996),12Arb. Inr 'I 191, at pp. 202-3; W. Grantham, "The Arbitrability of

International Intellectual Propetty Disputes" (1996), 14 Berkeley J lnrti I., 173, at

pp. 199-219). On that point, the Centre pointed to the risks involved in the decision of

the Court ofAppeal and the need to protect the role ofarbitration. In substance, Chouette

and L'Heureux argued, first, that s. 37 of the Copyrrghr Act did not prohibit arbitration

of the ownership of copyright or the exercise of the associated moral rights. Nor do the

provisions of the Civil Code and the Code ofCivil Procedure prohibit an arbitrator from

hearing those questions In addition, an arbitrator may and must dispose of questions of

public order that are referred to him or her, or are inherent in his or her terms of reference.

Review of an arbitrator's decision is strictly limited to the grounds set out in the Code of

Civil Procedure, which allows an award to be annulled for violation of public order only
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where the outcome of the arbitration is contrary to public order. It is not sufficient that

an error have been committed in interpreting and applying a rule of public order in order

for a court to be able to set aside an arbitrator's decision. The appellants also submitted

that the matter of the status of the co-authors was before the arbitrator, and that he had

complied with the relevant rules in conducting the arbitration, the arbitrator being in

control of the procedure under the law. Chouette and L'Heureux concluded by saying

that Mr. Remillard could not be criticized for not ruling on the validity of the contracts,

having regard to the Aci respecting the professiona! status ofartists. That question was

not before him. What the judgment rendered by I3isaiilon J.,who referred the dispute to

arbitration, had done was to reserve consideration of the problem of the validity of the

contracts between the parties to the Superior Court.

The respondent first challenged the arbitrator's definition of his terms of

reference. She argued that he had broadened them improperly by wrongly finding that

the ownership ofthe copyright and the status ofL'Heureux and Desputeaux as co-authors

were before him. She further argued that he had erred in narrowing that definition by

failing to apply the mandatory rules in the Acr respecimg the profes~iona! status ofartists

and thereby failing to rule as to the validity of the contracts in issue. Desputeaux also

criticized the conduct of the arbitration proceeding, alleging that the arbitrator had

disposed of the copyright issue and of the moral rights resulting from the copyright

without evidence. In her submission, s. 37 of the Copyright Aci denied the arbitrator any

jurisdiction in this respect. As well, the Civi! Code ofQuebec also did not permit those

matters to be submitted to arbitration because they are matters of public order. All that

could be submitted to arbitration under the Acr respecting the profess iona! status of artists

was questions relating purely to the interpretation and application of the contracts.

Desputeaux's final submission was that the Superior Court could have reviewed the
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arbitration award based on any error made in interpreting or applying a rule of public

order. The respondent ai gued that the award was vitiated by errors of that nature, and that

those errors justified annulling the award. She therefore sought to have the appeal

dismissed. The Union and the RAAV supported her arguments in respect of the nature

of copyright, the arbitrator's jurisdiction and the application of rules of public order.

B. The Arbitrator 's Terms ofReference

20 We need only consider the parties'rguments to see that there is a

prelimmary problem in analysing this appeal. It would be difficult to assess the weight

ofthe substantive law arguments made by either patty, or the justification for intervention

by the Superior Court, without first identifying the issues that were in fact before the

arbitrator, either at the behest of the parties or pursuant to the earlier decisions of the

courts, Simply by identifying those issues, we will be able to eliminate, or at least to

narrow, certain questions of law or procedure. That would be the case if, for example, we

were to conclude that the problem of ownership of the copyright was not before the

arbitrator, by reason of the legislation that governed his decision. The award could then

be annulled on that ground alone, under art. 946.4, para. 4 C.C P

21 The question of the scope of the arbitrator's mandate has influenced the

course of the judicial proceedings in this case from the outset. There are serious

difficulties involved in this problem, both because of the manner in which the arbitration

proceedings were conducted and because of how the application for annulment that is

now before this Court has been conducted. We can only regret that the parties and the

arbitrator did not clearly define what his terms of reference included. That precaution

would probably have reduced the number and length of the conflicts between the parties.
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22 The parties to an arbitration agreement have virtually unfettered autonomy

in identifying the disputes that may be the subject of the arbitration proceeding. As we

shall later see, that agreement comprises the arbitrator's terms of reference and delineates

the task he or she is to perform, subject to the applicable statutory provisions. The

primary source of an arbitrator*s competence is the content of the ai bitration agreement

(art. 2643 C C Q ). If the arbitrator steps outside that agreement, a court may refuse to

homologate, or may annul, the arbitration award (arts. 946.4, para. 4 and 947,2 C C P )

In this case, the arbitrator's terms of reference were not defined by a single document.

His task was delineated, and its content determined, by a judgment of the Superior Court,

and by a lengthy exchange of correspondence and pleadings between the parties and

Mr. Remillard.

23 First, however, we must note the importance of the judgment of the Superior

Court rendered by Bisaillon J. As mentioned earlier, the parties'ourt battles had begun

with the filing by Chouette of a motion for declaratory judgment. Chouette wanted to

have the agreements between it and Desputeaux and L'Heureux declared to be valid, and

its exclusive distribution rights in Caillou confirmed. Relying on s. 37 of the Acr

respecimg the Professronal status of artists, the respondent brought a declinatory

exception seeking to have the dispute referred to an arbitrator. Bisaillon J. allowed the

motion in part. He referred the case to arbitration, except the question of the actual

existence of the contract, and the validity of that contract, which, in his opinion, fell

within the jurisdiction of the Superior Court. That judgment, which has never been

challenged, limits the arbitrator's competence by removing any consideration of the

problems relating to the validity ofthe agreements from him. That restriction necessarily

included any issues of nullity based on compliance by the agreements with the
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requirements of the Acr respecting the professional status of arrrsrs. The tenor of the

judgment rendered by Bisaillon J. means that one of the respondent's criticisms, her

complaint that he had not considered or applied that Act, may therefore be rejected

immediately. Given the decision of the Superior Court, the arbitrator had to proceed on

the basis that this problem was not before him. What now remains to be determined is

whether the question of copyright, and ownership of that copyright, was before

Mr. Remillard.

24 On this point, we must refer to the materials exchanged by the parties. The

arbitration agreement in question in this case took the form of an exchange of letters

rather than a single, complete instrument exhaustively stipulatmg all the parameters of the

arbitration proceeding. While we may regret that the parties thus failed to circumscribe

the arbitrator's powers more clearly, we must acknowledge that the rule made by the

legislature in this respect was a very flexible one, despite the requirement that there be

a written instrument: "An arbitration agreement shall be evidenced in writing; it is

deemed to be evidenced in writing if it is contained in an exchange of communications

which attest to its existence or in an exchange of proceedings in which its existence is

alleged by one party and is not contested by the other party" (at%. 2640 C.C.0.).

25 Neither the courts below nor the arbitrator dwelt at length on the question of

the actual content of the arbitratton agreement. By letter dated May 13, 1997, the

arbitrator confirmed his mandate to the parties, but he did not specify the scope of his

terms of reference (Appellants'ecord, at p. 61). There is no clear statement by the

arbitrator in the arbitration award of the limits of his competence, with the exception of

a few comments asserting that he was competent to interpret the contracts, but not to
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"Whereas" in the award (Appellants'ecord, at pp. 65 ei seq )).

26 Nor does the succinct decision given by the Superior Court contain any

indication as to the scope of the arbitrator's mandate. On that point, Guthrie J. simply

said, at p, 3, without discussing the content of the agreement;

[TRANSLATION] Whereas the applicant has not proved that the arbitration
award dealt with a dispute that was not covered by the provisions of the
arbitration agreement;

Thc Court dismissed the amended motion with costs.

Thus the trial judge failed to consider the question of the scope of the agreement having

regard to all of the facts, although the evidence in the record shows that this question was

argued before him. Guthrie J. in fact refused to hear evidence concerning the argument

made as to the scope of the arbitrator*s mandate, because there was no transcript of

argument before the arbitrator. (Excerpts from counsel's argument, Respondent's Record,

at pp. 10 er seq; Respondent's Factum, at para. 25; see also the amended motion by the

respondent-applicant Helene Desputeaux seeking to have the arbitration award annulled,

October 28, 1997, Appellants'ecord, at pp. 14 er seq.)

27 The Court of Appeal also addressed the question of the limits placed on the

arbitrator's mandate by the agreement only briefly. It found that [TRANsLATIQN] "[i]tis

difficult to argue, when we consider the relief sought by counsel for the appellant in the

statement of facts that they submitted to the arbitrator, that the arbitration award dealt
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with a dispute that was not specifically mentioned in the arbitration agreement"

(para. 31).

In the appellants'ubmission, the arbitrator's mandate was such that it was

open to him to address the co-authorship question. The arbitrator was competent to

interpret the contracts submitted to arbitration. In fact, art. 1 of the licence contract states

that the appellant L'Heureux and the respondent are co-authors. Desputeaux analysed the

content of the arbitrator's mandate much more restrictively. In her submission, the parties

had agreed that the arbitrator was not to dispose of the co-authorship question She

further criticized the arbitrator for not having expressly stated that he was competent to

dispose of that matter, and argued that this failure had made it impossible for her to

contest that competence or place the relevant evidence on the record.

Although the letters exchanged by the parties in this respect were not

reproduced in the appeal record, we do have a description of the content of those letters

in the amended motion introduced by Ms. Desputeaux in the Superior Court, seeking to

have the arbitration award annulled (amended motion of the respondent-applicant

Helene Desputeaux for annulment ofan arbitration award, October 28, 1997,
Appellants'ecord,

at pp. 12 et seq.). It seems that the first proposed mandate was prepared by

Chouette on May 20, 1997. That proposal clearly addressed the question of

co-authorship. In para. 8.1c), it said: [TRANsLATioN] "[i]n the event of a decision

favourable to Helene Desputeaux on the interpi etation of contracts R-I (RR-3) and R-2

(RR-5), arbitration on the concept of co-authorship in order to establish the
paries'ights".

The respondent replied to that proposal on May 21, 1997, stating the question of

co-ownership status as follows: [TRANSLATiON] "Whether or not the decision is

favourable to our client, are Ms. L'Heureux and Ms. Desputeaux the co-authors of
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Caillou?" On May 23, 1997, the appellant Chouette sent the respondent a true copy of

a letter sent to the arbitratot in which the following passages, concerning the arbitrator's

mandate, appear:

[TttArtstATtoN] Accordingly, before going any further and before
considering any other question, we should determine what interpretation is
indicated by Exhibits R-I (RR-3) and R-2 (RR- 5), we should see whether
they are compatible and see what obligations they indicate for each of the
parties.

When that question has been disposed of, in accordance with your decrsion,
we will be able to consider what financial obligation arises from those
contracts, and the question of co-authorship.

30 On June 3, 1997, the respondent sent her record to the arbitrator; it included

documents that were relevant in establishing copyright. On June 9, 1997, she again

defined the arbitrator's mandate, in response to another letter sent to the parties by the

arbitrator on June 4, 1997 (unfortunately not reproduced in the record). She confirmed

at that time that she understood from that letter that the arbitrator intended to rule on the

question of co-authorship. She then described the scope of the arbitrator's mandate as

follows:

[TRANsLATIQN] Mr. Remillard will therefore consider the question of the
real scope ofExhibits R-I (RR-3), R-2 (RR-5) and R-3 (RR-15) and of what
powers are available to Les Editions Chouette (1987) inc. (point (a) of your
letter of May 20, 1997).

In our view, that interpretation will necessarily lead to the question of
co-authorship, which you raised at the beginning of your letters of
June 4, 1997, and May 20, 1997. Mr. Remillard will have to tell us whether
Exhibits R-I (RR-3) and R-3 (RR-15), as interpreted in the entire context of
the contractual relationship between the parties, is or is not an agreement
between co-authors concerning their respective rights and obligations....
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31 On June 11, 1997,the appellant Chouette sent its final proposal for a mandate

to the respondent and the arbitrator. It states as follows

[7'ttANsLATtoN] For our part, we in fact continue to believe that we should
first address the interpretation of Exhibits R-I (RR-3), R-2 (RR-5) and R-3
(RR-15), which obviously cannot be separated from their context.

The other stage, the question ofco-authorship, we are keeping on the agenda,
and we are certain that Me Remillard has complete competence to hear it.
However, we still maintain that in the event that the interpretation of the
contracts, Exhibits R-I (RR-3), R-2 (RR-5) and R-3 (RR-15), is favourable
to us, that discussion will be moot We are therefore not committing
ourselves to proceed on that subject.

The letter goes on to say, in respect of evidence that might be presented:

[TRANsLATION] Obviously, if the discussion goes ahead on the question of
the co-authorship concept, we reserve the right to reverse this decision and
require that witnesses be heard and additional exhibits be introduced.

32 On June 11, 1997, the respondent ultimately reconsidered her understanding

of the mandate, in the last letter exchanged between the parties. According to that letter,

the question ofco-authorship had been suspended and the arbitrator's competence in that

respect depended on a new mandate being negotiated.

[TttANsbATtoti] we note that we arc in minimal agreement to proceed in
respect of the interpretation of Exhibits R-I (RR-3), R-2 (RR-5)'and R-3
(RR-15).

We shall therefore proceed on that clearly stated question. With respect to
the other stages you suggest, we shall see whether it is possible to agree on
a mandate that could be given to an arbitrator, We are not committing
ourselves to any agreement in this respect and we reiterate our earlier
correspondence.
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statement of facts she had submitted to the arbitrator, contradicting what it had said

earlier It now again sought to have the arbitrator rule as to the status of L'Heureux and

the respondent as co-authors:

[TRANSLATION] FOR ALL OF THE FOREGOING REASONS, MS. DESPUTEA V X
AsKs TIIE HQNQURABLE ARBITRATQR:... To INTERPRET that, in accordance
with the publishing contracts, Exhibit R-2, Ms. Desputeaux is the sole author
and sole owner of the copyright in her illustrations of the Caillou character
and in the character itself;

34 Subsequently, counsel for the i espondent removed from the record all of the

exhibits that could have been used by their client as evidence on the question of

co-authorship. In the appellants'ubmission, and in the opinion of the Court of Appeal,

the scope of the arbitrator's mandate is confirmed by the statement of the relief sought by

the respondent in her statement of facts. In their view, the respondent cannot both

expressly ask the arbitrator to rule on a question and subsequently argue that he exceeded

his mandate by ruling on the question (see Court of Appeal decision, at para. 31).

However, the respondent now replies that the relief she sought was amended before the

arbitrator, and that he annotated the statement of facts on the first day of the arbitration

proceeding. Guthrie I, ofthe Superior Court refused to admit the annotated version of the

statement of facts, and no copy was introduced by the parties in this Court. We therefore

cannot consider that amendment to be an established fact in determining the scope of the

mandate assigned to Mr. Rdmillard.

35 Despite the unfortunate uncertainties that remain as to the procedure followed

in defining the terms of reference for the arbitration, they necessarily included the

problem referred to as "co-authorship" in the context of this case. In order to understand
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the scope of the arbitrator's mandate, a purely textual analysis of the communications

between the parties is not sufficient. The arbitrator's mandate must not be interpreted

restrictively by limiting it to what is expressly set out in the arbitration agreement. The

mandate also includes everything that is closely connected with that agreement, or, in

other words, questions that have [TRANsLATIQN] "a connection with the question to be

disposed of by the arbitrators with the dispute submitted to them" (S. Thuilleaux,

1. 'arbitrage commercial au (Juebeci droit interne —droit mternational pnve (1991),at

p. 115). Since the 1986 arbitration reforms, the scope of arbitration agreements has been

interpreted liberally (N. N. Antaki, Le reglement amiable des litiges (1998), at p. 103;

Guns N'Roses Missouri Storm Inc. v, Productions Musicales Donald K. Donald Inc,

[1994] R.J.Q. 1183 (C.A.), at pp. 1185-86, per Rothman J.A.). From a liberal

interpretation ofthe arbitration agreement, based on identification ofthe objectives ofthe

agreement, we can conclude that the question of co-authorship was intrinsically related

to the other questions raised by the arbitration agreement, For example, in order to

determine the rights of Chouette to produce and sell products derived from Caillou, it is

necessary to ascertain whether the owners of the copyright in Caillou assigned their

patrimonial rights to Chouette. In order to answer that question, we must then identify

the authors who were authorized to assign their patrimonial rights in the work.

36 Cettain elements of the letters exchanged by the parties and of the arbitration

award confirm the validity of that interpretation, For instance, in her letter of

June 9, 1997, the respondent said that the interpretation of the contracts and the

determination of the powers held by the appellant Chouette [TRANsLATIQN] "will

necessarily lead to the question of co-authorship" (amended motion of the

respondent-applicant Desputeaux to have an arbitration award annulled,
Appellants'ecord,

at p. 16). In reply to that letter, Chouette pointed out that in the event that the
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interpretation of the contracts was favourable to it, the discussion of the question of

co-authorship would become moot (amended motion of the respondent-applicant

Desputeaux to have an arbitration award annulled, Appellants'ecord, at p. 17). In

addition, the following passage from p. 7 of the arbitration award indicates that the

interpretation of the contracts in respect of ownership of the copyright is connected with

questions relating to the powers ofChouette and the economic and moral rights associated

with the commercial exploitation of the Caillou character:

[TtritNsLAT[ON] The respective claims of the parties are based on
ownership of the copyright in Caillou. What we must do is define that
concept, in accordance with the law. We must determine whether those
rights apply to everything connected with Cail lou, or only in respect of some
of the components, if there is more than one owner of the copyright; we must
also determine the respective shares both of the economic and moral rights
deriving fi om the original literary and artistic pioduction and of the rights in
what are referred to as "derivative products".

37 Section 37 of the Acr respecting the professional status ofartists prov ides that

every dispute arising from the interpretation of a contract. between an artist and a

promoter shall be submitted to an arbitrator. The nature ofthe questions of interpretation

submitted to the arbitrator meant that it was necessary to consider the problem of

ownership of the copyright. Plainly, that problem was intimately and necessarily

connected to the interpretation and application of the agreements that the arbitrator had

to examine. Because that question was in fact before the arbitrator, we must now consider

whether the applicable legislation prohibited consideration ofthe question being assigned

to him, as the respondent argues Desputeaux's argument on that point is two-pronged.

The first part is based on federal copyright legislation, which, in her submission, prohibits

the question of the intellectual property in a work being referred to arbitration. The

second is based on the provisions of the Civii Code and the Code of Civil Procedure,
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which provide that questions relating to personality rights may not be referred to

arbitration. As we know, the decision that is on appeal here accepted both elements of

that argument.

C. Section 37 of the Copyright Act and Arbitration ofDisputes Relating to Copyright

38 In the opinion of the Court of Appeal, s. 37 of the Copyright Act prevented

the arbitrator fiom ruling on the question of copyright, since that provision assigns

exclusive jurisdiction to the Federal Court, concurrently with the provincial cou its, to hear

and determine all proceedings relating to the Act (para. 41). With respect, in my view the

Courl of Appeal has substantially and incorrectly limited the powers of arbitrators in

relation to copyright. Its approach is inconsistent with the trend in the case law and

legislation, which has been, for several decades, to accept and even encourage the use of

civil and commercial arbitration, particularly in modern western legal systems, both

common law and civil law.

39 The purpose and context of s. 37 of the Copyright Act demonstrate that it has

two objectives. First, its intention is to affirm the jurisdiction that the provincial courts,

as a rule, have in respect of private law matters concerning copyright. Second, it is

intended to avoid fragmentation of trials concerning copyright that might result fi om the

division ofiurisdiction ratione inateriae between the federal and provincial courts in this

field.

40 The respondent's argument is that s. 37 of the Copyright Act does not permit

questions of copyright to be referred anywhere other than to the public judicial system.

Both Parliament and the provincial legislature, however, have themselves recognized the
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existence and legitimacy of the private justice system, often consensual, parallel to the

state's judicial system. In Quebec, for example, recognition of arbitration is reflected in

art. 2638 C.C Q., which defines an arbitration agreement as "a contract by which the

parties undertake to submit a present or future dispute to the decision of one or more

arbitrators, to the exclusion of the courts". The Civil Code excludes from arbitration only

"[djisputes over the status and capacity of persons, family members or other matters of

public order" (art. 2639 CCQ). In like manner, the Parliament of Canada has

recognized the legitimacy and importance of arbitration, for example by enacting the

Commercial Arbitration Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. 17 (2nd Supp.). That Act makes the

Commercial Arbrtratton Code, which is based on the model law adopted by the United

Nations Commission on International Trade Law on June 21, 1985, applicable to disputes

involving the Canadian government, a departmental corporation or a Crown corporation

or in relation to maritime or admiralty matters. Article 5 of the Code in fact makes

arbitration the preferred method of resolving disputes in matters to which it applies.

41 l-lowever, an arbitrator's powers normally dertve from the arbitration

agreement. In general, arbitration is not part of the state's judicial system, although the

state sometimes assigns powers or functions directly to arbitiators. Nonetheless,

arbitration is still, in a broader sense, a part of the dispute resolution system the

legitimacy of which is fully recognized by the legislative authorities.

42 The purpose of enacting a provision like s. 37 of the Copynght Act is to

define the jurisdiction ratiane materiae of the courts over a mattei. It is not intended to

exclude arbitration. It merely identifies the court which, within the judicial system, will

have jurisdiction to hear cases involving a particular subject matter. It cannot be assumed

to exclude arbitral jurisdiction unless it expressly so states. Arbitral jurisdiction is now
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part of the justice system of Quebec, and subject to the arrangements made by Quebec

pursuant to its constitutional powers.

43 Section 92(14) of the Constitution Ac(, 1867 gives the provinces the powei

to constitute courts that will have jurisdiction over both provincial and federal matters.

Section 101 of that Act allows the Parliament ofCanada to constitute courts to administer

federal laws. Unless Parliament assigns exclusive jurisdiction over a matter governed by

federal law to a specific court, the courts constituted by the province pursuant to its

general power to legislate in relation to the administration of justice will have jurisdiction

over any matter, regardless of legislative jurisdiction (I-I. Brun and G. Tremblay, Droit

constitttttonnel (4th ed. 2002), at p. 777). As this Court stated in Canada (1laman Rights

Commission) v Canadian Liberty Net, [1998] I S.C.R.626, at para. 28:

Thus, even when squarely within the realm of valid federal law, the Federal
Court of Canada is not presumed to have jurisdiction in the absence of an
express federal enactment. On the other hand, by virtue of their general
jurisdiction over all civil and criminal, provincial, federal, and constitutional
matters, provincial superior courts do enjoy such a presumption.

44 In Ontano (Attorney General) v. Pembina Exploration Canada Ltd., [1989]

I S.C.R. 206, this Court had to determine whether a province had the power to grant

jurisdiction to a small claims court to hear admiralty law cases. La Forest J. found that

grant ofjurisdiction to be constitutionally valid, as follows, at p. 228;

I conclude that a provincial legislature has the power by virtue of
s. 92(14) of the Constitution Act, 1867 to grant jurisdiction to an inferior
court to hear a matter falling within federal legislative jurisdiction. This
power is limited, however, by s. 96 of that Act and the federal government's
power to expressly grant exclusive jurisdiction to a court established by it
under s. 101 of the Act. Since neither of these exceptions applies in the



present case, the grant ofjurisdiction in s. 55 of the Small Clat ms Courts Act
authorizes the Small Claims Court to hear the action in the present appeal.

45 A province has ihe power to create an arbitration systmn to deal with cases

involving federal laws, unless the Parliament of Canada assigns exclusive jurisdiction

over the matter to a court constituted pursuant to its constitutional powers or the case falls

within the exclusive jurisdiction of the supe& ior courts under s. 96 of the Constitution Act,

1867. The Parliament of Canada could also grant concurrent Jurisdiction to specific

provincial courts. For example, it could enact a provision stipulating that "the Federal

Court shall have concurrent juiisdiction with provincial superior courts to hear all

proceedings in relation to the administration ofthe Act". However, this is not what it did

in this case.

46 Section 37 of the Copyright Act gives the Federal Court concurrent

jurisdiction in respect of the enforcement of the Act, by assigning shared jurisdiction

ratione matenae in respect of copyright to the Federal Court and "provincial courts".

That provision is sufficiently general, in my view, to include arbitration procedures

created by a provincial statute. If Parliament had intended to exclude arbitration in

copyright matters, it would have clearly done so (for a similar approach, see Automatic

Systems Inc. v, IJracknell Corp. (1994), 113D.L.R. (4th) 449 (Ont. C.A.), at pp. 457-58;

J.E. C. I3rierley, "La convention d'arbitrage en droit quebecois interne", [1987]C P, du

N. 507, at para. 62). Section 37 is therefore not a bar to referrtng this case to arbitration.

We must now consider whether doing so is prohibited by the civil law and rules of

procedure of Quebec
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D. Copynght, Public Order and Arbitration

47 At this point, this case is governed by the statutory arrangements for

arbitration in Quebec. The legal nature of the arbitration proceeding in question,

however, requires further comment. The matter was referred to arbitration under s. 37 of

the Act respecting the professtonal status ofartists. That provision estabhshes arbitral

jurisdiction. It allows one party to require that a matter be referred to an arbitrator.

l-lowever, it allows the parties to renounce submission of a case to an arbitrator; that

means that, unlike, for example, grievance arbitration under Canadian labour relations

legislation, the procedure is consensual in nature. (See, for example, Weber v Ontario

Hydro, [1995]2 S.C.R.929.)

48 The legal framework that governs this arbitration procedure is therefore the

same as the one established by the relevant provisions of the Civil Code and the Code of

Civtl Procedure. The Civtl Code recognizes the existence and validity of arbitration

agreements. With the exception of questions of public order, and certain matters such as

the status of persons, it gives the parties the freedom to submit any dispute to arbitration

and to determine the arbitrator's terms of reference (art. 2639 C C Q ). The Code ofCivil

Procedure essentially leaves the manner in which evidence will be taken, and the

procedure for the arbitration, to the parties and the authority of the arbitrator (arts. 944.1

and 944.10 C.C.P.).

49 Relying on arts. 946 5 C C P and 2639 C C L7., the Court ofAppeal held that

cases involving ownership of copyright may not be submitted to arbitration. In the

Court's opinion, copyright, like moral rights, attaches to the personality of the author (at

para. 40):
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[TRANsLATIQNj The right to fair recognition as the creator ofa work, like the

right to respect for one's name, carries a purely moral connotation that

derives from the dignity and honour of the creator of the work. From that

standpomt, the question of ownership of copyright cannot be arbitrable.

50 In addition, the Court ofAppeal took the view that cases relating to ownership

of copyright, as well as cases concerning the scope and validity of copyright, must be

assigned exclusively to the courts because the decisions made in such cases may, as a

rule, be set up against the entire world. The fact that they may be set up against third

parties would therefore mean that they could not be left to arbitrators to decide, and rather

must be disposed of by the public judicial system (para. 42).

51 Article 2639 C C.Q, expressly ptovides that the parties may not submit a

dispute over a matter of public order or the status of persons, which is, in any event, a

matter of public order, to arbitration. Logically, art. 946.5 C.C.P provides that a court

can refuse homologation of an award where the matter in dispute cannot be settled by

arbitration or is contrary to public order. Thus the law establishes a mechanism for

overseeing arbitral activity that is intended to preserve certain values that are considered

to be fundamental in a legal system, despite the freedom that the parties are given in

determining the methods of resolution of their disputes Ilowever, we must analyse the

relationship between the application of rules that are regarded as matters of public order

and arbitral jurisdiction in greater depth. Ultimately, that question deals with the

limitations placed on the autonomy of the arbitration system and the nature of, and

resttaints on, intervention by the courts in consensual arbitration. which is governed by

the civil law and civil procedure of Quebec.
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fall outside arbitral jurisdiction, as the Court ofAppeal concluded, we must more clearly

define the concept of public order in the context of arbitration, where it may arise in a

number of forms, as it does here, for instance, in respect of circumscribing the jurisdiction

ratione materi ae of the arbitration (Thuilleaux, supra, at p. 36), Thus a matter may be

excluded from the field covered by arbitration because it is by nature a "matter of public

order". The concept also applies in order to define and, on occasion, restrict the scope of

legal action that may be undertaken by individuals, or of contractual liberty. The

variable, shifting or developing nature of the concept of public order sometimes makes

it extremely difficult to arrive at a precise or exhaustive definition of what it covers.

(J.-L.Baudouin and P.-G. Jobin, Les obligations (5th ed. 1998),at pp. 151-52;Auerbach

v Resorts International Hntel Inc, [1992] R.J.Q. 302 (C,A.), at p. 304; Goulet v

7'ransamertca Life Insurance Co. of Canada, [2002] 1 S.C.R. 719, 2002 SCC 21, at

paras. 43-46) The development and application of the concept of public order allows for

a considerable amount of judicial discretion in defining the fundamental values and

principles of a legal system. In interpreting and applying this concept in the realm of

consensual arbitration, we must therefore have regard to the legislative policy that accepts

this foim of dispute resolution and even seeks to promote its expansion. For that reason,

in order to preserve decision-making autonomy within the arbitration system, it is

important that we avoid extensive application of the concept by the courts. Such wide

reliance on public order in the realm of arbitration would jeopardize that autonomy,

contrary to the clear legislative approach and the judicial policy based on it.

(Laurentienne-vie, compagnie d'assurance mc, v. Empire, compagme d'assurance-vie,

[2000]R.J.Q. 1708 (C A.), at p. 1712;Mousseau v Societd de gestion Paquin ltee, [1994]

R,J.Q. 2004 (Sup. Ct.), at p. 2009, citing J. E. C. Brierley, "Chapitre XVIII de la

convention d*arbitrage, art. 2638-2643", in Barreau du Quebec et Chambre des notaires
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du Quebec, La reforme du Code civil: obligations, contrats nommes (1993), vol. 2, at

pp. 1067, 1081-82; J. E. C. Brierley, "Une loi nouvelle pour le Quebec en matieie

d'arbitrage" (1987), 47 R du JJ. 259, at p. 267; L. Y. Fortier, "Delimiting the Spheres of

Judicial and Arbitral Power: 'Beware, My Lord, of Jealousy'" (2001), 80 Can. JJar

Rev 143)

53 A broad interpretation of the concept of public order in art. 2639, para. 1

C C (7. has been expressly rejected by the legislature, which has specified that the fact

that the rules applied by an arbitrator are in the nature of rules of public order is not a

ground for opposing an arbitration agreement (art. 2639, para. 2 C.C.g). The purpose

of enacting art. 2639, para. 2 C.C Q. was clearly to put an end lo an earlier tendency by

the courts to exclude any matter relating to public order from arbitral jurisdiction. (See

Condominiums Mont St-Sauveur inc, v Constructions Serge Sauve ltee, [1990]

R.J.Q. 2783, at p. 2789, in which the Quebec Court of Appeal in fact stated its

disagreement with the earlier decision in Procon (Great J)ritam) Ltd. v, Grolden Eagle

Co., [1976] C.A. 565; see also Mousseau, supra, at p. 2009.) Except in certain

fundamental matters, relating, for example, strictly to the status of persons, as was found

by the Quebec Superior Court to be the case in Mousseau, supra, an arbitrator may

dispose ofquestions relating to rules ofpublic order, since they may be the subject matter

of the arbitration agreement. The arbitrator is not compelled to stay his or hei

proceedings the moment a matter that might be characterized as a rule or piinciple of

public order arises in the course of the arbitration.

54 Public order arises primarily when the validity of an arbitration award must

be determined. The limits of that concept's role must be defined correctly, however.

First, as we have seen, arbitrators are frequently required to consider questions and
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statutory provisions that relate to public order in order to resolve the dispute that is before

them. Merc consideration of those matters does not mean that the decision may be

annulled. Rather, art. 946.5 C.C P. requires that the award as a whole be examined, to

determine the nature of the result. The court must determine whether the decision itself,

in its disposition of the case, violates statutory provisions or principles that are matters

ofpublic order. In this case, the Code ofCivil Procedure is more concerned with whether

the disposition of a case, or the solution it applies, meets the relevant criteria than with

whether the specific reasons offered for the decision do so. An error in interpreting a

mandatory statutory provision would not provide a basis for annulling the award as a

violation of public order, unless the outcome of the arbitration was in conflict with the

relevant fundamental principles ofpublic order. That appioach, which is consistent with

the language used in art. 946.5 C C P., corresponds to the approach taken in the law of

a number of states where arbitration is governed by legal rules analogous to those now

found in Quebec law. The courts in those countries have limited the consideration of

substantive public order to reviewing the outcome of the award as it relates to public

order. (See: E. Gaillard and J. Savage, eds., Fouchard, Gaillard, Goldman on

International Commercial Arbitration (1999), at pp. 955-56, No. 1649; J.-I3. Racine,

L 'arbitrage commercial international et I 'ordre public, vol. 309 (1999),at pp. 538-55,

in particulai at pp. 539 and 543; Societe Seagram France Distribution v. Societe GE

Massenez, Cass. civ. 2', May 3, 2001, Jtev arb. 2001.4.805, note Yves Derains.) And

lastly, in considering the validity of the award, the clear rule stated in art, 946,2 C.C P.,

which prohibits a court from inquiring into the merits of the dispute, must be followed.

In applying a concept as flexible and changeable as public order, these fundamental

principles must be adhered to in determining the validity of an arbitration award.
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55 This case raises a number of aspects of the application of the rules and

principles that form part ofpublic order. We must first ask whether copyright, as a moral

right, is analogous to the matters enumerated in art. 2639, para. I C C.Q. and is therefore

outside the jurisdiction ratione matenae of the arbitration system. Second, we must

determine whether that provision prohibits arbitration as to the ownership of copyright

based on the erga omnes nature of this type of decision. And third, although the question

of the validity of the contracts was not before the arbitrator in this case, as we have seen,

because of the discussion that took place between the parties, it is nonelheless useful to

consider whether the arbitrator might have had the authority to declare the publishmg

contracts invalid because of the defects of form that were alleged to exist in them, under

the rules set out in ss. 31 and 34 of the Acr respecrmg rhe professional status ofartists.

(i) Public Order and the Nature of Coovriaht

56 In my view, the Court of Appeal was in error when it said that the fact that

s. 14.1 of the Copyrighr Acr provides that moral rights may not be assigned means that

problems relating to the ownership of copyright must be treated in the same manner as

questions of public order, because they relate to the status of persons and rights of

personality, and must therefore be removed from the jurisdiction of arbitrators. The

opinion of the Court of Appeal is based on an incorrect understanding of the nature of

copyright in Canada and of the way in which the legal mechanisms that govern copyright

and provide for it to be exercised and protected operate.

57 Parliament has indeed declared that moral rights may not be assigned, but it

permits the holders of those rights to waive the exercise of them. The Canadian

legislation therefore recognizes the overlap between economic rights and moral rights in
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the definition of copyright. This Court has in fact stressed the importance placed on the

economic aspects of copyright in Canada: the Copynght Act deals with copyright

primarily as a system designed to organize the economic management of intellectual

property, and regards copyright primarily as a mechanism for protecting and transmitting

the economic values associated with this type of property and with the use of it. (See

Theberge v Galene d'rt du Petit Chainplain lnc., [2002] 2 S.C.R.336, 2002 SCC 34,

at paras. 11-12,per Binnie J.)

58 In the context of Canadian copynght legislation, although the work is a

"manifestation of the personality of the author", this issue is very far removed from

questions relating to the status and capacity of persons and to family matters, within the

meaning of art. 2639 C.C.Q (M. Goudreau, "Le droit moral de 1'auteur au Canada"

(1994), 25 R G D 403, at p. 404). The Act is primarily concerned with the economic

management of copyright, and does not prohibit artists fiom entering into transactions

involving their copy& ight, or even &om earning revenue from the exercise of the moral

rights that are part of it. As the intervenors UNEQ and CMA point out, an artist may even

charge for waiving the exercise of his or her moral rights (see Theberge, supra, at

para. 59).

59 In addition, the Quebec legislation recognizes the legitimacy of transactions

involving copyright, and the validity of using arbitration to resolve disputes ansing in

respect of such transactions: in s. 37 of the Act respectmg the professional status of

artists, the legislature has expressly provided that in the absence of an express

renunciation, every dispute between an artist and a promoter shall be submitted to an

arbitrator. Contracts between artists and promoters systematically contain stipulations

relating to copyright. It would be paradoxical if the legislature were to regard questions
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order, on the one hand, and on the other hand to direct that this method of dispute

resolution be used in the event of conflicts relating to the interpretation and application

of contracts that govern the exercise of that right as between artists and promoters,

60 Accordingly, the award in issue in this case does not deal with a matte& that

by its nature falls outside the jurisdiction of the arbitrators. It is therefore not contrary to

public order; if it had been, a court would have been justified in annulling it (art. 946.5

C C P ). On the contrary, it is a valid disposition ofa matter, ownership ofcopyright, that

is one of the primary elements of the dispute between the parties in respect of the

interpretation and application of the agreements between them.

(ii) Public Order and the Erma Omnes Nature of Decisions Concerninu
Coovrinht

61 In the opinion of the Court of Appeal, the fact that a decision in respect of

copyright may be set up against the entire world, and accordingly the nature of its effects

on third parties, was a bar to the arbitration proceeding. Those characteristics meant that

only the courts could hear such cases (Court of Appeal decision, at paras. 42 and 44).

That intet pretation is based on an error as to the nature of the concept of resdudrcara and

the extent to which decisions made in the judicial system may be set up against third

parties.

62 First, the Code of Civil Procedure does not consider the effect of an

arbitration award on third parties to be a ground on which it may be annulled or its

homologation refused (art. 946.4 C.C P ). As the appellants assert, the opinion of the

Court of Appeal on this question fails to have regard to the principle of resdudicaia,
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which holds that a judgment is authoritative only as between the parties to the case

(art. 2848 C C.o.; see J.-C.Royer, Lapreuve civile (2nd ed. 1995), at pp. 490-91). The

arbitration proceeding in this case was between two private parties involved in a dispute

as to the proper interpretation of a contract. The arbitrator ruled as to the ownership of

the copyright in order to decide as to the rights and obligations of the parties to the

contract. The arbitral decision is authority between the parties, but is not binding on third

parties who were not involved in the proceeding. To illustrate this point, there would be

nothing to prevent someone who was not a party to the arbitration agreement who had

also been involved in writing the texts for the Caillou books from applying to a court to

have his or her copyright recognized.

(iii) Sections 31 and 34 of the Aci resnecune the nrofesstonal siaius of
ariisis

63 In the alternative, the Court of Appeal held that the arbitrator had a duty to

ensure that the mandatory formalities imposed by ss. 31 and 34 of the Acr respecting the

professional status ofartists had been complied with in the formation ofthe contracts, and

that he had failed to perform that duty (Court of Appeal decision, at paras. 48-49). Our

examination of the conduct of the arbitration disposed of that criticism, because the

problem of contract validity was excluded from the arbitrator's mandate by the decision

of Bisaillon J. of the Superior Court.

64 At this stage in the consideration of the appeal, it is worth recalling certain

features of the mechanism for submitting disputes to an arbitrator under s. 37 of the Aci

respecting the professronal siaius ofartists. Either of the two parties may decide to refer

a dispute arising from the interpretation and application of the provisions of a contract

subject to the Act to the arbitrator. However, if both parties agree to limit the arbitrator's
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terms of reference, he may not expand his mandate on his own initiative. Nonetheless,

to the extent that his terms of reference included an examination of the validity of the

contracts and in particular ofthe formalities and rules characterized as mandatory that are

found in ss. 31 and 34 of the Act, such as those relating to the term for which the parties

were bound by their agreement, the arbitrator should have decided whether the contracts

were valid. The contrary solution would result in a multiplicity of proceedings in cases

where a dispute related to both the interpretation of the clauses of the contract and the

validity of the contract. That solution would offend one of the fundamental principles of

arbitration, which is designed to provide parties to a contract with an effective and

efficient forum for resolving their disputes (Compagnie nationale Air France v. Mbaye,

[2000] R.J.Q. 717 (Sup. Ct.), at p. 724). And lastly, it would indeed be surprising if an

arbitrator could rule as to the ownership of copyright, having regard to the provisions of

the Copyright Acg but not as to the mandatory provisions of'he Acr respecting the

professional status ofarrisrs, which, after all, deals only with the terms and conditions for

the exercise of copyright itself.

(iv) Limits on Review of the Validitv of Arbitration Decisions

65 The Court of Appeal stated at para. 49:

[TRANSLATION] Where an arbitrator, in performing his or her mandate, is
required to apply the rules of public order, he or she must apply them
correctly, that is, in the same manner as do the courts.

That statement runs counter to the fundamental principle of the autonomy of

arbitration (Compagnie nationale Air France, supra, at p. 724). What it necessarily leads

to is review of the merits of the dispute by the court. In addition, it perpetuates a concept
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of arbitration that makes it a foim ofjustice that is infenor to the justice offered by the

courts (Condomirnums Mont Si-Souveur, supra, at p. 2785).

67 The legislature has affirmed the autonomy of arbitration by stating, in

art. 946.2 C C.P., that "[t]he court examining a motion for homologation cannot enquire

into the merits of the dispute". (That provision is applicable to annulment of an

arbitration award by the reference to it in art. 947.2 C.C.P.) In addition, the reasons for

which a court may refuse to homologate oi annul an arbitration award are exhaustively

set out in arts. 946.4 and 946.5 C.C P

Despite the specificity of these provisions of the Code ofCivil Procedure and

the clarity of the legislative intention apparent in them, there have been conflicting lines

of authority in the Quebec case law regarding the limits ofjudicial intervention in cases

involving applications for homologation or annulment ofarbitration awards governed by

thc Code ofCivil Procedure. Some judgments have taken a broad view of that power, or

sometimes tended to confuse it with the power ofjudicial review provided for in arts. 33

and 846 C.C.P. (On this point, see the commentary by F. I3achand, "Arbitrage

commercial: Assujettissement d'un tribunal arbitral conventionnel au pouvoir de

surveillance et de controle de la Cour supe& ieure et controle judiciaire d'ordonnances de

procedure rendues par les arbitres" (2001), 35 A,J T. 465.) The judgment in issue here

illuslrates this tendency when it adopts a standard of review based on simple review of

any error of law made in considering a matter of public order. That approach extends

judicial mtervention at the point of homologation or an application for annulment of the

arbitration award well beyond the cases intended by the legislature. It ignores the fact

that the legislature has voluntarily placed limits on such review, to preserve the autonomy

of the arbitration system. Public order will of course always be relevant, but solely in
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terms of the determination of the overall outcome of the arbitration proceeding, as we

have seen.

69 This latter approach has been adopted by a significant line of authority. It

recognizes that the remedies that may be sought against arbitration awards are limited to

the cases set out in arts, 946 et seq. C.C.P and that judicial review may not be used to

challenge an arbitration decision or, most importantly, to review its merits (Compagnie

nationale Air France, supra, at pp. 724-25; International Civil Aviation Organization v

Tnpal Systems Pty. Ltd, [1994]R.J.Q.2560 (Sup. Ct.), at p. 2564; Rdgie intermunicipale

de l'eau Tracy, St-joseph, St-Roch v. Constructions Meridien inc., [1996]R.J.Q. 1236

(Sup. Ct.), at p. 1238; Regie de l'assurance-maladie du Quebec v. Federation des

medecins speciahstes du Quebec, [1987]R.D.J.555 (C.A.), at p. 559,per Vallerand J.A4

Tuyaux Atlas, une division de Atlas Turner Inc v. Savard, [1985] R.DA. 556 (C.A.)).

Review of the correctness of arbitration decisions jeopardizes the autonomy intended by

the legislature, which cannot accommodate judicial review of a type that is equivalent in

practice to a virtually full appeal on the law. Thibault J.A. identified this problem when

she said:

[7tV NSLA7'tON] In my view, the argument that an interpretation of the
regulation that is different from, and in fact contrary to, the interpretation
adopted by the ordinary courts means that the arbitration award exceeds the
terms of the arbitration agreement stems fiom a profound misunderstanding
of the system of consensual arbitration. The argument makes that separate
system of justice subject to review of the correctness of its decisions, and
thereby substantially reduces the latitude that the legislature and the parties
intended to grant to the arbitration board.

(I.aurentienne-vie, compagnie d'assurance. supra, at para. 43)
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(v) The Conduct of the Arbitration and Natural Justice

70 Desputeaux alleged that the arbitrator failed to hear testimony or considei

evidence relating to ownership of the copyright. In her submission, that error justified

annulling the award. Articles 2643 C.C Q. and 944.1 C C.P, as we know, affirm the

principle of procedural flexibility in arbitration proceedings, by leaving it to the parties

to determine the arbitration procedure or, failing that, leaving it up to the arbitrator to

determine the applicable rules of piocedure (Entreprises H.L.P. inc. v. Logisco mc., J.E.

93-1707 (C.A.); Moscow Institute of IJiorechnology v. Associes de recherche medicale

canadienne (A.II M C), J.E.94-1591 (Sup. Ct.), at pp. 12-14 of the full text). The rules

in the Code ofCivil Procedure governing an arbitration proceeding do not require that the

arbitrator hear testimonial evidence. The methods by which evidence may be heard are

flexible and are controlled by the arbitrator, subject to any agreements between the

parties. It is therefore open to the parties, for example, to decide that a question will be

decided having regard only to the contract, without testimony being heard or other

evidence considered A decision made on the record, without witnesses being heard in

the presence of the arbitrator, does not violate any principle of procedure or natural

justice, and may not be annulled on that ground alone.

71 Nonetheless, the arbitrator clearly does not have total freedom in respect of

procedure. Under arts. 947.2 and 946.4, para. 3 C C P., an arbitration award may be

annulled where "the party against whom the award is invoked was not given proper notice

of the appointment of an arbitrator or of the arbitration proceedings or was otherwise

unable to present his case". The record considered here, however, does not support a

complaint of that sort. Its content does not show that the facts that are needed in order for
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it to be reviewed exist, and therefore does not justify this Court's intervention in that

regard.

Vl. Conclusion

72 The arbitrator acted in accordance with his terms of reference. Eke made no

error such as would permit annulment of the arbitration award. For these reasons, the

appeal must be allowed, the decision of the Court of Appeal set aside and the application

for annulment of the award dismissed with costs throughout.

Appeal allowed with costs
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